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Introduction
Lieutenant Commander Arthur Geoffrey Gascoyne Webb, RN. (Retired.), O.B.E., (1896-1981), was
born in Kent. He entered the Royal Navy in 1914 and served in the Battle of Jutland. When the size
of the Navy was cut he spent five years teaching and cricket coaching, and married Audrey
Haggard, a niece of the late Sir Rider Haggard.
A keen sportsman, his great love was cricket. He played for the Navy, was a member of the M.C.C.,
and also played for a number of clubs including Trinity Tom Tits, Incogniti and Free Foresters, and
later for Nigeria.
In 1928 he accepted a post under the Colonial Office and served in Nigeria until 1933. Becoming
proficient in the Hausa language, he and a friend wrote a book on Hausa customs, and he translated
stories for use in schools.
He returned to England after the death of his wife, who had joined him in Nigeria for his third tour,
and in due course, was appointed secretary to Leicestershire County Cricket Club, playing for
Leicestershire and the Gentlemen of Leicestershire. In 1935 he married Iris, elder daughter of Major
and Mrs. Barry Thompson, of Tindall Lodge, Grantham.
He left Leicestershire to work for the British Sailors’ Society, of which he eventually became
General Secretary.
Recalled to the Navy in 1939, he served in anti-submarine trawlers in the Dover Straits until
released on special orders to carry on welfare work for seamen. He finally joined King George’s
Fund for Sailors in 1944 as Deputy Secretary and Appeals Secretary, and organised the Lord
Mayor’s Appeal for the Royal and Merchant Navies. He stayed with King George’s Fund for
Sailors until his retirement in 1961, having been awarded the O.B.E. in the Coronation Honours in
1953.
He retired to Suffolk for 12 years, finally moving to Oakham, Rutland in 1974. A successful artist,
working mainly in pastel, he exhibited at the Pastel Society exhibitions for a number of years.
This booklet is Geoffrey Webb’s own account of his time in Nigeria, 1928-33, an edited and
slightly reduced version of which was subsequently published in instalments, illustrated with
Geoffrey’s photographs, in the Leicester Evening Mail, in November 1936, each day from 2nd to 6th
and (the following week) from 9th to 13th.
This version is very close to the original typescript but his younger son, Nigel Webb, has been
responsible for a little minor editing and the insertion of a selection of photographs from Geoffrey’s
album, not all of which appeared in the newspaper version.
Geoffrey Webb’s uncle, Frederick Kelly Gascoyne, had served in Sir Frederick Lugard’s West
African Frontier Force, which had conquered and pacified Nigeria between 1900 and 1904. Adrian
Webb, Geoffrey’s elder son, served in Northern Nigeria as an Assistant District Officer in the
1950s. He has kindly read the draft of this booklet and contributed some endnotes.
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The journey out

Tales or accounts of the colonies are usually written by high officials with many years of experience
who speak with authority on matters administrative or anthropological, or by travellers who pass so
quickly through the land of which they write that they cannot possibly record anything but the most
superficial facts. This account is, I think, rather different, for I was but a junior government official
and spent only five years on the West Coast.
In the spring of 1928, I found myself going out to what used to be known as The White Man's
Grave, for a "tour" of eighteen months. After that I should get eighteen weeks' leave and then return
to Nigeria. So it would go on until I retired - and when I did so, what should I find when I settled in
England? Who of my relations and friends would be alive?
Thus it was with very mixed feelings that I boarded the ship at Liverpool. She was not a large
vessel and drew little water, because she had to be able to cross bars with little water over them at
the mouths of African rivers.
For the first half an hour or so I was busy finding my cabin and my table in the dining saloon and
unpacking, so when I came on deck it was to find that we were well on our way down the Mersey. I
had missed the farewell scenes and was glad to have done so. I suppose the life on board passenger
ships is very much the same everywhere. The only real difference in a ship bound for West Africa is
that hardly a single passenger is travelling for pleasure, while children are conspicuous by their
absence. There are government officials, traders, tin and gold miners and a few missionaries and
that is about all.
On one of my voyages out, however, there was a nun on board. I don't think she came on deck until
we came in sight of the Gold Coast and then she walked to the side to take her first view of the land
where she was to spend the rest of her life. There was to be no leave for her. Never would she see
England again.
Another time, homeward bound, I was astonished to see a friend of mine I had not met for some
time come on board at Freetown under escort. Poor thing, he was nearly out of his mind. He was a
District Commissioner who had been in charge of a province in the interior. Trouble had arisen, a
small detachment of native soldiers had been sent up to help him get over difficulties and on the
very night of their arrival the white officer had been murdered and his body thrown into my friend's
compound. This was the last straw and my friend had to be taken into hospital.
On this voyage there was a young Englishman bound for Liberia. A squabble between two tribes
had led to an investigation by the League of Nations which, having been informed by Liberia that
only an Englishman would be acceptable as mediator, had appointed this young man to get to the
root of the trouble.
There were also on board some eight or nine doctors of different nationalities who formed the
International Yellow Fever Commission. Theirs was truly a labour for humanity, and I was told that
most of them died during the course of the following three years.
The voyage takes fifteen days and for most of the time the ship is steaming due south. Every day the
temperature rises. First one's greatcoat is discarded, then a waistcoat, while soon one is wearing
flannels, and by the tenth day the traveller must make use of a helmet unless he wants to get
sunstroke. After that, deck tennis becomes too strenuous for most people and a deck chair and an
iced drink take its place.
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The stars do funny things too. Orion who stands up proudly in England, lies down and becomes
Seyedi Ali, one of the generals of the Prophet. Seyedi Ali was deemed to be so righteous that he
could not be buried on earth, so he was sent straight to Heaven. Heaven, however, refused to take
him in until the last day, so there he lies taking what rest he may in the sky. Some of the
constellations we are used to seeing above the northern horizon disappear and strange ones appear
to the Southward. A cross appears and everyone thinks he has seen the Southern Cross. It is the
False Cross, however, and the real Southern Cross does not appear until the ship has steamed
several hundred miles further south.
The sun, too, begins to be less popular. It is no longer pleasantly warm but an enemy - hot and
dangerous, till it sinks below the Yard Arm, when every one knows it is time for a 'Sundowner' and
a general move is made to the smoke room. Meanwhile the sun seems to grow and grow until it
becomes a huge ball of fire as it sinks into the sea. Then the shadows gather rapidly and in a quarter
of an hour night has come.
After calling at the Canaries and Sierra Leone we anchored off Monrovia, the capital of Liberia.
Liberia is the great negro republic, peopled by the descendants of slaves from the West Indian
plantations who had been given their freedom at the time when public opinion revolted against
slavery. There are lovely stories connected with this country. I was assured that the Postmaster
General often came on board liners to sell stamps for as much as he could get, while the Admiral of
the Fleet was wont to come on board in full uniform and then dive into the sea for coins thrown by
the passengers. Another yarn I heard was to the effect that the Chief Justice had been caught with an
illicit distillery, the major part of which consisted of the boiler tubes of a man-of-war which had
been "missing" for some time.
When we sailed into the lagoon at Lagos, it was difficult to realize that only a few days ago I had
left grey old England. The European quarter is built on an island which was once a swamp and a
paradise for mosquitoes. The industry of the White Man is responsible for the gradual filling up of
the swamp and heaven knows how many condensed milk and sardine tins there must be beneath the
foundations of the smart electrically lit houses.
My Uncle Fred would be surprised were he to go there now. Around 1900, he landed in a canoe at a
makeshift landing place and walked up a narrow path to a simple mud and thatch rest house.
Mosquitoes were at him all night as he lay on his camp bed and in the morning he went for a walk
by the only other path leading from his abode and it led him to the grave of one of his predecessors.
Truly a good beginning.
When I landed some thirty years later it was very different. A friend met me, arranged for my
belongings to be taken to the boat train and then motored me off to his house where I spent a most
comfortable day.
I had been given some excellent advice as regards kit and clothing before leaving England so I had
nothing to worry about when I landed - unlike another Education Officer who arrived at Lagos clad
in a normal English lounge suit and with a case containing little besides a silk hat and tails.
Somehow or other his orders went astray and he fetched up unheralded at a northern bush station
close to the French border with such kit as he had been able to beg, borrow or steal during his trek
from the railway.
He found his school apparently running very smoothly but as no one spoke a word of English, he
found himself returning to his bungalow every day at about 11.30 to look out for the occasional
Frenchman who came in on some trading expedition. This state of affairs had gone on for a
fortnight when one day he returned, lonely and bored, to his bungalow to find a white man sitting
on the verandah. Thinking he was some trader or other he offered him hospitality and soon found
himself recounting a story of his arrival - how no one had helped him in any way, how he had
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eventually reached his station, how he had found the school which apparently went on perfectly
well without his aid, how absurd it was to send him there at all. Waste of money and so forth. Then
he asked who his guest might be and the answer was: "Well, as a matter of fact, I am the Director of
Education!"
Of course it was a very exceptional - though none the less funny - case brought about by a couple of
letters having been lost in the post, for in the normal way nothing could be more fatherly than the
care taken by the various Government Departments for the welfare of the newly joined officer.
Perhaps the most important step I took on my first day in Nigeria was to engage a cook and a
steward boy. The cook was a native of some tribe whose language no one has ever mastered. His
name was William and he spoke pidgin English. He could cook quite reasonably, was moderately
honest and devoted a little of his time to his work - the rest he employed in trying to get married. In
fact I kicked him out eventually because he got so involved
in marriage and divorce that he hardly did any work at all.
Ali was the steward boy I chose. He spoke English quite
well and was extremely efficient. He lasted about nine
months. To start with all went well, but as time went on Ali
got up against the other "boys" and I was always being
worried by complaints. Finally I was laid low with kidney
trouble and Ali thought I was going to die (I may say I felt
like it), so he just deserted me and I was left by myself for
hours lying in agony, with no one to look after me. When I
recovered he calmly asked me to take him back. I sacked
him. But more of him later.
At about 9 o'clock in the evening I boarded the boat train
which was to take me to Jos, a town in the centre of the tin
mining area on the Bauchi Plateau. The railway has only a
single narrow gauge track but compares favourably with
our own in England as regards rolling stock. There are of
course several special fittings but the only one which I need
Ali
William
mention is the little cage underneath each end of every coach
where live chickens are kept until such time as the black chef removes them to the restaurant car
kitchen.
People observe a certain etiquette when travelling, for though they wear shorts and open neck shirts
during the day, they always change into a suit and put on a tie for dinner.
I sat for a long time with the lights out looking at the palm trees lit up by the moonlight. It was a
wonderful and inspiring sight. Nothing but palm trees and thick undergrowth through which a man
must hack his way with an axe unless he knows the narrow bush paths. How the pioneers managed
to survey the country in Southern Nigeria beats me, while the work of clearing the bush for the
railway must have been little short of a miracle.
Then the black steward made up my bed and I turned in. Usually I can sleep well in a train, but that
night I lay awake for hours. There was the usual rumble of the train of course, but above it was the
everlasting noise of the crickets. I don't know how best to describe the noise, but it was like several
wooden rattles being whirled round together continuously.
Occasionally we passed by villages close to the line and heard the throb of the drums. Once or twice
we stopped at a station, and when we did there was no hope of sleeping for the natives from miles
round crowd into the station to gaze at a train no matter what hour of the night it may arrive, while
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there are sure to be a certain number of Englishmen who board the train in the hope of finding a
friend.
By the next morning we had come into open country, into country which geographers choose to call
parkland. All that morning we travelled north until we came to the Jebba Bridge which spans the
river Niger, close to the Juju Rock. Juju means haunted or bewitched or anything connected with
witchcraft, and the weird sugar loaf rock which stands close to the river has an evil reputation 1. As
far as Englishmen are concerned there is a graveyard there where some three hundred of our
countrymen have lain for over 30 years, victims of malaria and blackwater fever. As for the natives,
they said the spirits in the rock would not permit a bridge to be built across the Niger, unless there
was a great sacrifice of human life. Perhaps the graveyard has appeased them, for the bridge was
built and I never heard of any trouble in recent years.
Jebba is a railway centre nowadays and there are a number of bungalows for railway officials there.
It is blazing hot and there is little in the way of recreation. However, I did hear of two engine
drivers who went out after West African Buffalo or Bush Cow as it is commonly called. They toiled
all day and eventually made a kill and in the evening they returned with their prey, triumphant and
very proud of having slain one of the most dangerous animals in West Africa. They called their
friends together and celebrated far into the night. Next day the blow fell, for a very indignant native
arrived, demanding compensation for his milch-cow which the white men had shot and taken away.
We spent a very hot hour at Jebba before continuing our journey. Then we crossed the bridge and
started to wind our way north again. The line here takes some extraordinary curves and one
afternoon later on I had a rather nasty experience travelling over this particular sector. It was after
lunch and we were going south to the coast, so when I lay down for an afternoon nap, I lay with my
head to the right hand side of the train in case the sun should catch me. Unfortunately I forgot the
curves and when I woke up, I had a splitting headache and pains in my back. It was sunstroke, but
fortunately only a small attack.
The afternoon passed away uneventfully as far as I can remember, though of course I spent my time
looking at the country or listening to the stories of other people who had been in Nigeria before.
Sometime during the following night we came to Kaduna, the Government capital of the Northern
Provinces, and then we branched off to the North East, leaving part of the train to continue due
North to Zaria and Kano.
Next day we started to climb slowly up to the Bauchi Plateau and by the afternoon we had reached
the summit. The scenery reminded me very much of Scotland except that occasionally we passed a
pagan compound surrounded by thick cactus hedges.
Eventually we drew into a small station called Hos, just as a violent tornado burst. It was my first
experience of tropical rain and it was simply tumbling down. Evidently there had been a smash of
some sort for a breakdown train was drawn up in a siding, loaded with pieces of engine and various
bits of railway.
Very soon a European, clad in sun helmet and oilskins, walked past my window swearing more
heartily than I had dreamed possible. Rain or no rain it was swelteringly hot, so I invited him to
come in and have some iced beer. He needed no second invitation and soon he was in my
compartment, still exploding at intervals.
He was (he told me) a railway official who had been sent up to clear a wreck, and this is how it had
come about. A goods train in charge of a native engine driver, stoker and guard, had passed through
Hos, the day before. Not far beyond this station the line starts to descend and at the same time runs
round the side of a large hill. A little way down this incline is a small hamlet. There, apparently, the
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native driver stopped his train and he, the stoker and the guard got out to pay a call on the
inhabitants of the hamlet.
It seems their call lasted for some little time and at last they tore themselves away and returned to
the train, but when they came in sight of it, it was moving down the incline and its speed was
increasing rapidly. The unhappy three ran as hard as they could, jumped on board and tried to
apply the brakes, but they were already full on and had "crept". The driver then tried to reverse the
engine, but discovered there was not sufficient steam.
Panic-stricken they jumped out and stood watching the train pass rapidly out of sight. It gathered
speed, took the curve and took it far too fast. It left the rails and the result I saw loaded on the
carriages in the siding nearby.
My guest was still swearing gently when he left me to get on with his job and his parting words referring to the engine driver - were "I expect they'll promote the......".
I forgot to say that on our arrival at Accra, the port before Lagos, I received a letter telling me that I
had been posted to Maiduguri, in Bornu Province, far away in the North East of Nigeria. So my
destination now was Jos, whither I should proceed by lorry.
After leaving Hos it was quite a short run to Bukuru, the next station to Jos. Here a cheerful
Englishman came on board and asked for me. He ran a fleet of large lorries and had the contract for
delivering the mails to Maiduguri, three hundred and seventy miles away. He had been told of my
coming and had been given instructions to convey me, my boys and my loads to my future home.
My friend took me off the train, saying there would be plenty of time to go to his house, have a
drink and then motor into Jos, and be there before the train arrived. When we got to his house a tin
mining friend of his was waiting for us. He had come in on his usual weekly visit to meet the boat
train and have a good English meal of roast beef from the restaurant car refrigerator. Their
hospitality was magnificent - it always is in Nigeria - so when we arrived at Jos railway station, it
was sometime after the boat train had discharged my boys and loads. It was dark and raining cats
and dogs too.
My mining friend had forgotten to bring a mackintosh, so we tried to persuade him to wait in the
car. No. He was not going to do that or anything else we suggested. But he solved the difficulty in
his own way, for he went up to a vast Black Mammy, put his arm round her waist and walked up
and down the platform, sharing her multi-coloured umbrella and finally fell into a flooded siding.
We found the boys and the loads and my friend gave orders for them to be taken to Bukuru, so we
were free to return to my friend's house for supper.
I had given Ali a large bunch of keys, but I must admit I was surprised when we got back to find
that he had spotted the right boxes and cases at once. I had about eighty, one way and another, so I
think he had done well. He had taken possession of a small mud hut in my friend's compound and
had completely furnished it with camp bed, chair, basin and so forth. It was most comfortable.
Eighty cases sound rather excessive for one man, but it is a modest number compared to the number
some people take. I knew of a certain man who used to trek about with over a hundred and fifty, and
quite fifty of them were supposed to be cases of Plymouth Gin.
Actually it is wise to take all groceries out from England, for you never know when you will be able
to get what you want out there. My outfitters, Griffiths and McAllister, are perfectly wonderful. I
used to say I wanted groceries and provisions for nine months and after that I left it to them. The
next time I took any interest in the matter was when I had arrived in Nigeria. Everything was
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always first class and everything always lasted the specified time. A second nine months'
consignment used to be sent out to me later.
By supper time it had got really cool. The drop in temperature on the plateau is a blessing and a
curse in one, for it is very easy to catch a chill and bring on an attack of malaria. That night I put on
a coat and went out to watch a distant storm. It was a magnificent sight. The lightning was
continuous and my host pointed out several distant peaks which were quite invisible in the clearest
daylight.
Next morning I spent wandering round the canteens making purchases of such things as hurricane
lamps, buckets, sunlight soap and so on. In the evening I played tennis at the Club. The air was
grand and I was as fit as a fiddle, till suddenly I felt dizzy and nearly fainted. It was the altitude and
I was told that most newcomers had similar experiences.
The following morning all my belongings were loaded on two large lorries and I set out on my three
hundred and seventy mile drive to Maiduguri.
It was some six months later that I heard that both my new friends were in prison, one for having a
difference of opinion with a steward boy on a train and knocking and hitting him so that he fell right
off the train, and the other one, for removing his neighbour’s landmark. The first one eventually
earned his reprieve for putting down a riot in the prison.
For the first few miles we ran along the plateau on good roads, past the villages of the pagans. The
pagans are grand people. The men wear nothing at all, while the women adorn themselves with
large fans which stick straight out at the base of the spine - for want of a better description. Both
men and women work side by side in the fields and the ladies wear their fans so that any hostile
tribe coming on a surprise attack shall recognise and respect their sex. Their tribal laws and
morality are splendid and, I say it without hesitation, better than those of many Moslem or Christian
natives. The men have magnificent physique and make excellent soldiers.
Years before the British took over the control of Northern Nigeria, the Fulani - a most warlike
Moslem tribe - overran the country and conquered all of it except the highlands. The pagan
inhabitants had little difficulty in keeping the invaders from penetrating the hills and, to this day,
they are most independent. Among other things they fail to see what blessings the British rule has
brought them and consequently fail to see why they should pay taxes.
In fact it was not long after I passed through that a very efficient Administrative Officer, who was
especially liked by natives, was killed while on a tax collecting expedition not far from Jos. He set
out with a very small escort of native police under the command of a native sergeant and when he
came near to the foot of the hills inhabited by the particular tribe he was to visit, they were
ambushed by a very large number of pagans.
Very soon the air was thick with the stones hurled by the natives' slings, but he refused to let his
police open fire, hoping that he might reason with his attackers. But that was not to be, for one of
the stones struck him and gave him a mortal wound. The sergeant then took command and opened
fire, but even so it was with the greatest difficulty that he got his men away bearing the body of his
unfortunate officer.
The authorities sent a punitive expedition and brought the tribe to heel, but it is doubtful if the real
culprits suffered for their crime, as they were unlikely to show themselves till the trouble had blown
over and they had plenty of hiding places in the hills which are honeycombed with caves and
tunnels.
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Doubtless the whole unhappy incident was due to the ignorance of the pagans. They could not or
would not see that civilization had opened to them safe roads and markets for their produce. Neither
could they see why a white man (or any stranger for that matter) should want to visit them , unless it
were to get something out of them. So the easiest method for them was to keep the white man away
and I believe they hurled their stones with this intention alone - certainly not with the intention of
killing the intruder. The only bright spot in this tale is that the police sergeant later received the
King's Police Medal for his bravery and resource.
Fortunately - and it speaks well for our administration - incidents of this kind are very unusual; in
fact I did not hear of another. On the contrary we have now established most friendly relations with
most of the pagan tribes and a little school at Toro has been responsible for the instruction of a
number of young pagan men, who have gone back to their villages and started little schools
themselves.
After a bit we came to the edge of the plateau and started to descend the longest and, in places, the
steepest hill I have ever seen; and as we went down, it got hotter and hotter until at last we had
reached the plain. After that, it was a question of trying to sit still while the driver drove as hard as
he could, for his job was to get to Maiduguri with the Royal Mail, which was mixed up with my
loads. And it was a job to sit still as we charged over pot-holes and slithered over the sandy bits,
while the sun and the heat of the engine combined with the sand and dust were almost unbearable.
Except for a short stop for lunch and a momentary pause to drop some mailbags at Bauchi, we did
not stop till we got to Damaturu in the evening. The driver was very upset when I told my boys to
get out my bed and prepared to spend the night in the rest house. He wanted to push right on and
drive through the night in order to beat the eighteen hours record for the journey. But I had had
enough for one day. I was dog tired, had been thoroughly shaken by the bumping of the lorry over
pot-holes and my face, arms and knees were most painfully sunburnt.
Next day we pushed on in the early dawn. Apart from an occasional Baobab tree, there was hardly a
tree higher than a man, though there were many thorny bushes growing on the flat, sandy plain.
There were of course the telegraph poles - carrying a single wire - but I got tired of seeing them
pass in monotonous succession, though at first it amused me to see that occasionally one had taken
root and had quite a show of foliage. An occasional vulture in the sky and very rarely a mud
dwelling were all there were to be seen in an uninviting country. Of course that was my first
impression, for later I was to find a great deal to interest me.
Later I was to experience trekking to a certain extent and to hear many stories of long journeys
undertaken before lorries came to the wilds of Nigeria. Certainly trekking, either on horseback or on
foot, fifteen to twenty miles a day, with a long train of carriers bearing one's loads on their heads,
was far less exhausting and far more interesting than bumping and bouncing along all day in a lorry.
Those carriers are wonderful people. They carry a uniform case, a bath or a case of whisky on their
heads for hours at a time, singing as they lope along at a good four or five miles an hour. Carrying
is their trade and a trade in which they take enormous pride and they delight in giving exhibitions of
their weight lifting capabilities. In fact there was once a head man of carriers in Kano who managed
to carry a piano on his head, but someone thoughtlessly called him and, in endeavouring to turn
towards the speaker, the unfortunate man broke his neck.
Trekking often led to unusual experiences too. For instance an Army Officer I knew arrived late one
evening at a rarely used rest house and after the carriers had set down their loads and his boys had
set out his camp furniture he sat down to supper. Almost immediately a snake fell on the table and,
looking up, he saw that the thatch roof was simply a mass of snakes. He told me he got his camp kit
outside somehow or other and then set fire to the house, before he thought of settling down for the
night again.
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When we had arrived within twenty miles of Maiduguri we had a serious engine breakdown. There
was nothing to do but wait until someone should come along in another car - perhaps that day,
perhaps not for two or three days. I occupied my time by getting temporarily lost in the bush by
going off with my rifle to see if I could shoot anything for supper. Every thorn bush looked exactly
the same as the next, while the sun was right over head and gave me no idea of direction. Altogether
I made a bit of a fool of myself and only got back with the help of my boys who heard me fire my
rifle. It taught me a lesson.
Later in the day someone came out from Maiduguri to find out what had happened to me, so I took
Ali, William and a few loads and by supper time I had arrived. It was just twenty days after I had
left Liverpool. Only fourteen or fifteen years ago I should have taken three months to get to
Maiduguri from the coast and most of the journey would have been on horseback, with a long train
of natives carrying my loads. And the Royal Mail used
to be carried from post to post by mounted police, each
man doing about twenty miles at full speed. This method
was very speedy and efficient and the time taken was
little more than by sending the mail by lorry - sometimes
the latter is considerably slower, during the rainy season.
On entering my house I found a letter from my mother
and a photograph of herself. She had had it framed in a
crocodile skin frame, specially treated to prevent its
destruction by white ants. To make assurance doubly
sure, I put it on the concrete mantelpiece before going to bed, but by next morning the ants had
eaten a large piece out of it.
My outfitters had told me a story, the moral being that Africa always gets the better of the White
Man. An official had a glass eye, which he used to put in a tumbler of water every night when he
turned in. His boys thought he did this in order that he should see what happened whilst he was
asleep, so the story soon got round and he was one of the few Englishmen who could be certain that
he would not be burgled during the night watches. One day he had to go off on trek, so he put a
spare false eye in a glass and put it on his dining room table. Leaving two of his boys to look after
the house, he set forth feeling that it was unlikely that anything would be stolen from his bungalow.
When he returned nothing had been stolen. In fact no one had dared to enter the house, but the
white ants had had several days to themselves and nearly all his books, curtains, clothes, hats and
boots were ruined.
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Bornu
Bornu, the most north easterly province of Nigeria, borders on the
Sahara Desert in the north and takes in half of Lake Chad in the top
right-hand corner. During the dry season it is very little better than a
desert itself, except that it has a fair covering of silver-coloured
thorn bushes. To make things thoroughly uncomfortable a wind
called the Harmattan blows down from the desert bringing clouds of
very fine sand and dust which form an almost perpetual mist. It dries
you up and your nose and throat get very sore. At night it is cool and
to sit outside round a blazing fire is grand, while you go to bed with
two blankets and wake up in the small hours to pull on another one
or two. Soon after sunrise, however, it starts to get hot until, by
midday, the temperature rises to a hundred degrees in the shade.

About March or April there are distant rumblings of thunder and flashes of lightning. Nothing else
happens for a week or two, but then comes a real storm and the rain falls in buckets. It is the
beginning of the rains which will last till about September. Every evening at about five o'clock a
storm will appear with clockwork regularity and there will be a heavy fall of rain. It is very
welcome, not only because it means rest from the eternal dust, but because it means that the ground
rapidly becomes green and ceases to glare. The grass suddenly springs up, leaves show on the trees,
and wonderfully coloured birds appear. A few days before there were no signs of beauty anywhere.
Such was the province to which I had been posted as an Education Officer. There were altogether
about a dozen English officials and seven or eight British, Italian and French traders in the whole
province which is roughly the size of Ireland. One or two were out in the bush while the rest of us
lived in the 'station'. Each man has his own house, for the conditions are trying and to live with
another fellow might lead to friction. Even if a friend comes to stay on a short visit he brings his
own boys and goes his own way, except perhaps for meals.
Once I had a friend to stay for a few days prior to his going out on trek. The evening before he set
out he went to dine with his senior officer and a newcomer came in to have supper with me. At
about ten o'clock my guest said goodnight and walked off in the direction of his house. Two
minutes later he was back, his eyes starting out of his head, shouting, "I say, your compound is full
of lions!" My other friend, who had gone out to dine, had ordered his camels to be brought in
readiness for the journey next day and I had known nothing at all about it. The camels had given
some unpleasant grunts and he had imagined he was going to imitate Stanley Holloway's Albert.
I think the way Englishmen live in West Africa is the best possible testimony to the excellence of
our administration. Each man lives by himself in his own house without any sort of guard, except
perhaps a dog. Even the servant boys live in their own huts at a distance from the house. All the
windows are open, if there are any, and no one troubles to shut a front door. Generally there is no
door to shut. The last house I occupied before I left Nigeria in 1933 was fifty miles from the nearest
station and thirty miles from any other white man. But I will talk about that later.
It is the same no matter what branch of' the Nigerian Service you may be in: each man living by
himself, sometimes in a native town but more often in an entirely undefended station with several
other Europeans each occupying his own house. It all fits in so well with the "Indirect
Administration" which we employ in Nigeria: each department being officered and run by natives
with Europeans to act in an advisory capacity.
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Every province has its native ruler, advised by a Resident, its schools with native teachers advised
by the superintendent of Education and so on, though there are still some departments such as the
Railway and the Medical in which natives have yet to prove themselves capable of occupying the
highest posts.
The system makes for an excellent understanding between the natives and ourselves, who obviously
have to make a serious study of the languages and customs if we are to be of any real use.
How very different to our neighbours in French West Africa who are believers in "Direct
Administration". The white men in their country take direct charge of all departments and it is the
native who has to learn a new language and make a study of his ruler's customs. And the French
live in walled settlements with a garrison of soldiers to look after them, while the Governors of their
provinces are all army officers of high rank.
It was difficult for us Englishmen with our ideas to picture the French methods in operation, but
still more so to believe the following, perfectly true little story of one of our Residents who spent a
few weeks of leave as a guest of some French colonial officials in Morocco.
He stayed in the officers' mess in a French station close to a large native city on the boarders of the
Sahara and experienced such lavish hospitality as would be impossible to find in British territory.
But the conversation was always of Paris, and what was happening in France or England and, in
spite of his gentle hints that he would like to be shown the sights of the native city, there was
always some amusement provided for him in the European quarter.
In fact the Frenchmen were frankly uninterested in the natives, and had not even heard of Hausa - a
language which will take a man from Lagos to Alexandria and Tripoli and in fact all across North
Africa.
But one day he slipped away into the town and walked about quietly by himself. Then he addressed
a native in Hausa and the man looked at him in astonishment at being spoken to in his own tongue.
Soon he was surrounded by a crowd of natives, delighted to find a white man who took an interest
in them.
Of course the French have done marvels in their colonization in Africa, so their method must have
some good points. The Germans too were responsible for some wonderful work before they lost
their Colonies after the Great War. To each must be given due praise and we must take our share as
well but for what it is worth, and it is probably worth a lot, this is what the Nigerian native thinks:
"We do not like the French. They take us from our farms to build roads and houses and do
not pay us for it. They are unjust. We do not like the Germans, but they are fair and only
beat us when we deserve it. We do like the English because they give us peace and pay us
for the work we do. They do not beat us and although they have their strange ideas of justice
and punishment, it is generally easy to get off lightly”.
My guest set off with his camel train, on the morning following the "lions" incident, hoping against
hope that he might shoot an elephant. A week or two later he wrote me a priceless letter describing
his adventures.
It seems that he came to a village where he got news of a large herd of elephant, so he got hold of
the local hunter and set off with him to locate the herd; his idea being to see how the land lay, what
cover there was and generally make plans for a shoot on the following day. In this he was most
successful, for the hunter took him to the only large tree for miles round - a baobab - and he sat on
one of the branches for a long time, gazing at a large number of elephants feeding quietly only a
quarter of a mile away.
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The wind was blowing towards him from the herd and there was every reason for him to suppose
that it would remain in the same quarter for several days at least, so he thought he could not do
better than make the tree his headquarters next day. Having made that decision he took several
excellent photographs and returned to his rest house for the night.
The following morning found my friend, one or two of his boys and the native hunter in the baobab
tree, prepared for the fray. The elephants had not moved but it was obvious that my late guest would
have to get a great deal closer to them if he was to get a shot. Accordingly he got down to the
ground and proceeded to crawl towards the herd.
All went well until he got within a hundred yards of the elephants (and about three hundred yards
from the tree) and then, suddenly, the wind changed and started to blow towards his quarry.
Instantly the scene changed. The great beasts lifted their heads and started to stump and give vent to
alarming trumpetings. Then - as my friend told me afterwards - it felt as if an earthquake and two or
three thunderstorms had started business in earnest. He wasted no time but took to his heels and ran
as hard as he could towards the baobab - the only tree for miles and miles.
He tried to give me some idea of that race. Just imagine being given a hundred yards in four
hundred by a herd of angry elephants and having to climb a tree at the end of the race. He won with
very little to spare and found himself sitting high up on a branch, very exhausted, gazing down at
thirty or forty great beasts, who were raging round the tree and trying to pull it down. Several of the
lower branches were torn away, but fortunately the elephants were unable to reach my friend's
precarious perch. And there he had to stay for four long hours before the herd decided to move off
in search of something more profitable.
I forgot to say that my friend had managed to drop his rifle during his ignominious flight, so for
those four long hours he had any number of elephants to shoot and nothing with which to shoot
them.
There is another tale of an amateur elephant hunter, but I had better not enlarge on it too much for it
concerns a certain senior officer who "knew all about it". Suffice it to say that his plans went wrong
and he and a native policeman scrambled head first into the same hole, jammed in it and had to be
pulled out by their heels when all the fun was over!
There was, however, a professional hunter in Bornu when I was out there. His main hunting ground
was Lake Chad. He had no particular headquarters but built rest houses at intervals round the edge
of the lake. In each one of these he had a scout to send him word if elephant appeared in any
number, when he would move off to that particular hunting ground.
He did not go in for any fancy shooting - through the eye or through the roof of the mouth to the
brain - with a rifle of normal calibre. He had an eight bore or something similar and shot his prey in
the knee. Then, when the animal was crippled, he would finish it off without any trouble. Not that
he was at all afraid of danger, for he used to stalk right into the middle of a herd and select the beast
or beasts with the largest tusks before taking a shot. This sounds dangerous enough to the ordinary
man, but he told me it was not really so, for the elephants stampeded away from him when he fired.
Nevertheless he admitted that he had had several narrow escapes and had once been chased into the
lake until he was well out of his depth.
I doubt if anyone has a greater experience of elephant hunting than him and yet he has never seen
the elephants’ burial ground. He has, however, seen a wounded elephant being assisted to safety by
two others leaning against it on either side and keeping it on its feet.
He had been out there several years before I arrived in 1933 and had had no home leave. In fact he
only came into the station at Christmas and occasionally at Easter. But for these occasional visits he
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never saw another white man and we almost forgot his existence except when he sent in a
consignment of ivory for shipment to England.
The European station of Maiduguri is about two miles from the native capital of Bornu, where my
school was situated. I used to ride to and fro on a donkey, though I had a couple of ponies for
trekking and for polo. However the old donkey beat them in the heat. I sat right aft over his rudder
and he kept up a steady trot the whole day. I did try a motor bicycle but fell off so often on the
sandy roads that I gave it up.
By the way, the firm who made my A.J.S. motorcycle should make me a present for the
advertisement they will get from this story. I heard of the machine from a friend at Jos, bought it
and asked for it to be sent up on a lorry. By the time it got half way the rains had come and the
lorries could not move, so it was lifted out on to the side of the road. There it stayed for six weeks
while the tropical rains beat down on it. After that it was put on an ox-cart and brought on to
Maiduguri. I put some petrol in it and it started first kick. Nine months later when I thought about
licensing it, I found it had had eighteen previous owners.
I received several minor shocks at first. For instance it was rather beastly to hear the chicken being
killed for supper. Many prayers have to be said while it is dying (in accordance with Moslem
religious law), so the wretched hen has a long drawn out end. I tried to expedite the death of many a
chicken, but the cook kicked up such a fuss that I had to give it up.
Again I found Ali ironing some of my shirts one day and he was filling his mouth with water and
neatly spraying my linen the better to iron it. On another occasion I found mosquito larvae floating
in my drinking water. Ali had poured the water into the bottom of the filter to save time. The
medical officer was lunching with me at the time, so he gave my steward boy a good dressing
down.
Then of course there was always the mosquito who hid himself inside the net and only came out to
bite me just as I was going off to sleep. That meant switching on a torch and hunting for the little
pest for five minutes at least before dispatching him. Of course I got used to all this after a bit, even
to enduring prickly heat and the occasional attack of fever. At first this sort of thing is far from
funny and makes you wonder why you chose to earn your living in such a place, but after a bit you
get used to it. Actually these minor irritations and the heat and loneliness do work on you in a sort
of sub-conscious way, so that by the time you have been out there for eighteen months, you are
quite ready for leave.
The official handbook gives you all sorts of tips as regards supervising your cook, cleanliness of
cooking utensils and so on. Most people have a periodical inspection of the kitchen but on the
whole they prefer not to try to see too much - if they did they would probably never eat anything at
all. The following little tale will illustrate what I mean.
There was a dinner party one night and chicken cutlets were served; the little cutlets made of
minced chicken attached to bone and covered with breadcrumbs such as most West Coasters eat
night after night. Nobody expected anything out of the ordinary, so it came as a surprise when the
diners found they were extremely tasty. Everyone wanted a second helping so the host told his
steward boy to tell the cook to make some more. Soon the boy returned to say "Kuku say he no
make more chop. His teeth he ache too much."
The occasional luxury is most tremendously appreciated after weeks of chicken and goat served up
in every conceivable and inconceivable way. A large York ham arrived for my first birthday in
West Africa and as I had no saucepan big enough it was cooked in a large petrol tin on the "range",
which was made of a few tins built in with mud, with a piece of corrugated iron on top. No doubt
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the fire went out several times, but in some miraculous way the ham was eventually cooked to a
turn.
Of course it was far too big for me so, for a start, I invited my nearest neighbour to breakfast and we
settled down to make pigs of ourselves. Then he asked me to lunch and said "Don't forget to bring
the ham." In the evening we had supper at my house and invited the ham to be our guest. And so it
went on for three days until the last few scraps were minced and served up on toast. We suffered for
it but it was jolly worth while.
The native city has about fifty thousand inhabitants. The houses are all made with sun-dried mud
bricks and thatched roofs, though some of the larger buildings, such as the Palace and Treasury,
have flat roofs made of palm tree rafters plastered with mud. The main streets are broad and quite
well drained, but some of the smaller ones are full of pitfalls.
One day after a heavy storm I was riding down a flooded street following another official, when
suddenly his horse appeared to sit down. Down and down it went till only its head was out of the
water. My friend jumped off and waded to the side of the road quite easily, but it was more difficult
to rescue the horse for its hind quarters were down a well - in the middle of the road.
This same man was an enthusiastic cyclist, so enthusiastic that it was said that he cycled from the
Midlands to Whitehall and appeared in the Colonial Office in shirt and shorts for an official
interview. It was a common sight to see him riding like the wind, with his head low over the handlebars of his racing bicycle, endeavouring to break his own record from his house to the native town.
The natives would look up from their hoeing, wondering
what next the white man would do. After all they were
mad enough to play polo, though of course they only did
it because it was a Government order (so they
understood), but when it came to riding a queer
contraption at great speed in the blazing heat - well:
where would things end?
The cyclist's superior officer had strong views on the
subject, so he lent him his horse and ordered him to ride
it and discard the more modern means of transport. Next
day a dignified figure rode into the compound outside his
office to be greeted by his bowing minions. ''Lion'', they
cried in unison, and the horse kicked up his heels and
deposited the "lion" on the ground before their astonished
eyes. So his superior relented and permitted him to
resume his less (?) dignified means of locomotion.
The natives are mainly of the Beriberi Tribe. Normally
peaceful people, their menfolk are well set up and make
good fighters. Their women are, however, far from
beautiful - and colour their teeth red. Their ruler - the
ruler of the whole of Bornu - is the Shehu. An old
gentleman of well over eighty, he rules his people with a
very firm hand, taking advice from the British officials in
matters of policy. When I was up there in 1928 he was
over eighty and had the four wives permitted by the
Moslem religion, to say nothing of seventy or eighty
concubines.
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He was always hopeful and had great faith in our doctor. So eventually, when he found he could not
satisfy the female side of his family he summoned his courtiers and came in state to the hospital and
conferred with our doctor. Naturally, their conversation was confidential so we never heard what
happened but he went away and we never heard any complaints.
I heard it said that he never gave a corporal punishment of less than thirty lashes with a rhinoceros
hide whip. Ladies who ran away with other people's husbands and gentlemen who ran off with other
people's wives, both were among those to be given a sample of the whip. It saved a lot of Divorce
Court proceedings. I was told that in his earlier days he had been a district chief under the French
and that he had received thirty lashes for some indiscretion or other, and that it was the ever present
memory of that punishment that made him order such severe whippings.
On the King's birthday in 1928 there was a parade of the company of Royal West African Frontier
Force stationed at Maiduguri. Practically every living soul in the city turned out including the
Shehu and his courtiers and about fifteen white men. First of all the soldiers marched about,
presented arms and fired a feu de joie. This was the official demonstration of' loyalty and affection
to His Majesty.
Then the Shehu asked the Resident ( the Senior British Official ) whether he might be permitted to
give a demonstration as well. Permission was granted and for the next half an hour we were thrilled.
There is no other word for it. To the accompaniment of countless bagpipes, fierce war cries and the
blare of trumpets, wave after wave of wild horsemen charged towards us at full gallop, brandishing
swords and spears. As each chief brought his troop of warriors within a few yards of us, they reined
in and pulled their horses’ heads up till they pawed the air. Meanwhile the horsemen raised their
weapons as if to strike and then lowered them with a gesture of homage. Immediately they wheeled
away to give place to another charging wave.
This wonderful display made the manoeuvres of the small company of soldiers which had preceded
it look puny to say the least of it. Once more I thought how wonderful it was that the influence of a
handful of Britishers could keep a great black people happily and peacefully employed, whereas not
many years ago wars and slave raids had been the order of the day.
When I first went out it was as a Superintendent of Arts and Crafts and as such I was posted to
Bornu Province. At Maiduguri we had a large Arts and Crafts School where we taught woodwork,
ironwork, blacksmithing, silversmithing, brasswork, building, weaving and motor repairs.
The great ambition of every Moslem is to be learned, with the result that Arts and Crafts and most
forms of manual labour were despised. Therefore it was decided to establish schools for the express
purpose of raising the dignity of handicrafts of all kinds. Pupils were selected from among the sons
of the better class natives and tools and equipment were brought out from England. We Englishmen
acted in an advisory capacity, while craftsmen of special ability were appointed as instructors.
Rapid strides have been taken since and now there are small schools of this kind scattered about all
over the country and in the bush as well.
Our Arts and Crafts School at Maiduguri was about the size of Great Court, Trinity College,
Cambridge, and it was open on one side to the elements and on the inner side and in each bay was a
different class and, of course, there were offices and so forth.
The site for the Crafts School was carefully chosen, being close to the centre of the city, and the
main road through, but no-one at the time gave a thought to the immediate neighbours until one day
a deputation arrived from a large building next door rendering enthusiastic thanks to the great
Englishman for bringing his boys next door to the Prostitutes' Compound. It was then, of course, too
late to alter the arrangement.
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The native hospital was close to the place where the King's Birthday parade was held. Actually it
was only half built when I arrived in Maiduguri and I used to go in very often to pick up tips and
scrounge materials that would be useful in the Crafts School.
The Public Works official in charge was very nearly stone deaf and spoke not a word of the native
language. In spite of these handicaps he had a wonderful way of explaining what he wanted and of
getting it done, and his workmen loved him. Once I saw him pick up a huge paint brush, point it to
a wall, beckon a painter and instruct him in how it should be done by painting the man's face. A
broad grin and the man was soon hard at work.
On another occasion I walked into his temporary workshop when he had just caught a man planing
a plank incorrectly. There was a stream of nautical language (he had been in coastal motor boats
during the Great War) and then he seized the plank and threw it into a corner. After that, by signs
and wonders, he made the carpenter bring the plane and a fresh plank, both of which he adjusted to
his satisfaction. Then he gave the native a bang over the head with the plane - a crack which would
have laid out a European - but which in this case only produced a grin - and proceeded to give a
demonstration of how the plank should be planed.
In the intervals of building, the Public Works man used to help the doctor whenever he was allowed
to do so and the more gory the operations the happier he was. In fact I have no doubt he picked up
quite enough of the surgeon's trade to be quite dangerous, but he was certainly very useful in
making splints and various gadgets that the surgeon required.
He was one of those people who love the bush station and the further they are away from
civilization the happier they are. You can fall back on them in almost every emergency, they are
always perfectly at home in any company and everyone respects them. Poor Mr. T--. He will have
to retire one day and come back to England and civilization. It will be a sad day for him and the
station he leaves.
For the first week or two I had a dreadful time, for I could not speak a word of Hausa - the most
important language - while only one or two of the instructors could speak English. However, I soon
set to work to learn some Hausa and every afternoon a native teacher (or malam) used to come and
teach me. It was desperately hot in any part of the house, but we used to work hard from three o'
clock till five while a small boy fanned us.
Malam Mamadi took a special interest in me as he had been my uncle’s bugler some thirty years
before. He was a dear little man, always in debt but always knowing Englishmen would get him out
of his difficulties.
One day Malam Mamadi and I were working away, when suddenly a tiny white egg fell and
smashed on my note book. Malam Mamadi sprang to his feet and pointed at a little grey lizard
clinging to a beam overhead. He said it was a Tsaka and cursed by Allah. This being so, he said it
was quite impossible to do any more work till the lizard had been killed. It seems that the Tsaka was
the only one of all the animals and reptiles that was willing to light the fire that should consume
Isaac, as he lay bound waiting for the sacrificial knife to fall.
The day's work started early, for it is too hot to expect much concentration after lunch, though it
was the only time I found for Hausa. I used to be down at the school by 7 a.m. and do two hours'
work before breakfast. Then we worked on till 1.30 p.m. That was the day's work, though I used to
go down in the evening to look after the games several times a week.
On other evenings we played polo or went shooting in the bush. It was dark soon after six o'clock so
there were long evenings, which to me were the most trying of any thing. After the heat and work of
the day it was very difficult to concentrate on a book and the house was generally so warm that one
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was driven out of doors to sit in a chair with mosquito boots on, at a good distance from a lamp in
order to be beyond the range of the beetles, moths, ants, and flies which swarmed round it.
It was good to sit and swap yarns with friends, but in a station where there are only a handful of
Englishmen, people gradually seek their own company, unless they get into card parties.
Unfortunately I do not get any interest out of cards - my loss perhaps.
One evening several of us went to supper with a District Officer who was an authority on zoology.
The man who lived in the next house asked him if crites were to be found in Bornu. A crite is a very
small snake, four or five inches long and absolutely deadly. The District Officer said that no-one
had ever heard of a crite in Bornu and went on to say that they were not dangerous provided one
wore shoes, as they could only lift their heads half an inch off the ground to strike.
Next morning was Friday, the Moslem holy day, and consequently my day off. I put on a dressing
gown and wandered over to my neighbour's house to have a cup of early morning tea. There I found
him, white as a sheet and thoroughly shaken. He had walked downstairs in his pyjamas, wearing a
pair of sandals, and as he had stepped into the hall he had just avoided treading on a crite! Had it
struck his bare foot he would have been dead in less than a minute, but happily he was standing
there with two of his boys gazing at the tiny snake as it lay where they had slain it. It is never wise
to lay down the law in West Africa.
This same friend had to have his tonsils removed and I was called in to "assist" at the operation
which, for want of a better place, we carried out on the table in his dining-room. My first job was to
put his favourite record on the gramophone, while the two doctors and the native attendants made
their preparations. Then the patient lay on the table and was given the anaesthetic by the younger
doctor. My friend was getting very drowsy by the time the gramophone record had finished, but as
he had not quite gone under I put it on again. Soon the anaesthetist reported all ready for the
operation, whereupon the patient said, "I can still hear the gramophone Doc". So a further dose of
chloroform had to be administered and, after two or three more remarks about the gramophone, my
friend went under properly. Then I was asked to hold his legs down in case he struggled and the fun
and games began.
Finally we carried him upstairs to bed and I was left to look after him. Eventually he stirred, so I
produced a basin in case of eventualities and turned on the gramophone again. Then came a sleepy
voice, "I can still hear the gramophone, Doc."
The evenings may often be lonely, but there is plenty to interest anyone who takes the trouble to
notice things. First of all the stars are on show every evening. Bright and clear, it is easy to pick out
the different constellations with the aid of a star map and it is fun to find out the native names for
them.
There is Gamzaki which appears shining in the East a few minutes before dawn, while it is still
dark. Immediately after its appearance comes a flash across the eastern horizon like a distant
searchlight. Then darkness again for a few minutes and finally, quite quickly, dawn breaks. Then
there are the Hunter and his Dog and the Deer, in full chase across the heavens. The Plough, Orion,
Cassiopeia, the False Cross and the Southern Cross - all of which can be seen in their glory.
Then there are the insects that swarm round the lamp. Once I met a man who carried a bottle of
spirits in his pocket and, if he saw an insect he liked, out came the bottle and in went the insect. In
this way he had made a most remarkable collection of every kind of bug and beetle you can
imagine.
Just occasionally we used to get the odd tourist. Not quite the tourist we see in England, but one
who generally had a very good reason for going out to some distant land. For instance two French
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Counts turned up one year. They had the most marvellous equipment, the latest thing in tropical
clothing and, in fact, everything that they could want and a good many things they could not
possibly use. But when these French noblemen had been received and shown the hospitality that
befitted their rank, they showed no signs of moving on. As a matter of fact they stayed for several
weeks and all at the expense of the few officials in the station. We were just beginning to think out
how best to put it to them that this state of affairs could not go on for ever, when we received
dispatches from the neighbouring French post asking us to apprehend them as they were runaway
bankrupts and bogus noblemen.
On another occasion an Englishwoman arrived, accompanied by a mechanic driving a certain make
of car for advertisement. The car was in a bad way and the mechanic was extremely ill. Everything
possible was done for the poor chap. Our medical officers and another doctor who happened to
arrive from the bush at the time did everything they could for him, but he died after a few days.
After that the lady stayed for three or four weeks until her car had been repaired , by which time
another mechanic turned up. Needless to say everyone did all they could to make her life
comfortable. In the end she left, having borrowed a lot of petrol for which she never paid, and later
we were not too pleased to see a report of her trip in a motor paper, in which she spoke of the
terrible leaky house she had occupied, the lack of proper medical help and so forth. Not a word of'
appreciation for all that had been done for her.
Another time a railway surveyor turned up. He was hardly a tourist as he was doing a Government
job, but I mention his visit as his journey was rather remarkable. He had come up from the south
and had done a trek of about a thousand miles all on foot. At every turn in his path he had to stop
and take a bearing with a compass and put it down in his note book. I think he had taken over six
months on his journey and for most of that time he had only his native carriers and servants for
company. He left us for a further three months’ walk.
Now I will tell the story of another visit we received and, in order to appreciate it, it is necessary to
go back about thirty-five years, when Northern Nigeria first came under British control. Bornu was
at that time administered by a certain official of strong will and originality. The natives, who had
the greatest respect for him, called him Mr."Ibby" which was the nearest they could get to his name.
In Mr. Ibby's day Maiduguri could hardly boast of a single tree to afford the inhabitants shelter from
the blazing sun. Mr. Ibby, however, had ideas of his own. His pockets were full of seeds, there were
seeds in his office desk and his servants had seeds secreted in the folds of their long gowns. So
every householder in the city was soon set to tend a seedling in his compound or at the side of the
road outside his house. What is more Mr. Ibby made it his business to inspect the city every evening
and, if he found a seedling had not been watered , the defaulting native was promptly given half-adozen of the best by Mr. Ibby's attendant.
The years and Mr. Ibby passed and, when I arrived in Bornu, the seeds had become magnificent
trees which, from their appearance, might have been growing for a hundred years or more. It was
only in conversation some weeks after my arrival that I heard of Mr. Ibby's administration and I
remember someone saying he doubted if the natives would remember him. We shall see.
One day three Royal Air Force machines were reported to be flying from Egypt across Africa to the
Gulf of Guinea. We were told that we might expect them on a certain day, so the polo ground was
cleared, a wind stocking was erected and everything prepared in readiness for their arrival.
Meanwhile the Shehu was informed and invited to come at the appointed time. He accepted the
invitation with great courtesy, though he hardly troubled to hide his disbelief in aeroplanes.
The day came and with it the Shehu, his courtiers and thousands of his subjects. But when the time
arrived, the aeroplanes failed to put in an appearance. The Shehu smiled and everyone went home.
It was very embarrassing. Later in the day a telegram was received saying that difficulties had been
experienced in obtaining petrol but that the flight would arrive at 9 a.m. on the following day.
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The news was conveyed to the native city and the Shehu intimated that he would be pleased to
witness the arrival of the aeroplanes - though we were quite sure that he never believed they would
come at all. On the following day he arrived on the polo ground with his courtiers, polite and
dignified as usual, but only a mere handful of natives took the trouble to leave their houses. They
had no belief in the "boats of the sky" of which the white men spoke. Well at 8.55 a.m. we heard the
hum of the approaching machines and at 9 o'clock they flew over the polo ground with a roar. They
did not stop. They flew on and circled over the native city. That really did impress the inhabitants
who rushed out into the bush to hide, crying "Mr. Ibby has come back again to see if we have
watered our trees." So Mr. Ibby was not forgotten after all.
A couple of American journalists were unintentionally responsible for a good joke against our
senior District officer, on whom they paid a surprise visit shortly after breakfast one morning.
Arriving at the front door they asked the steward boy to take them to his master and were informed
"Yana bayan gida". Literally this means "he is at the back of the house" and, with their limited
knowledge of Hausa, this is what the Americans thought he meant, so they told the boy to lead on.
He tried hard to be more explicit, but the visitors insisted on the boy leading them to his master.
And so they trailed down a little path to a small mud hut and introduced themselves to His Britannic
Majesty's representative as he sat on his throne, engaged in solving a crossword puzzle.
Here is another little tale of the "Bayan Gida" which has its amusing side. An officer had to go off
into the bush for a few days and as his wife was not very fit she decided not to accompany him.
Accordingly he summoned two native policemen and gave them strict injunctions to look after the
lady during his absence and to accompany her whenever she left the house. These two good men
carried out their orders to the letter and, to the lady's great embarrassment they followed her to the
Bayan Gida, settled down on either side of the door and cried "Allah shi ba ki nassara" - "May God
give thee success". In due course the lady emerged to be greeted with "Mun gode Allah. Alhamdu
lillahi." - "We give thanks to God. God be praised"!
There is a large river running close to the city in the rainy season. It comes down from Lake Alo
and flows away for some miles before it finally disappears into the ground. In the dry season the
river bed is quite empty and the fishermen have to dig deep in the mud to find the fish which
hibernate in it until the river flows again. It is to this day a great occasion when, soon after the
beginning of the rains, the water starts running in the river bed again. The Shehu and the leading
notabilities go out with their subjects to witness the welcome sight. In olden days, however, they
not only rejoiced but held some form of religious service, during which a virgin was thrown into the
water as a sacrifice to the spirit of the river.
Lake Alo is a marvellous home for water fowl. It is a mile long, a quarter of a mile wide and has a
belt of trees all round it, while there are thick reeds near the banks. Once a year we used to organize
a day's shooting there and in 1928 it was my job to make all the arrangements. For weeks
beforehand I had been making a boat with the help of the boys at the school, so when I did get to
the lake I had a craft of sorts for my use. I got the chief of a village nearby to produce thirty or forty
men and set them on to making a dozen rafts. This took a whole day. The following day I spent
towing the rafts out into the lake and mooring them, until by four o'clock in the afternoon I had a
line of rafts straight across the middle. Then the Europeans arrived from Maiduguri and my boat
was kept busy taking them on to their rafts.
About twenty minutes before sunset I blew my whistle and fifty natives that I had stationed in
hiding at one end of the lake started to shout and clap their hands. Immediately the air was full of
wildfowl and soon they were heading down over the guns towards the other end. Knob nose geese,
Egyptian geese, pygmy geese, teal, widgeon, pelican and many kinds of birds I did not recognize. It
was such a remarkable sight that most people forgot to shoot till it was almost too late. It was all
over in a few minutes and then we picked up the bag. We must have shot quite fifty birds, but of
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these we had to be content with only thirty, the remainder having been dragged under by large fish.
Shortly after this expedition I was appointed "Admiral of the Fleet of Lake Alo" - at a Christmas
dinner!
The rainy season was just over in 1928 when I was taken ill and got rid of Ali, as I have already
mentioned. A few roads were beginning to be passable for motor cars, so I was instructed to go out
to a town about sixty miles into the bush and inspect a small school. This town had not been visited
by a white man for about six months, so a messenger was sent off to say I should be arriving on a
certain Thursday, as there was no other way of letting the chief know.
On the Wednesday, morning I was told that the lorry I had ordered was not available, but that I
could have an old one ton Ford that day. It was too late to send another messenger to say that I
should arrive a day earlier, so I had to set out hoping that the rest house would be prepared when I
got there.
I asked the native driver whether he had plenty of spare petrol and oil for the journey and he said he
had. I wish I had looked for myself. Anyhow after we had bumped over a most terrible road for
about thirty miles, there was a loud report and we came to a sudden stop. Before I could prevent
him, the driver had unscrewed the radiator cap and had been scalded right down his naked body. I
spent the next half an hour attending to his blisters with needles and oil from my little first aid box.
Then I opened the bonnet and found that a piece of the crank case had blown out and that there was
not a drop of oil in the engine.
I told the driver to stop pitying himself and get out the spare oil. Of course he had not brought any.
That meant a walk to the nearest village where we got two or three calabashes full of ground nut oil.
We poured this in, stuffed the hole with leaves and grass and started off again. The old Ford seemed
to like our attentions for it gave no more trouble.
Then came a surprise. We were about four miles from my destination when we were met by a troop
of horsemen, headed by Mai Yerima, the chief of the town for which I was bound. They trotted by
me for the rest of the journey and escorted me to my house, which I found to have been cleaned and
got ready for me. I was at a loss to know how Mai Yerima had heard of my change of plans until
my malam told me he had been informed by "bush telegraph" - in other words by messages sent
drums from village to village. It was my first experience of "bush telegraphy", though I had heard
of it before and had several experiences of it later on.
That evening Mai Yerima stayed long enough to assure himself that I had all I wanted and then he
left me, but before he went I asked him whether he would permit me to take his photograph the
following afternoon. He was delighted and said he would call at about four o'clock, but I said that I
would walk down to his Palace and take a snap of him there and to this he agreed.
The following afternoon at about three o'clock I heard the most tremendous drumming in the town
and called to my malam to find out what it was. To my astonishment I was told that the whole town
was turning out in preparation for my evening visit to the chief.
At four o'clock I set off carrying my little Brownie Camera and accompanied by my malam and
when we came to the open space in front of the Palace, Mai Yerima came forward to greet me.
Then he mounted his horse and I took several photographs of him by himself and in front of his
mounted guard. These snaps turned out to be the best I had ever taken. After that Mai Yerima led
his guard past me at the head of a procession in which the town band and almost all the inhabitants
took part. They marched through all the main streets of the town and eventually came back in
reverse order, Mai Yerima bringing up the rear.
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Then occurred a very interesting little piece of ceremonial. The guards formed up in a semi-circle
before the entrance of the Palace and as their chief approached they barred his way, threatening him
with their swords and spears. Mai Yerima drew his sword, raised it above his head and commanded
them to make way for him, whereupon the guard lowered their weapons, as a sign of fealty and
opened their ranks for him to pass.
On the second evening I was sitting outside my rest house when, to my utter astonishment , I saw
Ali, my late steward boy, ride up to the entrance to my compound. He was astride a good horse, and
was wearing a felt hat, flannel shirt and grey flannel trousers which looked suspiciously like my
own. He had not the face to come in, but one of my boys went out to talk to him. It seemed that he
was going for a holiday to his native town and that he had sent his wife by another route. It all
seemed very fishy to me, so I sent to Mai Yerima and told him I did not like the idea of my late
steward boy staying in the town for the night. Shortly afterwards I had the pleasure of seeing Ali
hustled out into the country by a posse of policemen. Not long afterwards I made certain he was
wearing some clothes of mine which he had stolen, while he had obtained the horse by pledging my
name all over Maiduguri in order to raise the necessary cash. Furthermore I discovered that most of
his testimonials had been forged and that he had spent a few months in prison not long before
coming into my service.
At about eight o'clock in the evening before I returned to Maiduguri, a native policeman appeared
with a bag containing about two hundred pounds in coin. The money had been collected in taxes in
some outlying district and its bearer was to take it into the capital. Hearing I was returning there the
next day, he had come to ask whether I could give him a lift as he was frightened he might be
attacked by highwaymen. There was absolutely no room for him on my lorry, so I said I would take
charge of his money for him and hand it over to the officer concerned myself. However he thought
he must not be separated from his burden, so he thanked me and set off. He had already carried it all
day on his head, but he proposed to carry on without stopping anywhere for sleep or rest.
I forgot to mention that when I arrived in this town, a boy presented himself to me with the most
appalling ulcer on his leg and asked me to cure him. I applied hot fomentations every few hours on
each of the six days I was there and on the last day the whole thing came away, leaving a huge hole
right down to the bone. I could do nothing more then, but arranged for him to go to the native
Hospital in Maiduguri. Many of the natives have these terrible ulcers and the doctor makes them sit
for days with their feet in buckets of hot water, till the ulcers come away almost by themselves. I
wish I had known this, as I used up every bandage and piece of lint I possessed on the lad.
I administered first aid to several other people as well and among them was a councillor high in the
service of the Shehu. I removed a lot of grit from his eyes and bathed them with some lotion. He
could hardly see and was in great pain when I first attended him, but he recovered quickly. I almost
wish he had not, because he sent me dozens of eggs in various states of decomposition, several
shrieking chickens and calabashes full of all sorts of stuff I did not want. He also told the Shehu of
my miraculous powers and I was much embarrassed by further presents and deputations on my
return to Maiduguri.
Next morning I packed up and it was about eleven o'clock when I drove up to my house. As the
boys were unloading the lorry, the native policeman walked through my compound carrying his
load of money on his head. Since leaving me the night before at about eight o'clock , he had walked
sixty miles. I was extremely glad no harm had befallen him.
Writing of this lorry journey reminds me of an amusing incident that befell two friends of mine.
They had to make a journey of about three hundred miles to attend some conference or other and, as
it was the dry season, they elected to travel by lorry. Accordingly a large lorry was chartered and
loaded up with their camp equipment, provisions and servants and in due course they set forth.
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All went well until they came to a particularly sandy part of the road and there the wheels sank in
up to their axles and the lorry refused to go any further. There was nothing to do but send to the
nearest village and obtain a number of natives to lift it out on to firmer ground.
While this was being done my two friends took their rifles and went off into the bush to look for
game. In due course they returned to the lorry with a gazelle which they handed over to the
servants. After a great deal of trouble the machine was dragged onto firm ground and the travellers
settled down to their journey again.
Twenty minutes or so had passed when my friends became aware of a queer smell, so they told the
native driver to stop and see what was wrong. The driver pulled up with a broad grin. Getting out,
he opened the bonnet and there they saw a row of gazelle cutlets grilling over the engine!
The native is a great believer in charms. There are charms to keep away thieves, charms to ensure
that your wife has a baby, charms to ensure that she does not, charms for good health, riches and, in
fact, for anything you can think of. Among others there is one which renders you invisible, used by
the first-class thief. You may believe this or not as you please after having read the following story.
I was shaving one morning shortly after six o'clock when I saw a strange procession leave the
Resident's house and head straight for my compound. Leading the procession was a tall cloaked and
hooded native, clasping an evil looking knife and running at a comfortable pace. Following him
were several police orderlies, some of the Resident's servants and a large number of labourers who
had just started work in connection with a house that was built nearby. The police were armed with
batons and all the labourers carried picks or shovels.
I walked out on to my balcony and waited to see the hooded gentleman caught in my compound,
but as the procession approached I realized that no-one was brave enough to tackle him - probably
because of the knife he carried. Seeing that he was likely to get away, I shouted for my pony, pulled
on a pair of trousers, picked up my pistol and dashed downstairs. The pony was already saddled, so
I jumped on his back and galloped across the compound.
I had wasted practically no time, so the head of the procession had only just reached the bush when
I came up with it. As I arrived the pursuers were stopping so I shouted to them to make haste or
they would not catch the thief. "He has disappeared! He has disappeared!", they cried, and sure
enough there was not a trace of him.
The bush was very open. Only thorny bushes several feet apart and quite devoid of foliage. In fact
there was not an atom of cover of which the thief could have availed himself. I scoured the vicinity
till nearly eight o'clock without success and then rode over to ask the Resident whether the thief had
got away with anything. He said that the man had not even attempted to break into his house.
Actually he was a very well known thief who had recently been let out of prison after serving a
sentence. For some reason, which the Resident did not know, he had appeared that morning with a
request to see him and had sat down and talked with the police and messengers who were waiting
for the Resident to start his day's work. Suddenly, for no apparent reason he had got up, whipped
out his knife and made off. Possibly he had committed some crime since his release from prison and
felt that the news might have preceded him to Maiduguri. Whatever the reason, he made off and
was pursued by the Resident's staff, who thought he must be guilty of some felony or other.
I told the Resident of everything that had occurred and both he and I felt that he could not possibly
have found anywhere to hide. Besides, how could he have gone into hiding in full view of a large
number of pursuers, of whom the nearest were not more than five yards from him at the time he
disappeared. I leave it to you to supply a solution to the problem. I have not got one. The natives, of
course, vowed that he must have made use of Layar Zana - the charm that gives invisibility.
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The old school messenger told me a story about another kind of charm also much favoured by
thieves. It is a charm which acts like an anaesthetic if placed under the pillow of a sleeper.
Some years before, the old native had been messenger to a District Officer and one of his jobs was
to sweep out his master's office every morning. He did this one day and prepared everything for the
District Officer, but the latter did not come. After waiting for half and hour or so he decided to walk
over to the European's home and make enquiries among his servants. But when he arrived he could
find no signs of activity. All the boys were in their huts sleeping deeply and he had the greatest
difficulty in waking them up.
At last he succeeded in making the steward boy get up and then they both went into the house. What
a sight met their eyes. The house had been ransacked from end to end. Everything worth taking had
been taken, including the chairs and tables and even their master's camp bed. As for the District
Officer himself, he lay on the floor in a deep sleep, absolutely naked. The thieves had even taken
his pyjamas!
One of my neighbours took no chances and went to extreme lengths to safeguard his property.
Coming back from leave he brought a long chain fitted with a padlock and whenever he left his
house he locked all his boxes and cases and then chained and padlocked them together. Most of us
were extremely careless about our possessions and I even went so far as to entrust my steward boy
with my cash box and all my keys.
But to return to my neighbour, he came back to his house one day to find all his cases missing.
There was not a sign of them and none of his servants had noticed anything unusual during his
absence: or if they had they were not going to say so. Several days went by and then the boxes and
cases were found a mile away in the bush, broken open and empty, but still chained together.
Altogether it was a serious loss to him, both to his pride and his property.
William the cook did not last as long as Ali, but he did provide one thrill before he left me. I was
riding home from polo one evening and was nearing the house when I saw a great flame shoot up
outside the back door. I galloped up at full speed and found William badly burnt and swearing in
English and Hausa alternately. He had waited until Ali was out of the way to pinch some kerosene
for his hurricane lamp and had taken the wrong tin. The result was that he had filled his lamp with
petrol and had received the shock of his life.
Early in 1929 a native told me he had heard I was to be posted to Zaria in the near future and asked
me whether it was true. I replied that it was news to me and asked him where he had got the story,
to which he replied that it was common property in the native city. Two or three days later I
received an official letter telling me that I was to proceed to Zaria to take charge of the Arts and
Crafts School there. I suppose this was another case of bush telegraphy and that the drums had
passed on the news before the letter could reach me.
In due course I packed up and hired a lorry to take me down to Jos, whence I should go by train to
Zaria. The lorry belonged to a Syrian and I went to his house to wait while it was being filled up
with petrol and oil. He addressed me in French which I understood alright, but I had been studying
Hausa so hard that I kept breaking into it whenever I tried to reply. In the end we two white men
spoke to each other in Hausa, a black man's tongue! The journey down in the lorry was uneventful
and I felt happy to be going to a station where there were a number of Europeans, and where there
would be a certain amount of cricket and golf.
Somewhere about six o'clock on the second day, we came in sight of the plateau and a marvellous
sight it was to see a range of hills after living for so many months in absolutely flat country. As it
got dark the sides of the hills were illuminated by long lines of bush fires sweeping steadily
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upwards. It was a grand spectacle which kept me so absorbed that I hardly realized how cold I was
getting as we started to climb the rising ground at the foot of the plateau. Soon I put on a woolly
waistcoat and after that I kept putting on something else every few minutes, until finally I put on my
greatcoat. We got into Jos at about nine o'clock and searched for the rest house which had been
allotted to me.
After driving round for half an hour and finding no-one who knew anything about it, I stopped at a
pretty white house and walked up to the front door to make enquiries. An English lady appeared in
evening dress to confront me as I stood there covered from head to foot in red dust and looking like
heaven knows what. She and her husband would not hear of me looking for the government rest
house any more. I had the first bath in a long bath I had had for nearly a year and then sat down to
an excellent dinner. After that they let me have a little rest house which they had in their own
garden. My host and hostess were kindness itself to me and I shall not forget all they did to make
me comfortable. After a lengthy sojourn in the wilds, a welcome such as I received is something to
remember for many a long day.
The rest of my journey was by train and quite uneventful, but to me the very sight of a train seemed
to bring me more in touch with civilization again.
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Zaria

When I got out of the train at Zaria, I was met by the man I was to relieve and by another man who
was to play a large part in my affairs for a short time. The latter was the cook I was taking over
from the man going on leave. He was a native of Senegal and spoke English and Hausa well. In
addition he knew quite a lot of Arabic, Fulani, Yoruba and French, by reason of his having had a
succession of wives from different tribes. He was an excellent cook and my predecessor had given
him the key of his store and had let him order anything he liked from the canteens. In addition to
that he had paid him a very high wage. It was because of the expense to which he put me chiefly
that I got rid of him after the first month.
There was, however, an incident which produced the sack sooner than I had intended. I arrived
home for supper one evening and nothing happened. On making enquiries I found that the cook had
locked himself in his hut, so I went out and after a long time I got him to come out. At my expense,
he had consumed a whole bottle of French Vermouth and, fortified by this, he cursed me for fully
five minutes in a mixture of all the seven languages he spoke.
With his dismissal started a period of domestic
peace which lasted till I left West Africa four years
later. I found a cook and a steward boy - Audu and
Garba - who came from the same little town far
away in the north east of Nigeria. They spoke little
English, did not try to ape the more "educated"
servants and were really loyal. The cook was the
son of the chief of his home town, so Garba always
paid him the greatest respect and there was no
question of who should be the senior.
I was given a rather elderly but properly furnished
government bungalow, so I was able to forsake
camp furniture for a while. The house was just off
the main road which ran through the station and
directly opposite to the Court House. Consequently
there were often a lot of natives to gaze into my
compound and cause me embarrassment at times.

One afternoon, before going out to play in a
game of cricket, I told Garba I wanted to
sleep outdoors and that he was to put my bed
out. After the game I brought several friends
back for a drink and as we drove in at the gate
there was quite a little crowd of curious
natives. This was the sight that met our eyes:
my camp bed, complete with mosquito net,
was set up in the drive in front of the house.
A little table stood at its side, complete with
my automatic pistol, a bottle of Eno's, a water jug and a glass; while a well known article of
bedroom furniture showed up clearly underneath the bed.
As compared with Maiduguri where there were only a handful of Europeans of whom only two had
their wives with them, Zaria was a vast metropolis, for there were about a hundred and fifty white
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men and women, including government officials, officers of the West African Frontier Force,
traders and missionaries.
The European station not only contained well built and comfortable houses for the officials, but also
a club, polo and cricket grounds, a court house, a post office and even a tiny masonic temple. The
canteens stood along one side of a road close to the railway and formed quite a large colony of their
own. There were plenty of flowering trees and the station gave one quite a feeling of home - a
feeling I never had anywhere else in Nigeria.
Having made mention of the court house I must tell of an amusing incident that took place in it. One
day the Dogari or native policeman on duty at one of the main gates of the city stopped a man and
made him set down the load he was carrying. Then he made him open it and what a. marvellous
collection was displayed! There were handkerchiefs, socks, shirts, razors and, in fact, everything
you could steal from a European's bungalow. However, nothing was marked and the policeman had
almost decided he would have to let the man go, when he suddenly came upon a pair of dainty silk
lady's something-or-others.
It was no use for the native to protest he had been given them so he was taken into custody. A few
days later he came up before the station magistrate. The something-or-others were carefully
examined and in one corner were discovered the initials of a young lady who had come out recently
to stay with the wife of one of the officials. That meant an adjournment of the case till the lady
could appear to identify her property and during that time the news spread rapidly. And so, when
eventually the hearing was resumed, every European in the station and for miles around was
present, to say nothing of the native reporter of the West African Times. She was not exactly of a
retiring nature, but I think she wished her property had never been recovered.
One evening I was having supper with some friends who lived in a house on the outskirts of the
station, not more than half a mile from a solitary little rocky hill called Wellington's Head (by
reason of a striking likeness it had to the Iron Duke) when a very bedraggled little terrier came in
and collapsed on the floor. My host and his wife were busy in an instant doing everything they
could for their dog - for theirs it was - and they had given up all hope of seeing him again long ago.
He was appallingly thin and even the pads of his paws had worn very thin and were bleeding, so it
was some time before my friends had made him comfortable and were able to tell me what it all
meant.
About two months before, the dog's owner had been transferred to Zaria from a station some four
hundred miles away and, as he had to visit some other station on his way, he arranged for his
servants, the terrier and all his loads to travel by train, while he and his wife followed another route
by car. Unfortunately the dog gave the servants the slip just as the train was starting and made off in
the direction he thought his master had taken. From that day he disappeared and no one was able to
find any clue as to his whereabouts, so you can imagine my friends' joy and amazement when he
turned up so unexpectedly after his four hundred mile trek through the bush.
Another dog story I heard did not end so happily. A man and his wife lived in a bungalow on the
banks of the Beaue River and in due course the lady went home to England leaving her husband
alone, save for the dog. Six weeks passed by and the dog's master was sitting reading the first letter
he had received from his wife since she had left. Coming to the end of the letter he had received, he
said to the dog, "This letter has come from your missus. She is long way over there", and he pointed
across the river. The dog ran off to the river at once, jumped in and started to swim across, but the
current was too strong for him and he was swept away and drowned.
The native city, about two miles away from the station, forms a great contrast. Long ago it was
conquered by a pagan queen called Amina. Unfortunately the house containing records of Queen
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Amina was burnt down not long ago and all the records destroyed, so no reliable information is
available.
However there is plenty of evidence to show that she overran the northern provinces, captured the
larger towns and forced her captives to build huge mud walls round them. Her army consisted of
soldiers and amazons, whom she led into battle in person. According to tradition she was unmarried
and posed as a Virgin Queen, but other stories say she used to summon handsome young warriors to
her couch after the sun had set. Her lovers came willingly, feeling honoured by the Royal summons,
but before the dawn they were dead and buried for the Queen was a virgin and her honour must
remain unsullied.
The wall at Zaria still exists, though it is no longer kept in a state of repair and there are large areas
of cultivated land within it. The idea was that Zaria should be able to support itself in the event of a
siege: this it certainly should have been able to do, but owing to the enormous length of the wall I
doubt if the inhabitants would have been able to keep an enemy from penetrating it.
The Emir's Palace stands in high ground in the centre of the city with a wide road leading up to the
Dindal (a large open space) in front of it, while on one side of the Dindal stand the treasury and
offices of the native administration - all of them imposing mud buildings.
A forestry officer was called in to arrange for trees to be planted on either side of the road, in the
hope of making a fine avenue to add dignity to the approach to the Palace. Great care was taken to
plant specially selected trees and, in order that goats and other animals should not damage the
saplings, stakes were put in and the trees well protected with wire. Well, they had certainly got the
beginnings of an avenue before I left, but it was not turning out according to plan for all the
saplings died and the stakes took root, sprouted and flourished exceedingly well.
My school was in the city and I just loved it.
Almost everything about it was good. To start
with the buildings were really beautifully
designed and had great dignity even though they
were built of mud. Then again the staff and the
pupils were very keen and friendly, while all the
natives living nearby showed the greatest
interest in our activities.
Apart from carrying out our normal programme,
we did some useful jobs. The native driver of a
motor roller drove his machine right through a
mud hut with the brakes on, so we made some
brake shoes for it out of old cartridge cases. The
alternative was to wait, for two months at least
for fresh ones to come out from England.
We built our own concrete building for motor instruction, and a garage for the Emir for a dozen
cars. And, of course, everyone wanted us to mend furniture and cars and we even went so far as to
repair jewellery and clocks.
The School was financed by the Native Administration, so it was from the native treasury that I
used to draw the money with which to pay wages. Bank notes were very rare, so if I wanted twenty
five pounds it would be sent to me in bags of shillings, sixpences, threepenny bits and even coppers
and tenths of a penny. One day some ass in the treasury sent me five pounds in aninis (tenths of a
penny). I had my revenge for I set two chaps on to count them and found they were nine short.
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I sent them back and said I must have the correct amount within an hour. I got it, but someone must
have had some fun counting all those tiny coins in less than the time I had specified.
Talking of money reminds me that it was at about this time that an order came out that all safes
should be built into the floor in a bed of concrete and otherwise made immovable. This was the
outcome of a case of burglary in which the thieves made a hole through the mud wall and took the
safe away into the bush, where they managed to open it somehow and get away with the contents.
But before safes were plentiful, money collected in taxes or kept for payment of wages and so on
was kept in bags and metal boxes in a mud-built treasury guarded by police or soldiers. No doubt
the following incident was responsible for speeding up the supply of safes.
Bags of money kept disappearing from one of these treasuries and after every enquiry had been
made it was obvious that they were being stolen at night, so further sentries were put on duty to
keep an unobtrusive eye on the building. One night, when the guards were starting to nod at their
posts, a figure appeared carrying a packing case and something rather like a fishing rod. Placing the
case below a window, he mounted it, put the fishing rod between the bars and started to fish for a
bag of money. Very soon he drew out one, but he had done it once too often and was caught redhanded.
The prison was close to my school and I used to go round it sometimes. The prisoners always
seemed happy both inside and when doing jobs out in the town. In fact it was no uncommon sight to
see a gang of men working on a road, while their warder lay sleeping in the ditch to be awakened by
one of his prisoners if anyone in authority approached. The prison cook was an old prisoner who
was serving a long sentence. When he had completed it, he was told that the time had come for him
to go. He was most perturbed and asked what he had done wrong that he should be given the sack!
There was another occasion when a gang of prisoners came in over an hour late and very unhappy
because they had lost their warder.
Prison, since we took over control in Nigeria, must seem too marvellous to the law breaker. He is
given good food and never has to worry how he is going to get it. He is sure of a comfortable bed
and perhaps his only worry is that a high standard of cleanliness is required. As for punishments,
they must seem light by comparison to those that obtained thirty-five years or so ago. In those bad
days a hand was cut off for the first theft, another for a second and after that a foot. I saw several
older men who had suffered such punishments.
Even executions must seem mere trifles compared to the old custom of beheading with an
exceedingly blunt sword. The condemned man would be frog-marched round the market place
among the stall holders and their customers, with the public executioner brandishing his sword and
threatening him at intervals. This procedure would last for several days, the prisoner not knowing
when his last moment would be. Then suddenly and without warning an entirely different
executioner would appear from the crowd and hack at the wretched man's neck with his blunt
weapon till he had decapitated him2.
Every year the natives celebrate the Great Festival which follows the month of Ramadan. During
Ramadan a complete fast is observed from sunrise to sunset and even in that tropical climate they
do not drink during the daylight hours. At night however the natives make up for it by eating and
general rejoicing which they keep up almost till dawn. The result is that for a whole month they are
more or less useless for work.
During the night when the new moon is expected to appear, heralding the advent of the Festival, a
watch is kept everywhere and a messenger is sent to inform the Emir the moment it is seen.
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Watchers even gaze into pools and rivers to look for the moon's reflection, for sometimes it is seen
long before the moon itself. The moment the moon appears there is great rejoicing and rams, goats,
chicken and countless other animals are slaughtered with much ceremony in preparation for the
morrow.
Next morning the Emir rides out with his councillors
to the Mosque where a special service is held.
Meanwhile all Zaria assembles along the route. It was
a most remarkable sight I witnessed from one of the
roofs of the Palace. The broad straight road was lined
by thousands of white robed natives awaiting their
Emir and listening for the drums and horns that
should herald his approach. At last we heard them
and shortly afterwards the procession appeared in the
distance and, as it came towards us, the onlookers
prostrated themselves on the ground in salutation of
their ruler.
When he arrived immediately below us, the Emir of
Zaria made obeisance to the British Resident, after
which he took up his position under a magnificent
umbrella. Then each District Head galloped at full
speed at the head of a wildly charging group of
horsemen and pulled up within a few yards of the
Emir to salute him. Finally, the Dogarawa or native
police, picturesquely clad in long red robes and
turbans, came panting up on foot. Poor dears, they looked extremely hot and glad to cast themselves
down on the ground before their chief. After that the natives went home to spend the rest of the day
and the following night in feasting and dancing.
It is usually only on the occasion of a great Festival that the Emir goes out to a public service, but
sometimes he will do so to pray for rain when it is long overdue. Some years ago there was a great
drought in the Province of Zaria and he went in procession to the Mosque to offer prayers that it
might come to an end. Several days passed and the rain did not come and then it was, so I am told,
that the Emir sent a messenger in secret to a C.M.S. missionary and asked him to see what he could
do. The latter complied with his wishes and held a service in his little church. Next day rain fell in
plenty. I wonder how many clergymen would undertake to offer up prayers for rain in similar
circumstances, even if they had just heard the B.B.C. weather forecast.
Life in the European station was very full. We had cricket, tennis and polo, to say nothing of dinner
parties and occasional race meetings Of course, games could not be played before five o'clock in
the evening and, as the sun sets between six and six-thirty, they did not last long, but we made the
most of them. Cricket, however, we did play from half past seven in the morning for an hour and a
half as well if it was an important match, such as the North v. South.
While I was in Zaria I was fortunate enough to be selected to play in a North v. South match and
after that to play for Nigeria against the Gold Coast in the annual Test Match. It was one of the most
enjoyable holidays I have ever had, for after the long journey by train to Lagos, the team embarked
in the mail boat and took passage to the Gold Coast. To be at sea again, though only for twenty four
hours, was very enjoyable and we had the prospect of a week at Accra. We had the added joy of
knowing that the Government were paying all our fares, while we would be entertained and free of
all expense, during our stay in the Gold Coast.
Immediately we anchored off Accra, the Governor's A.D.C. came on board to welcome us and we
were each given a programme of the week's visit. In it were shown the names and addresses of our
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hosts, the times for practice and the times of play and, in addition to that, the particular dance or
dinner we were to attend in the evening. It had all been most carefully worked out and saved us any
amount of trouble.
Then we landed. There is heavy surf off the coast and it is quite impossible to get into a boat from a
gangway, so we were lowered into the boats in a Mammy chair - a box-like contraption on the end
of a wire rope. The surf boat was paddled by Kroo boys sitting along the gunwale singing. The
steersman sang the verse and then everyone joined in the chorus. We were pretty sure the words
were uncomplimentary to us and thoroughly enjoyed the grins on the boys' faces as they sang them.
We were carried ashore on their shoulders when the boat grounded and there we found a crowd of
cheerful people waiting with cars to take us off to their houses.
There is a lovely story of a Kroo-boy which illustrates the black man's mentality admirably. A
Kroo-boy returned in the evening from a class at a Mission School and was asked by his friends to
tell them what the missionary had taught him:
"Master go tell us de story ob some big marriage palaver at some town dey go call Cana. Dere be
plenty people. Eberyone happy, eberyone sing, eberyone dance. Den de gin finish. Nobody get plan,
nobody know what to do. Den one boy he say, 'You go ask Big Master Jesus. He get plan. He sabby
juju palaver plenty: Den dey ask Big Master Jesus, dey say, 'Master, all de gin finish'. Big Master
Jesus he say, 'So? Dat be easy matter. You go, you get three Kerosene tin. You bring 'em for this
place'. Den some boy bring three kerosene tin for dat place an' Big Master Jesus he say, ' You fill
'em for top wid water'. Den he do juju palaver. He say 'Dat be gin'. 'Master, you lie. Dat no be gin,
dat be water'. 'You say I lie? You smell 'em, you taste 'em'. Den one boy he kneel for dat place, he
smell 'em, he taste 'em. Den he smile he say, 'Master, dat be true word. Dat no be water. Dat be
good gin'."
Then one of the Kroo-boys who was listening said:
"If Big Master Jesus come for Sierra Leone he make plenty good money."
The week that followed was simply hectic. Every morning we had an hour’s net practice starting at
nine o'clock. Then we were taken to see places of interest until it was time for lunch. The match
itself started each day at two o'clock and continued till six and a very strenuous business it was. Not
only was the cricket of almost County Championship standard, but the damp heat was most trying.
Several thousand black spectators kept up a continuous clapping from the moment the first ball was
bowled until stumps were drawn, while three loud speakers in the pavilion gave out details of the
play at frequent intervals. In fact the interest in the match was intense from beginning to end, not
only because the Europeans and natives love cricket out there, but because the Press had worked it
up for several days before we came.
Here is an example of Gold Coast journalism:SPECIAL SPORTS EDITION.
WEST AFRICA TIMES
A DAILY NEWSPAPER.
ACCRA, GOLD COAST, THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 1931
A FIGHT FOR 'THE ASHES'
GLORIOUS PLAYING CONDITIONS.
Gold Coast v Nigeria.
By our Sports Editor.
Everything is set for the European Inter-Colonial Match taking
place at the Oval to-day between the Gold Coast and Nigeria.
Should the gorgeous weather continue the Oval promises to be a
place of the greatest attraction. It will be suddenly transformed into
a Mecca of Cricket, and pilgrims from the remotest ends of the
Gold Coast are expected to be there to see demigods perform feats
which are the products of long practice and infinite patience.

Demigod Geoffrey Webb
in his Nigeria cap
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After the close of play each day, we went off to bath and change for dinner. The bath was most
refreshing but immediately we had dried ourselves perspiration would break out and we would soon
be as wet as we had been before. And it went on all the evening, so that it was always necessary to
change our dress collars once or twice. We danced outdoors on hard tennis courts covered with
huge tarpaulins on two or three evenings and then finished up with sausage parties in various
private houses in the early hours.
But the best evening was when we dined at Government House and stayed afterwards to dance.
Government House is really an old castle built years ago by the Dutch on the sea shore. In fact it is
so close to the sea that at high tide we were able to look down over the old battlements at the waves
breaking beneath us, while we actually bathed in the surf at three o'clock in the morning. The
courtyard is in the centre of the castle and the palm trees and tropical flowers made it a beautiful
sight in the brilliant moonlight. The Governor and his family set themselves out to be wonderfully
kind to us, not only on that evening but for the whole of our stay and we carried away very happy
memories of them when we sailed back to Nigeria.
My host was as keen as I am on Naval History and one evening while we were discussing a certain
famous Admiral of Nelson's time, he told me there was a native family at Accra who were his direct
descendants. All the men held good government posts and the family was held in great esteem in
the Gold Coast. Every year, too, they celebrated the anniversary of the admiral's birthday by
holding a large party. It surprised me to hear this, for this particular naval officer had spent most of
his service days in the Mediterranean and the West Indies. However, my host had been at Accra for
many years and not only did he know what he was talking about, but he actually produced one of
the admiral's female descendants for me to question.
All good things must come to an end and so we embarked on an outward bound ship and returned to
Nigeria. One or two of us stayed the night in Lagos before going back to our stations and I put up in
a little rest house in the compound of one of the officials in the Police. It was a little concrete
building containing a bedroom and bathroom and had a veranda running round it.
I woke up in the middle of the night to hear a stealthy movement at the door, so I shammed sleep
and watched. There was a good moon and presently I saw the door open. No-one appeared to enter
but the same stealthy movement went across the floor and after that someone seemed to be trying to
open the chest of drawers at the foot of my bed, so I made my preparations for attack. First I gently
loosened the mosquito net and pushed back my blanket, so as to be ready to jump out, and then I
took up my pistol and switched on an electric torch.
My enemy was a large land crab which was busy pulling at the knob on the bottom drawer of the
chest of drawers and the moment I moved it scuttled away into the bathroom where I locked it up
for the night. Next day Garba had it for his breakfast.
Soon after my return to Zaria, I moved into a large mud and thatch bush house just inside the great
wall that surrounds the native city. It was much nearer my work and enabled me to get about the
city in order to study the native language and customs.
Great black clouds, the distant flashes of lightning and heavy, oppressive days heralded the
approach of the rainy season soon after my move into the native city. Soon we got violent dust
storms. Every evening they came at about five o'clock accompanied by thunder and lightning. They
became more and more severe until at last the rains came - and what deluges they were. Sometimes
they would continue far into the night and at first it was a terrifying experience to lie in bed and, in
the brilliant flashes of lightning, to see the bamboo framework of the roof opening and closing like
an umbrella, and every minute thinking it would collapse or be carried away by the wind. Actually
the roofs are constructed in order to allow for this movement, for if they were rigid they would not
be able to stand up against the buffeting of a tornado.
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The thunder and lightning of these storms is terrific and evidence of the latter is abundant in the
bush where you see the charred remains of many a tree. News comes in from the bush or from the
native city of people who have been struck by lightning and of whole quarters of towns that have
gone up in flames. Actually this particular house of mine was struck and completely burnt out
within twelve months of my vacating it. But while I occupied it nothing untoward occurred except
that an anthill about twenty feet high was demolished by lightning as I was looking at it.
One afternoon Garba came in, full of excitement, to tell me that a large python had taken a goat
quite close to the house and was trying to swallow it. By the time I had dashed out of the house a
small crowd of natives had gathered round a hole in the wall and were examining something. When
I got up to them I found it was the goat which the python had let go in its hurry to escape into the
hole in the wall, as the furious Hausas had rushed towards it. I sent back to my house for a tin of
kerosene, some paper and my gum. Then I lit a fire in the hole and waited for the snake to come out,
but I waited for hours and it did not appear. Eventually I gave it up and went home, but when I
returned next morning, it was to find first class evidence that the python had come out during the
night, had been very ill and had taken its departure.
That day I sent for the chief snake charmer in the hope that he might be able to devise some means
for exterminating the python. For one thing it was stealing too many goats in the neighbourhood
and for another, it had appeared too close to my house for my comfort.
He came about mid-day bringing the whole of his family, consisting of three or four women , a
grown up son and several small children. He was only mildly interested in my python for he said it
had been in the wall for several years and was almost impossible to catch as the wall was riddled
with holes. He said it had never done anyone any harm except for stealing goats, though he had to
admit it had upset a Ford car driven by a missionary who had tried to drive over the snake as it was
crossing the road. After all it was eighteen feet long and correspondingly thick.
The Chief Snake Charmer did accompany me to the wall and make a few wise observations, but
what he really wanted was for me to witness some snake charming; so when I saw I could get no
help from him I thought I might as well see what he could do.
First of all one of his sons produced a sleepy python from the basket. It was an uninteresting
looking brute about fifteen feet long and its owner apologised for its smallness and said he was
going to get another one shortly. Then the women started to produce vipers and adders and all sorts
of horrid little snakes from different parts of their anatomy - even from out of their head cloths.
They played with them and baited them until they struck at their owners. But the best - or worst if
you like - was a large black mamba. It raised about two thirds of its body off the ground and moved
along like lightning. This was the one the Snake Charmer did really take in hand himself. First he
made it chase him and try to strike him, then he caught it by the tail and threw it all over the place
and finally he played a sort of pipe and charmed it. The entertainment lasted about an hour and was
all very interesting but I had had quite enough before it was over.
These snake charmers are supposed to be immune to snake bites and they certainly have some kind
of 'medicine ' which they use and which they give to their children from the time they are born.
They guard the secret of this medicine most jealously, so it is impossible to say whether it is really
efficacious or not, for they have various ways of extracting the venom from their pets before they
play with them. Anyhow it was not long after giving his performance at my house that the Chief
Snake Charmer was struck by one of his own snakes and died.
A nasty accident occurred at the C.M.S. mission which was only about a mile from my house. It
was Christmas Day and quite a number of us had been to the early service in the Mission Church.
When we came out we were told that the mission doctor had been bitten by a snake and that he was
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in danger. He had had to perform an operation early in the morning and, on his opening a glass case
of instruments, a snake had put its head out and struck him in the eye. Fortunately there was a nurse
present who followed the doctor's directions and administered the correct antidotes, so eventually
he recovered completely except that he lost the sight of an eye.
The Mission is a wonderfully run institution, consisting of a boarding school for boys and girls, a
hospital and a church. All the buildings are made of mud including the Church and very fine they
are too. Not only are all the pews in the church made of mud, but even the pulpit and altar, while a
huge cross above the latter is formed by leaving out a number of mud bricks, so that dazzling
sunbeams shine through it and make it appear most impressive3.
I do not know how many co-educational mission schools there may be, but this one is most efficient
and has one particular object which is most praiseworthy. Many young native men who have
received a mission school education have great difficulty in finding wives who can appreciate their
ability and tastes or even their desire for cleanliness, while it is of little value to a girl that she has
been taught to sew and embroider or to cook in the European fashion, when the only husband she
can get wears nothing but a loin cloth and eats maize cake or yams. The C.M.S. school at Zaria
overcomes this difficulty, for the boys and girls are brought up together and receive similar
education and religious instruction.
I often wonder at the number of different churches that send missions out to countries such as
Nigeria. The Church of England, the Roman Catholic Church, Wesleyans, Seventh Day Adventists
and countless others all send out missionaries and in one town I actually saw three different
churches standing in a row.
It is, to my mind, a great pity there cannot be a single combined Christian Mission, for the native
cannot understand such a diversity of religions and, if he chooses any, chooses the one out of which
he will get the best food and clothing.
For instance, a boy came to me and asked whether he could enter my school. He was seventeen
years old according to his own story and he spoke English quite well. I said his English made me
think he must have been to another school already and I was astonished to hear that he had been to a
Roman Catholic, a Church of England and to a Wesleyan school one after the other. He had been
kicked out of each mission in turn when it was obvious that he was out for all he could get and now
he thought he would see what he could get out of me. Needless to say I sent him away.
British missionaries live nowadays in very much the same way as the officials, treating West Africa
as their temporary home, taking full precautions against the sun and mosquito and thinking of
retiring ultimately to more temperate climates. But there are others, Americans chiefly, who decide
that their whole lifework shall be in Nigeria converting the black man to their particular form of
Christianity.
They think the climate and the country must suit them whatever they do, as witness the gentleman
who on two occasions arrived to see me at about midday having ridden twelve miles over dreadful
bush paths under the sweltering sun, did his business with me and then rode back again. He had
only to faint from the heat, fall off and get sunstroke. Fortunately he did none of these things.
There was a mission far away in the forest in Ilorin Province which I visited once, where lived some
eight or ten ladies and one man. Their house was a tumbledown shack which looked to be hardly
sunproof, their furniture was extremely primitive and they relied entirely on the local market and
what they could grow for food. But what struck me most was the spectacle of a small white boy of
six playing about with some native children. Heavens knows what diseases he was liable to catch
and what habits (to say the least) he would learn as he grew up. At any rate he spoke Yoruba far
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better than English. It all seemed so wrong to me and yet the missionaries were happy to see him
playing about like this.
On one of my voyages out to the coast I made friends with a charming American couple who were
taking their two children out for another three years’ tour. One child was eight and the other four
and both of them had spent most of their lives in West Africa. They were very pale and delicate
looking and seemed to lack the good spirits and fun of children of their age. Poor things, it seemed
hard that they should miss so much and have to risk their young lives in the cause of Christianity.
It was, I suppose, not for us to judge, but we officials used to say hard words of missionaries such
as these, and we used to ask whether it were not better for them to leave their children behind or,
better still, have no children at all.
I often used to dine in the Officers' Mess in the Depot of the Nigerian Regiment and one evening
the wireless officer said he would try to get London for us. No-one had a private wireless set and
the newspapers were over a fortnight old, so we thanked him and settled down to wait till eleven
o'clock when England would be broadcasting. At last he got us each a pair of headphones and
started to mess about with the machine. There were terrible whistles and crackles and after enduring
agonies for several minutes we heard a faint voice say, "Mr So and So will describe how he crossed
the Sahara Desert". We did not wait to hear any more as you may imagine, for there we were living
almost on the edge of it.
I think I listened to only one other wireless set during the whole five years I was in the West Coast,
for England and the news at home did not seem to interest me to the extent that I could not wait a
fortnight for "The Times". And even when the paper did arrive I am afraid I often neglected it for
days, for really family news and news of Nigeria seemed the only things that mattered. I often laugh
at myself nowadays for I hate to miss the news on the wireless and always read my daily paper
thoroughly.
After I had been at Zaria for six months, I was transferred to the literary side of my department and
posted to the Teachers’ Training College at Katsina. It is up in the extreme north and only forty or
fifty miles from French country, while to get there I had to go to Kano by train and complete the
journey in a lorry.
For the first part of the journey I travelled with a railway official in his inspection car which was the
last coach of the train and very pleasant it was to sit in long wicker chairs and hear him tell amusing
stories of the railway. Here are one or two.
In early days there was not the same bustle and anxiety for efficient time-keeping as there is
nowadays and an hour or two either way did not matter to a goods train on a long journey. There
used to be a weekly goods train which ran from Lagos in the far South right up to Kano. Its time of
arrival varied between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. on the second afternoon and depended chiefly on what
luck the engine driver had had with his gun.
On one occasion 4 o'clock came round and the train had not arrived, but it caused no undue alarm.
A telegram to a station about a hundred miles away brought the reply that the train had passed at the
usual time, so the officials took no action for the time being. However when 5 o'clock came it was
decided to send an engine down the line to see what had happened. Accordingly it set out and, after
steaming for about half-an-hour, the occupants came upon a completely deserted train. No driver,
no fireman and no guard and the fire in the engine had gone out.
They waited for some time, wondering which direction to take in order to seek their friends. It was
indeed a problem, for in every direction the bush spread away for mile upon mile and there was no
evidence of human habitation. Then, just as they were preparing to set out, they heard a shout quite
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close at hand. It took the rescuers very little time to find their friends then, and when they did find
them this is the sight that met their eyes.
The native guard was clinging to the topmost branches of a palm tree, the native fireman was up
another, while the European was up a third. At the foot of one of the trees lay the only gun they
possessed, while a very angry West African buffalo stood below gazing up in fury. It took some
time to dispatch the beast, rescue the hunters and raise steam again. But it was done and the goods
train eventually reached its destination.
Then he told me the story of a native linesman who had to go up the line for some miles just before
his wife was due to present him with an infant. He was anxious to get early information of the
event, so he asked a friend of his to send him a note directly there was anything to report. Two days
later the driver of a passing train handed him the following letter:
Dear Sir,
(1). I beg to inform you that your wife, Moma,
(2). Contents contained twins.
(3). I regret to inform you that one die, but we must thank God for the other on hand.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant, AMADU.
That yarn reminded me of another one I had heard, so my friend had to hear it: An official had to go
out to a small town where there was only a native clerk in charge of the little office. They did their
work together in the morning and in the evening the Englishman took a stroll in the town. There he
met the clerk, Mr. Alowule Johnson, also taking a stroll with several children on either side of him.
"Good evening, Mr. Johnson. I did not know you had such a big family.”
"Good evening, sah. I am married, sah, but these are not my children, sah. I wish they were
mine, sah, but my wife is impregnable, in fact I might almost say inconceivable, sah".
Then my friend told me of something rather amusing that had happened soon after the beginning of
a rainy season. A train was climbing up the Bauchi Plateau when it had to pull up suddenly as a
bridge had been washed away by a swollen river, so the driver decided to push the train back to the
last station they had left. After going back slowly for a mile or two, he had to pull up again for
another bridge had been washed away, so the train could go neither backwards nor forwards till one
or other of the bridges had been replaced.
Occasionally we passed over a section of the track which was being repaired and it amused me very
much to see the native workmen catch sight of our coach as they stood leaning on their tools and
spring to their work with the most tremendous activity. No doubt they kept it up till we were out of
sight.
It seemed that only a few minutes had passed when we arrived at Kano and here I said goodbye to
my railway friend and got out to search for a rest house where I could stay the night.
Unfortunately I never stayed long enough in Kano to learn much about it. I have memories of a
cheerful and very efficient chap usually known as "Bemo", who used to have a specially made
decanter which was capable of containing four bottles of whiskey - which it frequently did for a
short time. He was a great Hausa scholar and claimed to know everything that was going on in the
native city of Kano - also to knowing all about his servants.
Well I was staying the night with him once and some time after midnight I heard weird noises
downstairs, so I crept out to the top of the stairs with a pistol and a torch. To cut a long story short
there was his trusted steward boy dressed in his master's best blue suit and wearing a Queen's Club
tie, gloriously drunk and grovelling on the floor. What is more we found he had got into the store
and got away with several bottles of whiskey.
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There was also in Kano market an old woman who sat before a block of wood armed with a knife.
There she sat all day waiting for the young men who came in from the surrounding country to seek
brides, for the girls of Kano would have nothing to do with the uncircumcised. I am told she did a
roaring trade. Doubtless she was unpopular with the barbers who generally carry out this operation.
There are also many legends of a race of giants that once lived in Kano and in particular of the King
of the Giants, who was able to walk about with his head and shoulders out of the water during the
Flood. He is reputed to have carried his wife about on his shoulder during those perilous times and
to have fed her on fish which he caught in the waters of the Flood and held up to the sun to toast. It
was a busy day when he died, so they say, for his body lay across all the northern provinces of
Nigeria and had to be cut into many pieces before it could be buried.
Next day I got a lorry and set out on the hundred miles journey to Katsina. There was nothing
particular worth recording about the journey, except that we passed a rest house where an
interesting event had occurred not long before.
A public works official had arrived there for the night to find a young English couple very
perturbed, for the lady seemed likely to provide an addition to the family at any time. They were
miles from anywhere and, of course, there was no doctor to be had, but the public works man took
it all in the day's work for, as he said, he had four children of his own and knew all about it. So he
kicked the husband out, took complete charge and in due course a baby was born without any
trouble at all and mother and child did well, thanks to this builder of bridges and roads.
At Christmas time, Katsina was honoured by a visit from three Royal Air Force aeroplanes that had
flown across from Egypt, making flights of not less than seven hundred miles a day owing to the
lack of safe landing places.
The Emir of Katsina had
visited England two or three
times and had even been up
in a machine, so now was his
chance to score off a large
number of his subjects who
had not believed him when
he had told them of his
experiences in the air. A
tremendous crowd gathered
to witness the landing of the
aeroplanes; the excitement
was so great that twenty or
thirty natives managed to fall
out of the only big tree in the
neighbourhood. After the
officers had been welcomed
by the Resident and the
Emir, it was arranged that the
latter and some of his chiefs should be taken for short flights.
This was exactly what the Emir of Katsina wanted and away he went in the first machine to fly over
the native city, where he dropped a letter into the courtyard of his palace to prove to those below
that he was in the aeroplane. After that he took an almost fiendish delight in ordering his courtiers
and district chiefs to go up. Some of them leapt at the chance of flying , but the majority did their
utmost to avoid his eye or else cast themselves on the ground in prayer when they realised there was
no way out of it.
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The last pair to be ordered on board provided great amusement, for immediately they had got into
the aeroplane they lay down on the floor, completely disappearing from the sight of the spectators.
The pilot taxied away for about a hundred yards and then, thinking something must be wrong with
his passengers, he turned round and taxied back to where the Emir stood and shut off his engine.
Then two delighted chiefs stood up in the machine and, mid loud and prolonged laughter,
proclaimed how much they had enjoyed their flight.
I went up and had a glorious twenty minutes or so flying over and round Katsina. It took quite a lot
of concentration to distinguish the mud buildings even when we flew fairly low over them and it
made me wonder how the airmen managed to find their way over that almost featureless dried up
country. As a matter of fact the navigator told me they steered for miles by compass and followed
roads and dried up river beds when they could distinguish which was which.
We had two plagues about Christmas time. The first plague descended in particular upon the
District Officer's house, though most people got affected a little. Stink bugs appeared in their
millions. Quite pretty looking little beetles that fell into the soup or down your neck or crawled into
your bed. How they smelt and how revolting if you swallowed one in your food! Anyhow they were
so terrible in the District Officer's house that he had to burn it down and build another.
The other plague descended on me more than anyone else. Earwigs came in from the guinea corn
which bordered on my compound. They too got into the food, the books, clothes, boots and, in fact,
into everything. They not only made me feel sick but they actually made me sick on one occasion.
Whilst the plague lasted my routine on going to bed used to be as follows: Shake earwigs out of my
pyjamas, turn them inside out and hang them over the back of a chair. Then undress as quickly as
possible, shake more earwigs out of my pyjamas, turn them inside out again, put them on and jump
into bed. After that hunt for stray earwigs inside my mosquito net, reach outside for my pistol and
tap twenty or more of the little pests out of the barrel and empty a few out of the magazine and put
it under my pillow. Have one final look round inside my mosquito net and settle down for the night.
And ten to one I would be nipped by a earwig as I was going off to sleep, after all that.
The elderly chief attendant at the Native Hospital was responsible for cheering us up very
considerably soon after Xmas. A woman was expecting a baby and the doctor had spent several
days and nights in close attendance on her, as he anticipated a certain amount of difficulty when the
birth took place. At last he felt he must have some sleep, so he gave his old native assistant strict
injunctions to call him at once, should events seem to be imminent, and went to his house which
was only a couple of hundred yards away. Evidently the old native had ideas of his own and thought
his master's need of sleep was far more important than the unfortunate woman's need of medical
attention. At any rate the doctor was handed the following letter neatly typed on official note-paper,
when his boy brought him his morning tea:
Sir,
1.
I have the honour to report that the woman, Maimuna, is pregnant.
2.
The condition of the woman is normal.
3.
The baby lie on the floor.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
Ibrahim Accra.
The cold season seemed to me to be more severe than the previous one at Maiduguri. I used to wear
a cardigan, a coat and a great coat when I drove down to the College in the early morning and my
breakfast table was always close to the fire. After breakfast I took off the cardigan and by eleven
o'clock was glad to be in shirt sleeves, but in the evenings we were glad enough to put on greatcoats
again and sit round a large bonfire.
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It was during this cold season that I met the court astrologer who told me of a constellation called
Shimaku which would appear about New Year's day above the Northern horizon. It is supposed to
have the appearance of a horse and to it is attributed a most powerful influence, for those of great
character who see it gain strength from it, while those of weak intellect are driven out of their
minds.
Again a sort of mysterious ground mist is supposed to appear and if anyone is fool enough to leave
anything outdoors he is unlikely to find it again next morning. A friend of mine and I sat up to look
for this strange constellation for two or three nights but saw nothing at all. However, I have heard of
Shimaku several times in different places in Nigeria, so doubtless it is possible that some
constellation does appear in the North for a few days. For the rest I strongly suspect some far-seeing
thief must have started the story of its strange powers.
I took advantage of my meeting with the court astrologer to ask him to tell my fortune. I wished to
see what methods he would employ. It was the first time he had told the fortune of a white man so
he was nervous and insisted on my malam being present.
He brought some sand and smoothed it with his hand, after which he wrote several Arabic letters on
its surface with his forefinger. After that I was called upon to shut my eyes and put my finger
somewhere in the sand, when he proceeded to cross out letters and add new ones with lightning
rapidity, all the time reeling off the sort of fortune you get out of a penny-in-the-slot machine on a
pier. I felt that the whole thing was mechanical and that he was only doing it for what he could get
out of me, so when he had finished I made some excuse for sending my malam away and spent
about twenty minutes trying to make him feel at ease, and flattering him about his remarkable
powers. After that I promised him a suitable reward if he would answer some questions I should put
to him.
He did not even look at the sand but seemed to go into a sort of trance when I started to speak and
this time I felt I was going to get the real thing.
For the next quarter of an hour, while he answered my questions, I wrote down everything we said
and since that day I have marked off the court astrologer's prophecies as they have been fulfilled.
Nearly everything he said has come true in the most uncanny way, so I would like to give a few
examples.
He said I should make a great friend on board a ship and that this friend would come to a most
untimely end within a year. I did make great friends with a doctor on my next homeward voyage
and three months after landing in England I saw an announcement in the Times that my friend had
been killed in an accident on the Gold Coast.
Then he told me I should do two more tours of service in West Africa and after that remain in
England till 1937 when I should go to sea again. I did return to Nigeria twice as he foretold and now
I have a post in England. It remains to be seen what will happen in 1937. It is highly unlikely that I
shall be recalled to the Navy, but it was also extremely unlikely that I should leave Nigeria when I
did.
He was so reticent regarding the health of one of my nearest and dearest relations that he would
only say he could not "see" him. When I landed in England a few months later it was to find that my
relation4 had fallen ill and it was the beginning of his last illness.
When he had finished I felt that this native astrologer had been absolutely sincere and, as his
predictions have come true, I have come to believe in his power of forecasting the future.
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Besides having several visits from the astrologer, I also had many visits from an old malam called
Dan Ja, who used to tell me legends and folk stories.
Here is the story of the Burner of Bad Beans:
There was once an Emir of Katsina who had a very cruel son. This princeling used to amuse
himself by compelling his subjects to carry him on their backs and, once he was mounted
he would thrash his unfortunate mount and ride him round the market place in front of his
friends. And because his father was Emir no one dared to refuse to carry him. However, at
last there arrived in the city a fearless man known afterwards as ‘The Burner of Bad beans’.
He cared nothing for the prince and openly defied him until at last the Emir’s son
summoned him and ordered him to be his mount. He came at once and the prince rode him
around the city lashing him with his whip. But the Burner of Bad Beans knew what he was
about and headed for the dye-pits where he knew the dyers would have a large fire. Arrived
there, he rushed into the fire bearing his royal burden and both of them perished in the
flames.
Then Dan Ja told me a quaint story of the Prophet which he was prepared to swear was true. It
seems that the Prophet was about to go out to fight the Infidels and, in tightening the girths, he
forgot his great strength and cut his charger in two! So Allah, realizing that no ordinary horse was
any use to his great general, sent him an iron charger!
And then he went on to recount his version of the Prophet Muhammed’s visit to Allah. Muhammed,
said Malam Dan Ja, had great difficulty in convincing the elders of the City of Mecca that he was
the Prophet for, though he taught daily and worked many miracles, he was looked upon as nothing
more than a witch doctor.
But one evening after he had purified himself and had entered the Mosque, the Angel Gabriel
appeared and called him saying, "Come, O Prophet of Allah, for Allah calls you". So he entered the
Angel's chariot and they drove away up into a great mountain. But when they reached the summit
the chariot disappeared and the mountain itself rose up and carried them to the First Heaven. But
Gabriel said, "O Prophet, it was thee alone whom Allah called. Allah did not summon the
mountain." So Muhammed ordered the mountain to go back. Then the mountain besought the
Prophet to let it stay where it was since it had already left the earth. And the Prophet prayed to
Allah who had compassion on the mountain and allowed it to stay there till the Last Day.
In the First Heaven the Prophet Ibrahima met Muhammed and after they had prayed together,
Muhammed passed into the Second Heaven where he met the Prophet Yakubu (Jacob) and from
there to the Third Heaven to find the Prophet Hudu. And as he went forward to the Fourth, the
Fifth, the Sixth and the Seventh Heavens he was met in turn by the Prophets Issiyaku (Isaac),
Ayuba, Musa (Moses) and Ibrahim (Abraham).
But here it was, in the Seventh Heaven, that the Angel Gabriel left him, saying that he was not
permitted to go further. So Muhammed went forward by himself to the Heavenly City, to the Beital
Mukadassi, where the angels welcomed him and took him into the presence of Allah. When night
fell Allah dismissed him and he returned to Mecca. But when he recounted the story of his journey
to the Holy City, which according to tradition took five hundred years, the elders of Mecca refused
to believe him. And it was not until he told them of what kind of wood the gates of the Heavenly
City were made that they accepted him as the Prophet of Allah.
A very pleasant duty which fell to my lot was to take a party of students from the College for a trek
to a small town called Ruma, about sixty miles away. We did the journey by easy stages, walking
about fifteen miles every day before breakfast. Sometimes I walked with several of the boys and
sometimes I took my gun and walked in the bush by the side of the path and shot bush fowl and
guinea fowl when it got light enough.
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The students kept me thoroughly alive for they told folklore stories or asked riddles in Hausa and
always looked first to me to see if I had got the point. The natives carrying my loads were
entertaining too, for they sang songs - many of them quite unprintable - the whole time, rarely
pausing for a rest. My cook used to be away with all his apparatus at about half-past three in the
morning after having made me a cup of tea and so when I arrived at the next stopping place, a hot
bath and breakfast were ready for me.
The dogs made a terrible noise all night in one village, but I did not complain as a friend of mine
had done in similar circumstances, for the chief had been so upset at receiving my friend's
complaint that he had had all the dogs killed then and there. So, in my case, I decided to grin and
bear it rather than be the cause of another wholesale slaughter.
When we arrived at Ruma I was greeted by Sarikin Ruma, the District Head, a remarkable man who
had had a reputation for courage ever since his boyhood. When he was still a child he had
accompanied his father in a battle and had had the misfortune to be hit in the eye by a poisoned
arrow. His father had told him he would disinherit him and cause him to be put to death if he so
much as flinched when the arrow was pulled out, and the lad had not moved a muscle during the
painful operation that followed.
Sarikin Ruma was most attentive during my stay, providing me with food and water, an excellent
rest house and an entertainment of which I will give an account later. He asked me if there was
anything particular I wanted and, as my cook had told me fish was obtainable in this district, I asked
if he could get me some. Next morning two natives arrived having walked twenty miles with large
earthenware pots of water on their heads and nine or ten fish swimming about inside them and,
what is more, these gentlemen found it worth while to walk back to their river, catch some more
fish and bring them back every day while I was there.
As for the entertainment, it started about sunset and was still going strong when I left at ten o'clock.
In fact, I heard the drums at various times during the night. A troupe of girls began the proceedings
with a dance which started by their slowly swaying their bodies in time to the rhythm of the drums
and gradually working up to what was nothing more or less than the Charleston. Of course, the
native drummers have been complete masters of their art for centuries and their time and rhythm is
perfect, so the native has always been a magnificent dancer. I have no doubt that the black men who
were carried away to be slaves in America three or four hundred years ago were responsible for the
'modern' dances and dance music which have come across the Atlantic to England in recent years.
When the dancers had finished
their exhibition, the local clown
arrived completely covered with
branches of an extremely thorny
bush - in fact, he looked more like
a bush than a man. Just what he
was trying to do I never knew, but
the whole audience shrieked with
laughter. Anyhow, he simply
rolled about on the ground making
faces till I threw him some
coppers, when he picked up the
coins and ran away.
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Then came the most interesting event of the evening for I witnessed a Fulani manhood test and took
some very good photographs of it. Several youths had reached the age when they were to prove by
their courage and bearing that they were worthy to enter man's estate and this they had to prove to
the satisfaction of a number of marriageable
maidens, whom they might choose for their
brides if they were successful.
After the candidates had formed up in line
and saluted Sarikin Ruma and myself, each
one went through his test separately. Stepping
forward and holding aloft a head of guinea
corn, the young Fulani offered himself to be
thrashed on his back and chest with a wicked
looking stick, all the while laughing and
smiling while great weals appeared upon his
body, but never allowing the guinea corn to
shake. Six or seven youths went through the
test under the eagle eyes of the ladies and all
were successful, and I must say they did not
show the slightest sign of pain or suffering.
It was then that I left for I felt that the
proceedings would become lively, but I was told that for several weeks after their ordeal the Fulanis
would prevent their wounds from healing by smearing them with manure, so that eventually the
scars would be the more noticeable.
There are several kinds of manhood test which vary with the different tribes and one I heard of near
Maiduguri was very quaint. The candidate was taken with great ceremony to a hut in which he was
locked for a week with a large supply of native beer and his success depended simply on the
quantity of beer he could consume and his condition afterwards. It seems a little difficult to imagine
him having a wide choice of brides after a week's beer drinking!
I had been told to have a look at some strange rocks, not far from Ruma, for one or two people who
had visited them had given it as their opinion that these were proof that the Roman Conquest had
extended beyond the Sahara to Nigeria at one time. They urged that the very name Ruma helped to
prove their point, while certain strange markings on the rocks were undoubtedly Roman numerals to
their way of thinking.
Accordingly Sarikin Ruma and I set out one morning accompanied by one or two horsemen and a
native policeman and, after riding for about three quarters of an hour, we came to a large group of
rocks hidden in a thicket. I examined them carefully and at first I thought the long straight markings
might just as easily represent Arabic as Roman numerals, but in either case I could make no sense
out of them. Each mark was about eighteen inches long, half an inch wide and a quarter of an inch
deep and nothing like any inscriptions I had ever seen on old monuments or in prints or
photographs.
Then suddenly it occurred to me to take the policeman's sword and spear and try them in the scores
in the rock. Not only did their prints fit in perfectly but the length of the markings was just about the
amount a man would move his weapon to and fro if he were sharpening it. That reminded me of the
almost invariable opening sentence of the local stories of the past. "The King of the South decided
to make an attack on the King of the North, so he called together all his smiths to sharpen weapons
of war in a secret place" - secret, of course, in order that no word of his preparations should reach
the enemy prematurely.
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I am afraid my discovery must have been a blow to some of the previous visitors, who, like many
others, love to have a theory and then try to make the evidence fit in with it. The Romans certainly
penetrated into the desert, but it is hard to believe they could have crossed two thousand miles even
had they so desired.
I was very sorry to leave Ruma and return to Katsina, whither I came as a benefactor, for my cook
managed to bring back forty or fifty fish very much alive and swimming.
There now remained only a few weeks before I was due to go home for my first leave, but there
were two good jokes before I went, one on me and the other on the wife of a great friend of mine.
He had to go out in the bush to collect taxes for some days and left his wife in the station. She
decided not to accept the hospitality of a man and his wife who promised to put her up while her
husband was away, but preferred to live alone in her own house, provided a particular native
policeman was detailed to keep watch over her.
Several of us banded together as a sort of "protection committee" and on the first night we had her
to dine with us and took her home at about ten o'clock. To her disgust, her particular policeman was
not available, but a great gaunt bearded gentleman had arrived, equipped with a sword, a spear and
a hurricane lamp and looking as if he hated his job. Anyhow Mrs. X had to put up with her guard
and told him he was to remain indoors, while we ordered him to take great care of her and see that
no harm befell her. Then, when she was ready for bed, she made one of us load her husband's
revolver, which was a huge weapon, and we said goodnight and left her.
Next morning we called to find Mrs. X pale and extremely angry, for the policeman had come into
her room every quarter of an hour with sword clanking to see if she was all right. The result was
that no-one did any work that day until the lady's pet policeman had been found and allotted to her.
The following night Mrs. X went to bed quite happily and posted the policeman outside the front
door so that he should not disturb her.
Next day we found her white as a sheet and with great rings under her eyes. It appeared that she had
woken up in the middle of the night to see a thief standing close to her bed, naked and smeared
from head to foot with oil (to make him difficult to seize) and clasping a long knife. She had
shrieked and tried to fire her revolver at him and the thief had fled. All her servants and the servants
of other Europeans nearby had searched everywhere in vain and finally she had retired to bed to
spend the remainder of the night in sleeplessness. As for her pet policeman, he had had a perfectly
good night's rest on a mat outside the front door and knew nothing of the disturbance!
The joke on me came about in this way. I was working very hard to pass an examination and one
way and another did too much, so that I had to go to bed for a few days. In accordance with custom
the Medical Officer telegraphed to headquarters in Kaduna that I was on the sick list and, as there
was no code word to suit my case, he put in, in plain English, "from overwork". The consequence
was that when I travelled down in the boat train to go home on leave shortly afterwards, grinning
friends came on board at every station to see the strange creature who had overworked himself.
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My second tour: Kaduna

Just as summer was getting into full swing in England, I returned to West Africa after a most
enjoyable and refreshing leave of about five months, during which it was a joy to be able to stop
taking the daily five grains of quinine and to sleep in a bed without a mosquito net.
This time I took Caesar, a brindle bull-terrier pup, with me and not only was he the life and soul of
the ship, but he grew into such a character that he became well known all over Nigeria. I taught him
to range to and fro and drive game over me when I went out shooting in the evenings and, when I
got anything, he retrieved it perfectly. He retrieved balls when we practised cricket in a net I put up
in my compound and became so keen on it that he used to station himself at silly point and catch the
hardest drives without hurting himself. Apart from being useful in these ways, Caesar was a
splendid guard and a wonderful companion.
In addition to Caesar I had several other pets, including Caesar's wife - another bull-terrier, William
the cat, a goat and two parrots, and all of them used to try to get on my bed when Garba brought in
my morning tea. They were all great friends and provided me with lots of fun though Caesar was far
and away the best companion. William used to go for long walks with me and behaved far more
like a dog than a cat, while the goat made full use of the house and poked his nose into everyone's
business until he mysteriously disappeared - just before the Festival following the annual fast! As
for the parrots, they refused to say a word unless they were put in cages at the opposite ends of the
house, where they would carry on long conversations or shout "Boy! Boy!" and bring Garba
running in, thinking I had called him.
My collection of pets was a varied one, but not so strange as that of a doctor who took out a swarm
of bees and a couple of Siamese cats. The latter were good fun and no trouble, but they were
completely unfaithful to each other and married all the local cats, which was quite to be expected.
The bees, however, did something which is quite unprecedented as far as I know. The doctor let
them out on his arrival at some station in the South and they swarmed in a tree close to his house.
Everything was going exactly as he had planned when he was suddenly transferred to Horin which
was two or three hundred miles away. He could not recapture his bees, so he had to leave them
behind to his great sorrow. However he had not long settled in Horin before the bees arrived and
took up their abode in the roof of his new house! There was no doubt about them being his bees
either, for they were of a special kind not to be found in Nigeria.
When we reached Accra this time I received a letter telling me to proceed to Zaria and I was
delighted at the idea of returning there, but when the boat train reached the northern capital a friend
met me and told me my posting to Zaria was only temporary and that I would shortly go to the
office of the Assistant Director of Education at Kaduna5.
Actually I spent only six weeks in my old station and during that time I acted as interpreter and
guide to an eminent anthropologist6 who had come out on the same boat as myself. I learnt a great
deal about his methods of research and, as I was very keen already, my interest in native customs
was greatly increased, now that I knew the proper lines of enquiry to undertake. Later on I sent him
quite a quantity of specimens of native craftsmanship for his museum and he rewarded me
handsomely by writing a flattering introduction to a book I wrote in English and Hausa on the
customs of the Hausas.
A rather amusing incident took place one day when I was taking him round the native city. He had a
camera and was taking some photographs of various types of natives when I espied one of the chief
Snake Charmer's wives with a basket on her head, so I drew my friend's attention to her and, as he
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bent down to look into the view finder of his camera, I signed to the woman to put her basket on the
ground. Out came a somewhat sleepy snake which not only gave my friend a fright but also got
itself into the photograph.
In the course of one of our walks through the blacksmiths' quarter of the city, we came on a man
whose sole occupation was that of making Jews' harps. They were exactly the same shape and size
as those one buys in England, so we asked where the smith had learned to make them. The answer
was rather surprising, for he replied that the craft had been taught him by his father and that his
father had had it handed down to him. Eventually we discovered that an early English trader had
brought some of the instruments out from home to use as barter and that one of the native's
enterprising ancestors had seen possibilities in its local manufacture. Here, then, was the reason
why a humble blacksmith was earning a comfortable living in West Africa.
Garba and Audu, my steward boy and cook, had been away to their homes whilst I was on leave,
with two shillings a week each from me for their keep (actually sixpence would have been quite
enough to buy their food) and they both returned to me shortly after I got back to Zaria, so it was
with a complete household that I eventually moved to Kaduna.
My new house was a large concrete bungalow, completely furnished, lit by electricity and a palace
compared to anything I had lived in before on the Coast.
Soon after my arrival I was given a list of all the important officials and married people on whom I
should call and then I set aside two evenings, took a boy in my car and cleared them all off. No-one
wants you to call, for everyone meets everyone in a very short time, but you have to go through the
business, so most people make it very easy by putting a little box at their gate for letters and visiting
cards.
Life in Kaduna was far more formal than in any other station I went to. One wore suits and ties
instead of shorts and open-neck shirts and put on mess jackets when going out to dinner. There
were tennis tournaments, golf tournaments and parties at the club. In fact one had to be civilized for
a change. Probably very good for us, but rather irksome after the more free and easy life of a bush
station.
The golf course was fun and one needed a good deal of local knowledge. In the dry season it was
almost possible to play a round with a putter, for if you topped your drive the ball would probably
bounce as far as if you had hit it properly with a driver, while in the rainy season you needed all
your clubs and could play a proper game of golf. The hawks, too, had a habit of swooping down
and carrying off your ball to drop it in the nearby grounds of the European Hospital. I believe they
mistook golf balls for eggs, for you could see them pecking at them as they flew away and then
discarding them, in apparent anger.
It was at Kaduna that I joined the European Reserve of the Royal West African Frontier Force, but
somehow or other my ordinary duties prevented me becoming much of a soldier. However I did
find time to be "christened" in the Mess by being rolled down two flights of steps in a big drum and
by being addressed with great regularity by the clerk in the Orderly Room as Captain Lieutenant
Commander!
All the same I was lucky enough to be taken over the depot where the recruits are trained at Zaria.
Most of the men were pagans and fine looking fellows they were, but there was one very striking
chap with a bullet head and straight close-cropped hair. When I saw him he was busy stabbing a
sack with his bayonet and putting a great deal into the operation. I hardly needed to be told that he
came from the Cameroons and that his father was a German.
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The Officer Commanding the depot told me he had marched his men away into the bush one dark,
moonless night, constantly altering his direction until he felt they must have lost their bearings. His
object was to test their sense of direction and, when he thought they were sufficiently mixed up, he
told them to fall out and make their way to barracks. As for himself he had taken a map and
compass, so he had no difficulty in finding his way home, but when he arrived his soldiers had been
back some time and were beginning to wonder whether he was lost.
All the way home he had heard noises in the bush around him and by the time he arrived at the
Barracks he was pretty angry with his men for he thought they had not tried to find their way by
themselves but just kept near him to save themselves trouble. So he told them what he thought
about them and they were desolated for they had been keeping their eyes on him to see that he
found his way without any trouble and so that no evil should come to their Little Father. This Little
Father, incidentally, was a burly Coldstream Officer.
Not long after I got to Kaduna, Audu came along and asked for a loan of three pounds as he wanted
to get married. I gave him the money but only after he had promised that the wedding should be
carried out by Malam Bagudu, who had taught me most of my Hausa and who I knew would carry
out the ceremony properly in accordance with the Muhammadan religion.
Then he went off to his lady's parents with a present of money which they accepted and he knew
that they approved of him. A few days later he took another present to show happy he felt and a
little later on yet another as a sign of gratitude. You might think that enough, but there were still
more monies for him to pay. Directly it was decided when the girl should be prepared for marriage,
Audu had to take along some money to be shared among her relatives. She had also jilted some
other gentleman, so cook had to refund to him the money he had spent on her! Finally, on the
wedding day Audu took the Marriage Money to the girl's parents - the money which must be paid in
order that the ceremony may be legal.
On the wedding morn Malam Bagudu performed the ceremony at the bride's hut and in the evening
the bride was brought on horseback, accompanied by several bridesmaids and a lot of shrieking
women bearing calabashes full of rice, flour and other provisions, to take up her residence with
Audu. But, in spite of a wedding feast the following afternoon, the bride did not take off her veil for
four days, the while her bridesmaids were in constant attendance, and a further two days passed
before they went away. And then at last Mr. and Mrs. Audu were able to begin their married life.
Presumably the bride was a virgin, for had she been otherwise Audu would have made a hole in a
piece of broken calabash and hung it over the door of his hut - as a sign that he had been deceived.
Once or twice a week I used to attend the native court, in order to improve my Hausa and learn
something more about native customs and law. The Alkali or Judge was the father of one of my
pupils at the Zaria school and, apart from that, was pleased to have a European taking an interest in
him, so he made a great fuss of me.
The Court House was a large round mud building with a simple mud dais on which the Alkali sat,
while his assessors sat against the walls and all the witnesses, prisoners and public sat in the middle
on the ground. I was given a place of honour to one side of the dais and reclined in a deck chair
trying to look as if I was not there, but the old Alkali used to turn to me in the middle of a
complicated bit of evidence and ask me my opinion. For a start it was not my business to give any
advice and, apart from that, I failed very often to understand the gist of the matter when I first went
there.
After a bit, however, I could follow anything pretty well, even some of the Judge's snappy repartee,
though it was a little disconcerting when about four cases were adjourned in rapid succession
because certain vital witnesses had failed to put in an appearance and several other incomplete cases
were brought on instead of them.
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Divorce cases took up most of the time of the Court and there used to be some old stagers, women
generally, who turned up with the utmost regularity. One of these arrived one day asking for a
divorce from her husband, but, no matter how much the Alkali questioned her, she would give no
reason why she should be granted her request, and all she did was to gaze coyly at the ground.
Suddenly the Alkali turned to me and said, "What do you think of a farmer who never looks round
his farm?" Of course I had to laugh and then everyone burst out laughing to the great consternation
of the defendant. Then the judge gave them both some good advice and had them taken to an
adjoining hut where they were left to make it up and, after another case or two had been heard, they
returned and the woman withdrew her petition.
Another case opened quite simply by one man bringing an action against another for failing to pay
for a donkey he had sold him and everyone thought it would be simply a matter of the Alkali
ordering a weekly payment to be made of as much as the defendant could afford. However, we soon
got into deep waters, for the latter said he had the donkey no longer, whereupon the plaintiff said it
was outside. That made everyone wake up and one of the assessors asked whether it could be
brought in, so the donkey was solemnly led into court and all the learned men examined it and
discussed its merits for the next five minutes. Then the plaintiff formally identified the animal, it
was led out and the Court proceeded with the business before it. After a lot of cross questioning the
defendant admitted that he had sold the donkey to a third party in order to get enough money to pay
for presents to the parents of a girl he wanted to marry. This was bad enough to my way of thinking,
but worse was to come, for he had to admit that he was a leper - a fact he had omitted to disclose
when he had married. The end of it was that the donkey went back to its original owner, who would
have much preferred the cash which the girl's parents had to refund to the third party by instalments,
the defendant went to a leper camp and the girl returned to her mother and father - and I hope she
did not get leprosy.
After attending the Court for two or three months I thought I would give the Alkali a present in
order to show him my appreciation of his courtesy, so I sent home for a small rolled gold wrist
watch, similar to one I used to wear myself. It arrived in due course and one day I took the
opportunity of presenting it to him just before the business of the day started. He, his assessors and
everyone present were loud in their praise and admiration and the judge thanked me for about five
minutes, so I felt I really had done the right thing, but the next day and the following two or three
days he was not wearing my present and I felt rather mystified. I thought I had better be careful
what I did, so I asked my malam to tell me the reason the Alkali was not making use of the watch
and eventually I dragged the rather surprising explanation out of him, which was that it was so
much smaller than the Ingersoll watches favoured by such natives as could afford them that he felt
ashamed to put it on. When I heard this, I explained to my malam that the watch was a gold one and
several times more valuable than the large Ingersolls, so he passed the news on and next day the
Alkali was wearing it in Court and showing it to everyone with great pride.
I thoroughly enjoyed my afternoons in the Court and have the distinct impression that the
investigations and judgements are very fair, even though they may appear to be a trifle rough and
ready. In older days, before our coming, bribery and corruption were rife and the judgments harsh,
but nowadays the first offender generally gets off with a caution and an admonition from the Alkali
which he is unlikely to forget for many a long day, while the judge invariably does his best to bring
a couple together before giving his final judgment in a divorce case.
Apart from my job in the office I had to look after a school in the native town, periodically go up to
Jos to keep an eye on another one and conduct examinations in Kaduna. One day I had to examine
some native policemen in English and among other things they had to write a written report of a
case. What particular case was not specified, so I told them each to write a report on the last arrest
they had made and the best, or at any rate, the most original one, read as follows:
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"Sir,
I have the honour to report that I was on duty in the High Street, Kaduna, at 9 p.m. on the
7th. inst. I came upon the defendant seated intoxicated on the ground surrounded by a
panorama of bottles. I took him into custody and charged him with violating the public
highway.”
It is a quaint thing but the native, once he has got a fair knowledge of English, has but one ambition
and that is to use the longest words he can find. After the examination was over, a police officer
took me round the depot and in the course of our walk we came to the Sergeant Major's office. It
was a small room and the whole of one side consisted of shelves on which was a gigantic set of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, which had taken him years to buy - chiefly for the purpose of learning
long words. When I got back to the office I showed a copy the policeman’s report to my senior
officer and his comment was quite simple, "I believe the native capable of anything!”
Going up in the train on one of my visits to the School at Jos, I made friends with an old French
Roman Catholic priest who had a mission school there. He asked me how long I had been in
Nigeria and I said that this was my second tour of service. He said: "This is my second tour, too".
Here he paused and then went on: "I did ten years my first tour and I have done six years of my
second. I don't think I shall ever go home again. The last time I went back to France all my relations
were either dead or else they had forgotten me, so I went into a monastery to study. They put me
into a cell with only a table, a chair and a bed and at the end of three days I broke the chair and the
table and they turned me out. No, I hope to work for many more years out here and to lay my bones
in West Africa." I can only say that he made me feel very humble indeed. I never met him again to
my sorrow, but his words were a comfort whenever I felt it was a long time before I could go home
on leave.
The head teacher of the government school at Kaduna was a highly educated native and a Christian
Scientist. He was very efficient and gave one the impression that he had long since forsaken the
native traditions and beliefs in favour of modern civilisation and Christianity.
One day, however, he gave me a great surprise. On visiting the school I found him obviously off
colour and unable to concentrate on any of the questions I put to him. It was very unlike him so I
asked him what might be the matter and if there was anything I could do to help him.
It appeared that a certain teacher who had been dismissed was having his revenge in a rather
singular manner. He had selected a young tree which stood opposite the school gate and had cut its
trunk half through. Not content with that he had attached a note to the tree saying that a spell had
been cast on the head teacher, which would ensure that he died on the same day and at the time as
the tree. It was now that he found it difficult to shake off the superstitions of his race. It was several
weeks before he was convinced that no harm would befall him and then only when both the tree and
his tormentor had been removed. I had the teacher taken before the Okali (the local native judge)
who dealt with him severely and the tree was cut down, after which there was no further trouble.
I have already told of one or two experiences I had of bush telegraphy, but it was at Kaduna that I
met the best example. One of the most important chiefs who ruled a large province in the far north
had given a lot of trouble and it had been found necessary to make him resign his office and to put
him on his honour not to leave his town while arrangements were being made for his future abode.
There was a lot of excitement among the administrative officers in Kaduna, the headquarters of the
Northern Provinces, and I used to hear quite a lot of it from a junior officer in the Secretariat who
was staying with me.
One evening my malam came to give me a Hausa lesson, and, following our usual custom, he gave
me the latest gossip of the native quarter. That particular evening he opened the conversation by
asking me what I thought of the news that the Emir of So and So had bolted into French Country.
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He said it was the talk of the native town. Of course, I made a non-committal reply, pretending that
I knew all about it, and we passed on to other subjects. About an hour later my friend came in for
supper and I said: "It's a bad show that the Emir of So and So has run away." "What? Who told you
that? It's all nonsense," he replied7.
Anyhow he got on his motor bicycle, dashed down to the office to see if it was true and shortly after
he got there he was called upon to assist in deciphering the official telegram reporting that the chief
had absconded. The natives can only have got the news by drums and the message had travelled
between three and four hundred miles, so that even allowing for a certain delay in the Europeans
getting the news the other end, it was a remarkable achievement to beat a telegram by several hours.
A certain Public Works official was due to retire during my stay at Kaduna. He had completed some
fifteen to twenty years service, so his colleagues arranged a fancy dress dance at the club and took
the opportunity to present him with an illuminated address during an interval. There were long
speeches and many tributes paid to him, all of which were well deserved without doubt. After that
the costumes were judged and the prize went to a quiet elderly gentleman who was attired as a
chinaman.
I doubt if many people knew the identity of the winner, but the following evening three or four
railway engineers gave a little farewell dinner party to the “chinaman” before he left Nigeria for the
last time. He received no illuminated address and no eulogies and I am sure he did not want any,
though he was one of the finest engineers in the world, had spent most of his life in West Africa and
could number the construction of the Jebba Bridge among his many fine achievements. I wish I
could have read his mind as he stood among us when the presentation was made the night before.
I made mention earlier of some of the rather remarkable 'tourists' who visited us at Maiduguri. Here
in Kaduna we had visitors too - equally remarkable. One was a young professor from one of the
English Universities who had already written one or two books on native administration and had
come out to study the matter at first hand afterwards! His methods were irritating to say the least of
it, for he planted himself on the Administrative Officers, enjoyed their hospitality, and then told
them all about Native Administration.
Then, early one morning, a tiny little aeroplane descended on the race course and an elderly lady
got out followed by a youthful pilot. She was a director of an Airway in Kenya and was on her way
from that colony to Senegal or somewhere on the west coast of Africa, to explore the possibilities of
a trans-continental air route. They had made no particular preparations but had flown at least seven
hundred miles a day over unexplored Central Africa, trusting to luck to find a safe landing place
every evening. They stayed an hour for breakfast and had gone before the natives had time to come
and stare at them. It was only an elderly lady flying from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic on
business.
I had a very sudden attack of malaria at Kaduna; quite a common occurrence out there, but worth
recording for the sake of those who have had no experience of it. I woke up one morning feeling
rather the worse for wear, though not bad enough to prevent me going to work, but after breakfast I
went to bed with a temperature. By lunch time this had mounted to 103° and a friend drove me in
my own car to the Hospital, where I was put to bed with three hot water bottles and three or four
blankets and dosed liberally with quinine, aspirin and other things. By six o'clock my temperature
was normal, I was feeling much better and I had perspired so much that the pillows and all the
sheets and blankets were sodden. Next day I had the whole performance all over again, and the third
day also, though each time my temperature rose less. On the fourth day the attack was over, but I
was as limp as a rag and had to spend a week convalescing.
On the whole I was lucky and did not get much fever and this was doubtless due to my taking full
precautions. First of all I took five grains of quinine every day (as every Government official is
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obliged to do) for ten days before arriving in Nigeria, all the time I was in the country and for six
weeks after leaving it. Quinine is apt to make one deaf, give one headaches and upset one's
digestion, but it does fight a continuous battle with the malaria bug and rarely lets him get really
busy if it is taken regularly. If, however, a malaria attack does develop the medical officers give
doses of quinine which would horrify a general practitioner in England. Then again, I wore
mosquito boots in the evening to avoid being bitten by mosquitoes and tried, as far as possible, to
see that old tins and pots were buried and pools filled up, for mosquitoes lay their eggs anywhere
where water lies for any length of time.
I paid another short visit to hospital in order that the doctor could investigate a rather painful little
swelling on my left shin. It was found to have been caused by a tiny little Filaria worm which
thereafter proceeded on a tour round my body. He did not cause me much bother, though at times a
swelling would appear or a joint become painful, but for two years I kept a chart of his course and
he made his final appearance in the little finger of my right hand, which was more or less out of
action for several weeks. Once every five years the Filaria worm is supposed to cross your eye and
it is only during the ten minutes it takes to do so that a doctor can get it out - provided he is present
and has the instruments handy. Fortunately, I did not have to suffer any of this performance as I
returned to live in a cooler climate and the little blighter died (at least I think he must have died, as I
have not seen or felt him for three years).
There was, however, a man more unfortunate than me for, as the worm was obviously nearing his
eye, he came in from bush to stay in the doctor's house until the psychological moment should
arrive. The doctor had a spare set of the tools of his trade in his house and the betting was ten to one
against the worm, but one day at lunch time the medical officer was summoned to the hospital and
during his absence the Filaria worm crossed his guest's eye and started off for another cruise round
his body.
Another worm, the guinea worm, is very common among the natives and is got by drinking bad
water. Two or three feet long and a quarter of an inch or more wide they generally cause very nasty
swellings low down on the leg. How true it is I do not know, but I was told that the worm always
goes down the body to get out and go to water. However true this explanation may be it does
generally cause an eruption just above the ankle and it is then that the native catches its head and
ties it to a small stick. Then he winds a little more worm on the stick every day until eventually he
has got it all out. But the process is a long and painful one and is not assisted by the bandages of
leaves and mud which the natives apply.
The Hausas, however, do possess certain remedies for fever and other diseases which are very
effective and I actually came across a man who performed operations on the eye for cataract with
occasional success. I dare say there would be more operations attempted by the natives, but that the
Koran forbids man to be cut about. In the same way as there used to be barber surgeons in England,
so there are barbers in Nigeria who circumcise babies and extract teeth.
Another little joy which attacks natives a great deal is the Jigger. He gets under your toe nail and
lays an egg, which hatches out into a little grub and makes your toe very painful. I was fool enough
to forget to wear my slippers once or twice in my bathroom and I got one. It was a nuisance for two
or three days, but the doctor got it out complete without even drawing blood, for it is enclosed in a
tiny little 'sack'. Sometimes the native manages to puncture the little sack and then his toe gets
really bad.
I forgot to mention a rather amusing incident which occurred while I was at Katsina. The doctor
was very keen on investigating snake and scorpion bites and had several scouts out to bring him in
specimens to examine. One day an old man came in for some slight operation which necessitated a
general anaesthetic. All went well with the operation and when the man came to he sat up and
started to thank the doctor, saying he wished to give him a present. Then he put his hand in the folds
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of his gown and brought out a small cardboard box, but the effort was too much for him so soon
after the anaesthetic and he fell back and dropped the box. Then came the fun, for the box fell open
and half a dozen venomous scorpions were scattered over the floor of the operating theatre which
was very soon empty except for the patient lying on the table.
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Bida, 1930-31

Towards the end of 1930, I was posted to Bida in Niger Province, the home of the Nupe Tribe. It
was a simple railway journey south to Minna, where I changed into a smaller train with a very rude
nickname which I cannot repeat and which it thoroughly deserves. All the oldest rolling stock
seemed to have been joined together and clouds of dust came up from the track to fill my carriage 8.
At Badegi I got out and was met by a friend who had driven out about twelve miles from Bida to
meet me. The first part of the motor journey was through a huge marsh which I visited on many
subsequent occasions for wild-fowl shooting.
The European station at Bida is about a mile or a mile and a half from the native city and on a small
hill, but even so it is not more than two hundred feet above sea level. It is about the most breathless
place I have ever lived in and the temperature varies no more than a few degrees day and night. It is
a moist heat too and that means perspiring the whole time, even in bed at night very often, but there
is little danger of catching chills even if one sits in damp clothes after tennis or riding.
My house was a double storey mud house, which
had started life as a bungalow and had had another
storey built on top of it when the ground floor had
become untenable through damp, bats and
beastliness9. So I lived in the top and outside
staircases led up to the front and back doors.
Someone had laid out an immense garden in the
days when it was possible to have a hundred or
more prisoners lent for an indefinite time, so I had
to do my best to keep it up with one boy at four
shillings a week - quite a good wage, by the way.
There was also a little round building in the garden,
rather
like a small thatched bandstand. I think it was
originally intended as a place for afternoon tea, but I
used to have my breakfast in it, surrounded by my pets.
It was about the only place where I could find even the
faintest suspicion of a breeze.
A friend of mine had gone on leave and had left
George, a very sporting rough haired terrier, in my
charge. He and Caesar used to sleep upstairs, but as the
door was always open they often used to go hunting at
night. Then Garba, my steward boy, told me that the
boys had seen hyenas in the compound at night, so I
kept the doors shut and thought everything would be
all right. There was a range of hills a few miles away
and I used to hear the hyenas start to howl soon after
the sun set. This was the signal that they had set out on
their nightly scavenging expedition to the native city.
My house lay in their direct path, so by ten or eleven
o'clock they passed through my compound,
occasionally giving vent to the most murderous howls.
In fact they and the owls gave me a lot of sleepless
nights till I got used to them.
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Well, one night shortly after I had taken precautions for the safety of the dogs, I woke up to hear
both of them barking furiously outside. I dashed out to the back staircase where Audu, the cook,
met me saying he had seen little George chasing a large hyena out of the compound. Caesar was
still barking on the other side of the house so I got him back and locked him up. Then we started to
follow the tracks of George and his enemy. This was quite easy to do in the sand although we only
had hurricane lamps to help us. At first the smaller tracks were on top of the larger ones, but after
we had gone about two hundred yards we could see where the hyena had stopped to face its pursuer.
After that only the hyena's tracks were visible and an occasional mark to show where George had
been dragged along. The animal must have been a huge one for it had run along carrying the dog in
its mouth. Then at last we came upon a dog collar amid countless hyena tracks and it was obviously
no good to go any further. When we got back to the house we found that the dogs had managed to
get out through a little trap door which had not been securely fastened.
After that horrible experience I vowed I would set a trap for the hyenas. I sent down to the town and
bought an ox head for five shillings. In the evening, I secured it to a tree about fifteen yards from
one of my front windows and settled down to watch, with a rifle and a shot gun close at hand. I had
my bed placed in the window and Garba brought his blanket, so that we were able to keep watch
alternately throughout the night. We saw nothing the first night, nothing the second night and
nothing the third and the oxhead began to smell so badly that I had to have it buried outside the
compound. I wish I had thought to have had it buried within gunshot, for on the fourth morning we
found that the hyenas had dug it up and eaten it.
I am afraid I never did avenge the death of poor little George, but a friend of mine did manage to
shoot a hyena which was endeavouring to dig up a horse he had had to destroy, so I felt a certain
amount of satisfaction.
The whole station was very upset by George's fate and one man made it his business to hunt hyenas
on every possible occasion. So much so that a certain native chief used to slip away unbeknown to
his followers and take him off on nocturnal expeditions to the rocks where the hyenas lived. What
they did to trap them I never knew, but to my certain knowledge they slew a large number of the
brutes.
I had lots of fun with animals and reptiles at Bida. One morning I found the pug marks of a lion on
my drive and I am glad to say nothing more of him. Another time I found a viper having a battle
with a lizard in my bath and actually saw it kill the lizard. It was a long bath made of cement, with a
waste pipe that led out into the garden, so I poured enough water into the bath to wash the snake
down the pipe and outside where it was slain by the boys. I saw a young python in the very act of
swallowing a large rat - very interesting no doubt, but it nearly made me sick on the spot.
I managed to tame quite a number of lizards so that when my afternoon tea was brought in, about a
dozen of them were always waiting in a circle round my deck chair or on the wall close by. Caesar
was rather wonderful too, for he did not mind the lizards taking a short cut over his body in order to
race each other to a piece of biscuit or bread and butter.
The birds were very interesting too. There was a tit that built its nest in a lemon tree in my garden.
The nest had its entrance at the side as usual, but in this case its owner built a sort of porch or screen
in front of the entrance. I suppose it was to guard against some particular enemy.
I had a pergola close to the house and the top of it was just below the level of one of my sitting
room windows. One day I saw a Whitethroat Cuckoo examine it very carefully and then go away to
return with its mate. Apparently the top of the pergola suited them very well, for they started to
build a nest at once. They were very tame and even allowed me to mend the pergola while they
were sitting on their eggs - for they took it in turns to do this. In the end they produced four young
ones which I saw them teach to fly.
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There was a pair of Bayin Allah, or Slaves of God which built a nest on one of the palm rafters in
the roof of my sitting room. They, too, were perfectly tame and took no notice of me as I sat a few
feet below them. One day, just as their nest was nearing completion, a pair of doves appeared and
carried out a surprise attack on them. The doves were much too strong for the tiny little Bayin Allah
and soon pushed their nest off the rafter. Then they built a nest in their turn while the Bayin Allah
were perched on nearby rafters swearing at them. At last the doves had finished and I thought the
smaller birds would have to acknowledge defeat. But did they? No. They attacked fiercely and, after
a battle which lasted all afternoon, the doves' nest lay on my sitting room floor. The war lasted the
whole time I lived in that house and neither pair of birds had succeeded in rearing a family before I
left.
One day Garba called my attention to a great congregation of crows, cawing excitedly, in a tree in
the garden. A hawk was circling round and doing its best to settle on a branch but every time it
descended a number of crows would mob it. We watched this performance for a long time before
we discovered what all the excitement was about. Then, by looking through my telescope I found
that the crows were trying to get at some tiny little red toads which were under the bark or inside
holes in the branches. The crows with their straight beaks were having very little luck whereas the
hawk did manage to secure a toad on the very rare occasions when it had the opportunity to make
use of its curved beak. At last the crows got wily and allowed the hawk to fish the toads out and,
when he had done so, they mobbed him till he dropped them. They spent most of the day doing this
and then when the hawk got tired and flew off, the crows went off too.
The toads were very funny too. If I was sitting outdoors after supper a number of them would form
a circle round the lamp and watch the insects as they buzzed round it. They would not make the
slightest movement unless a moth or a beetle fell to the ground, when one of them would flash out
an incredibly long tongue and the insect would vanish.
Another education officer and I used to go shooting once or twice a week, sometimes in the bush
for guinea fowl, bush fowl or lesser bustard, but more often to the marshes on the way to Badegi for
wildfowl. Not only was it hard work and good fun but the game provided a variation from the
eternal fare of chicken and goat. I kept a careful register and over a period of three months we shot
one hundred and ten birds, of which my friend got sixty-four and I got forty-six. He averaged three
and a half cartridges to a bird and I averaged two and a half. But we made a hard and fast rule that
neither we nor anyone else should shoot anything within a mile of the Europeans' houses, and I for
one had a bush fowl and five or six little ones living happily in my compound at one time.
The natives cannot understand Englishmen and I often wonder whether we understand ourselves.
We make a sport of shooting birds and animals and at the same time make pets of them. Before I
went out to Africa I could enjoy all kinds of shooting and when I sailed I had an excellent rifle and
was looking forward to going after big game. Then one day during my first three weeks, I shot a
gazelle, but unfortunately did not quite kill it, so I had to put it out of its misery. That finished me
and I sold my rifle a fortnight later.
And yet I continued to enjoy shooting birds and still do, though I was far more careful afterwards to
shoot only when I felt fairly sure of killing outright. Perhaps that accounts for my average having
been better than my friend's, although his bag was bigger than mine.
There is a certain amount of what I will term "careless shooting", generally done by people fresh to
the country, probably because they want to write home and swank about their prowess or get a
"head" to show their friends. Perhaps it is only the primitive lust for blood.
Whatever it may be, there was a young trader on the Bauchi Plateau who went off by himself in a
car to see what he could shoot (an elementary kind of expedition, you will admit!) and seeing
something yellow moving in the bush he stopped and fired at it. There was a cry of pain and a lot of
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noise which gradually died down. The sportsman however was not brave enough to enter the bush
to investigate, and could think of nothing better than to go home and tell his friends he had shot a
lion. They were greatly excited and returned with him to the spot where the great deed had been
done, and there they found a young giraffe lying dead and its mother close by in a terrible state of
distress.
No; unless I had to be a professional hunter, I would rather hunt big game with a camera or, better
still, a cinema camera. Unfortunately, I had neither the time nor the money to be able to do so while
I was in Africa.
It was while I was at Bida that a Major B. came to make an investigation on behalf of the Society
for the Preservation of Big Game. He stayed with us about a week and I was given the job of getting
the answers to a large questionnaire on the methods employed by natives in hunting wild animals in
Niger Provinces.
Among other things I was told of two interesting forms of hunting, one for monkeys and the other
for West African Buffalo, or Bush Cow as it is more generally called. In the first case monkeys are
hunted because they devastate the crops and of course they are excellent food into the bargain. For
weeks before the hunt, hundreds of natives are employed in making nets which are eventually
joined together to make one continuous net anything up to a quarter of a mile long. The net is then
taken off to a thick part of the bush and set up in a great curve. Then large numbers of huntsmen,
armed with bows and arrows, take up their positions close to the net, while equally large numbers of
natives start to beat, shouting and yelling in much the same way as our beaters in England, and the
distance they walk before coming up to the net is anything up to two miles. The result can be
imagined and if it is a successful day, a massacre follows as the unfortunate monkeys become
entangled in the meshes of the monster net.
The Bush Cow hunt is also a well-organised affair involving several hundred natives, but in this
case there is real danger to be faced, especially by the beaters, as the quarry is as fearless and fierce
as any animal in Africa and has a nasty habit of hunting the hunter.
For days a long line of warriors, working on a large front, walk steadily through the bush driving
the buffalo towards the banks of the Niger. Many exciting incidents occur during this drive, but,
though animals occasionally manage to break back through the line of beaters, the warriors push
steadily forward until at last large numbers of bush cows plunge into the water and attempt to swim
across to the other side. It is now that skilled bowmen and spearmen in the waiting canoes attack the
more or less helpless beasts and slay them. In spite of the almost hopeless position in which they
find themselves, the frantic bush cows sell their lives dearly and there are generally some casualties
among the hunters before the day is finished.
We never heard any more about the preservation of big game, but I rather hope they made no
drastic recommendations, for in almost every case the natives hunt out of necessity, either to obtain
food or to prevent wild animals menacing their food supplies.
One day I wanted to give Caesar a dose of castor oil, but I found out that I had run out of it. So I
wrote a note to the doctor asking him for a bottle and gave it to my groom to take to the native
hospital. When Inda, the groom, arrived he joined in the queue of natives who were waiting to be
examined and in due course handed the note to the doctor. The latter hardly read it, but scribbled
something on it and told Inda to take it to the dispenser. The dispenser was a semi-educated native
who could not speak my groom's language. He looked at the note and read, or misread, it,- I don't
know which. In any case he poured half a pint of castor oil into a glass and made the wretched Inda
drink it! When I got back to lunch there was Inda looking at me most reproachfully. Of course I was
very sympathetic when I heard what had happened, but that did not prevent him following me about
all day looking like a beaten dog.
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Next morning, however, I was greeted by a clear-eyed, smiling groom. Bowing to the ground, he
thanked me (his master who was like a father and mother to him) for the great kindness I had done
to him. Truly the white man's medicine was wonderful and he felt better than he had ever felt in his
life!
Inda looked after a delightful mare I bought at Bida. She had a curious habit for she would never
turn sharp to the left, so that if I wanted to go in that direction I had to turn her to the right and go
round for three quarters of a circle. I tried to cure her but had to own defeat and I doubt if anyone
could have done so. The reason for this curious habit was that some three years previously she had
been leading her foal along a path through some tall grass when a leopard had suddenly sprung out
from the left side of the path and had killed and carried off her foal.
I had an accident when out riding in the bush near Bida, which might have turned out badly for both
the mare and myself. The doctor and I had been for a trek out to the hills where the hyenas lived and
were galloping home by a bush path when the incident took place. The path was a strange one to me
and the doctor was leading the way. We came to a curve and he shouted something I did not hear
properly and disappeared behind some bushes. I followed him and was suddenly confronted by a
deep crevasse over which the doctor had already passed, as I thought, by a very narrow bridge made
of logs. There was little time to act so I tried to steer the mare over the bridge. She, on the other
hand, endeavoured to jump the crevasse and between us we made a hash of things. The next thing I
knew was that I was falling down the crevasse and the mare was coming down almost on top of me.
When it was all over we were both lying on our backs gazing at the sky, and firmly wedged
between the rocky sides of the fissure. I managed with much difficulty to get on my feet and then I
started to shout loudly to the doctor. Fortunately he heard me and came back. Meanwhile my mare
was lying perfectly still and making no fuss at all. I was very much afraid she had broken her back,
but the doctor made me go home and would not let me look after her. Inda and my other boys had
appeared with ropes and lamps and after two hours’ work they managed to get the mare on her feet.
The crevasse was about fourteen feet deep where we had fallen in, so they had to lead her along it
for quite a distance before they found a place to get out. I had a wrenched knee and a lot of cuts and
bruises but otherwise was alright and the mare got off even more lightly than me. The following
morning she came round to the front of the house and whinnied until I came out to see her. I think
she was just as concerned about me as I was about her.
Someone tried to start polo at Bida and as there were only three or four Europeans altogether I was
roped in, even though my mount was a lady. The result was very amusing for not only could I only
turn one way but all the other ponies followed me wherever I went despite everything their riders
did.
A District Officer10 and his wife invited me to go and stay with them at Zunguru, so I borrowed a
friend's car and set off, taking Garba with me. The distance is sixty miles and the Public Works
Department had set up milestones all the way and had in fact made a good job of a road which
carried very little traffic. As I had not seen a milestone for a very long time I took rather special
notice of these, so it surprised me to find that after we had passed the twenty-eighth, twenty-ninth
and thirtieth, that the next one was the twenty-ninth and that the distance steadily decreased until I
had done fifty-nine miles, when I came to number one milestone again. This is how it had come
about. After the stones had been set up a native foreman had been told off to paint the numbers on
them and, in order to save himself trouble, he had made one man start from Bida and another from
Zunguru and each had started from number one as he had been given no special instructions.
My friends lived in a bungalow at the top of a slope close to the railway and not more than a
hundred yards from the River Kaduna. Apart from them there were only one or two officials and the
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whole place was a heap of ruined buildings. Zunguru had been the capital of the North, but the
administrative offices had been moved north to Kaduna some years before, so it was now a scene of
desolation. However, we managed to have some fun, for my friends had turned an old ruined office
into a squash court and had made a cricket pitch in their compound, where in the ordinary way the
District Officer and his wife batted and bowled to each other every evening. He is by far the keenest
cricketer I know and she by far the best cricketer's wife.
This lady was also one of the most plucky women I have ever met. There was an occasion when she
accompanied her husband up into a little plateau where there lived a rather wild and woolly tribe,
who were in obstreperous mood as the administrative officer had come for their tax and they did not
mean him to have it. It was the lady who won the day for, as they stood unarmed and unattended in
the centre of the native town and matters appeared to have reached deadlock, she quietly took a bow
and some arrows from a native warrior and casually planted a couple of arrows in the trunk of a
large tree standing some fifty yards away. Probably she was the first white woman these people had
ever seen. At any rate her coolness and skill captivated the hearts of the tribe, who at once became
friendly and carried out what was expected of them.
She also walked more or less continuously for forty-eight hours through thick bush, helping her
servants keep her husband on his horse when he was suffering agony from a knee that had turned
septic following a scratch from a blade of sword grass. Her pluck and determination enabled them
to get back in time for her husband to receive treatment which almost certainly saved his leg.
For the first two or three evenings we used to take a frying pan and some sausages and paddle out to
an island in the middle of the river to picnic by moonlight. Then Sarkin Ruwa (The Chief of the
River) presented himself early one morning in great excitement to say that there had been a great
battle on our island. I wish we had seen it, for a large python had managed to coil itself round a
crocodile and had tried to crush it sufficiently to swallow it. It had succeeded in getting the
crocodile's head down its throat and there it had stuck, so that they had both died. I wonder whether
anyone has ever heard of a similar duel. There were two other results to this battle. One was that we
cancelled all further picnics on the island and the other was that a large number of natives gorged
themselves on python and crocodile.
The return journey was rather adventurous. I set out with Garba at about ten o'clock in the evening
and we went along quite happily at about twenty miles an hour - for the road was a bit rough. Then
I found the steering seemed to be a little wobbly so I stopped and examined the steering gear and
each of the wheels. Everything seemed alright so I put it down to my imagination, got in and started
off again. Soon we came to a good piece of road and I went a bit faster and we began to work out
just exactly when we ought to get home. Then there was an almighty crash and there we were, miles
from anywhere, with our rear off wheel missing.
I remembered hearing that on such occasions the wheel usually rolls on ahead of the car, so Garba
and I started to hunt all round and for about fifty yards in front of us. Then, just to help us, the moon
elected to hide behind the one and only cloud in the sky and, of course, I had forgotten to bring a
torch. However, we struck matches and started to search back in the direction from which we had
come and eventually found the wheel several yards in the bush and about two hundred yards from
the car. The time was then a quarter to twelve. Then we set about jacking up the car and putting on
the wheel again.
All went well at first and then we discovered a part was missing - a stupid little ring without which
it was impossible to tighten up the nuts and of which we had no duplicate. The matches were
running out and the moon was still hidden behind the cloud so our new search was pretty difficult.
By one-thirty I had given it up as hopeless and had told Garba he would have to walk on to Bida,
which was about twenty miles away, and send a lorry out to my assistance.
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It was not a particularly amusing prospect for him to have to walk along this lonely road through
the bush in the middle of the night. Neither was it funny for me to have to wait in the open car till
perhaps the following evening, with no food or water and - through my folly - without any firearms.
Only a week or two before a leopard had appeared in the compound of my friend's house at
Zunguru and the district is full of wild animals, including lion. Anyhow I thought it was best to do
something, for the alternative was for us to wait on the off chance of some trader's lorry coming
along, possibly that night and equally possibly not for two or three days.
In the end Garba persuaded me to have one more look for the missing part, so we hunted about until
our few remaining matches were finished. Then, just as I had told Garba he would really have to go
on for help, the moon came out and we had a last look and found it. It took us little time to fix the
wheel on then and we eventually got home at three-thirty in the morning. I think that was the only
occasion on which I travelled in a car without a pistol, a torch and some water and I simply do not
know what possessed me to forget them.
I never had occasion to use a pistol on the West Coast, but the following story points to the
necessity of carrying arms, even in a peaceful country.
A European foreman used to carry the weekly pay out to the native labourers in his motor bicycle
and side-car on a certain day every week. One day he was going along a particularly lonely road,
when a native came out of the bush and waved a piece of paper. The foreman stopped and took the
paper, thinking it must be a note from some other European, then, as he was opening it, a second
native crept up behind and dealt him a terrible blow with a sword. He had no weapon and in a short
time lay dead, while his murderers made off with their loot. The tragedy was not discovered for
some time and, even when it was, there were no clues to help the police to track down the criminals.
Two or three months later a District Officer was driving his lorry along the same road. It was a
closed lorry, containing his loads, servants and a police orderly, though the casual observer would
not have known that the European had any companions. Suddenly the District Officer saw a native
standing at the side of the road waving a note, so he drove past him for a few yards and pulled up.
Then he waited till the man came up, when he pointed a pistol at him and ordered him into the
lorry, where he was promptly secured by his orderly and boys. Again he waited and soon another
native appeared brandishing a sword. Very soon he found himself lying helpless beside his
companion. Shortly afterwards the two prisoners were handed over to the authorities who had very
little difficulty in proving that they were the murderers of the unfortunate foreman.
One night my senior officer and I went to dinner with a newly married couple who had just come
out from England. They had brought all their wedding presents out and, when we arrived, the dinner
table had been placed outside in front of the house. A very pretty picture it was too with silver and
cut glass glittering in the moonlight. Our hostess was obviously on her mettle as it was the first
dinner party she had given.
Then just as her steward boy came to announce that dinner was served, my senior officer said
quietly, "My house is on fire!" At first we laughed, thinking this was some strange kind of leg pull.
Then, noticing a red glow on the trees just outside the compound, we walked round the house.
There, sure enough, was a grand blaze coming apparently from my friend's house. It was hard luck
on our hostess, but we had to postpone her carefully prepared meal and see what could be done.
As we got closer we could see that it was the garage that was on fire and not the house, but it was
extremely dangerous, for both buildings had thatched roofs and the distance between them was not
more than a dozen yards. The strange thing was that for ten days the wind had been blowing from
the direction of the garage, but on this particular day it had veered round to the opposite quarter. We
set to work and took everything out of the house and carried it to some distance, just in case the
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wind should change, and then went to watch my friend's car burning. The petrol and the tyres were
burning fiercely, so we were powerless to do anything.
It was all over in about an hour and a half and, just as we were returning to our dinner party, a
messenger arrived from the District Officer to ask what might be the matter. You should have heard
my Senior Officer's language, especially as the enquirer's house was not more than a quarter of a
mile away and everyone for miles around had come to help - except him.
My senior officer is a great friend of mine and a great pessimist, or, as he put it himself, a
completely disillusioned optimist! If anything unpleasant could happen it seemed that it always
happened to him. For instance he bought an expensive car when he went on leave and a crowd of
Welsh miners crashed into it in an old Ford as it stood by the side of the road three days after he got
it. Whenever he got fever he was always certain he was going to die.
On one occasion he put the wind up me when I went to see him during an attack of fever, for he
very solemnly directed me to open an attaché case and give him his revolver, as he wanted to blow
his head off. At the time I did not realize he was pulling my leg and ran off to get the doctor.
He professed that he hated all black men and I think I should have believed him except that all the
boys were very fond of him.
I cannot remember very much about the dinner party except that the steward boy put soup plates in
front of everyone and then handed round a vast soup tureen. Poor thing, he had never seen one
before in his life.
One of my jobs was to look after the vegetable garden. In most stations the Europeans subscribe
towards the upkeep of a garden and some luckless individual is responsible for it. This one at Bida
was about a mile away in a shady little hollow through which a stream flowed. There was a small
banana plantation and several orange trees which bore fruit regularly. Apart from them we managed
to grow egg fruit, large and rather tasteless radishes, lettuces, spinach and mustard and cress.
Cabbages and sprouts were generally failures.
Apart from getting in the subscriptions, the worst part was the division of the produce. Every
morning - or every other morning in bad times - the gardener brought a load of vegetables to my
house and I had to divide them up as fairly as possible. Bananas, oranges and lettuces were
generally plentiful and consequently easy to allocate, but it was difficult to divide fifteen radishes,
eight egg fruit and a small supply of mustard and cress among nine Europeans! The reward for my
voluntary labour was generally a stream of abusive messages or letters and I do not recommend
anyone to take over a station garden. Anyhow I think I would rather take a little trouble in ordering
a food supply of tinned vegetables than have to rely on my own efforts or anyone else's to provide
me with fresh stuff. If everyone else had felt as I did in these matters, we should have had to find
something else to quarrel about occasionally.
Another job I - and most other officers - had to take on was that of killing locusts. We had a very
serious visitation at Bida and most of us were given a few days’ instruction by an agricultural
officer and then sent off in various directions to do our best. At first we had "hoppers " to deal with.
They are young locusts whose wings have not yet appeared, so they are comparatively easy to cope
with. One way of destroying them is to dig a shallow trench close to a swarm and get a large
number of natives to drive them slowly into it; then it is only a question of throwing in grass and
setting fire to it.
Another method is to scatter chaff impregnated with arsenate of lead. This needs a good deal of
organization beforehand, for the chaff has to be soaked in large tanks of chemical for a certain time
and then it has to be taken out and dried. The inmates of the native prison did this and, after it had
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been put in bags, they loaded it in lorries for distribution to various centres. The actual attack also
needed careful organization for it is important not to disturb the insects. Large numbers of natives
are stationed round the swarm and told to keep still and silent - a job they find extremely difficult while a few "sowers" enter the circle and scatter the chaff. The next job, again very difficult to carry
out, is to make the natives go away quietly and keep away. Meanwhile the locusts eat the chaff
voraciously and, as fast as they die, their friends eat them, so that more often than not there will be
hardly a single hopper left alive two days later.
It is very necessary to try to exterminate locusts in the hopper stage for once they are able to fly you
have practically no chance of catching them. In fact it is only at night when they have settled down
in some long grass or in a field of corn that you can get them and then only by setting fire to their
resting place. I believe they have a method in South Africa which is very efficacious but it had not
been introduced to Nigeria before I left the country. Some female locusts are caught and infected
with a disease which does not kill them, but on their liberation they pass the disease on to the males
to whom the infection is deadly.
In any case the magnitude of the swarms is simply tremendous and as the French colonists do little
or nothing to exterminate them in the countries bordering on Nigeria, our efforts must be almost
microscopic in their effect. I had always realized this, but it was particularly brought home to me
one day when I was motoring from Bida to Badegi with a friend. We saw what we first thought to
be the smoke of a vast bush fire stretching from one horizon to the other. Then we realized it was a
swarm of locusts and, as we entered it, I took a look at the speedometer. I do not know how deep
the swarm was, but it was very dense and by the time we had emerged the other side we had
travelled a quarter of a mile11.
There were two great characters at Bida. One was a beggar who had made a tremendous collection
of old tins and cans. Whether he was just mad or whether there was method in his madness I know
not, but he used to festoon himself with clanking tins before starting off on the day's work. Then
you would hear him coming miles off and when he did appear he was always surrounded by a large
crowd. I am told he did very well indeed.
The other was a most likeable chap. He had been a government messenger but had unfortunately
gone off his head. His years of government service must have left a great impression on him, for he
used to set off to a town twelve miles away every morning, carrying letters and parcels given to him
by all and sundry. The parcels generally contained nothing at all and were addressed to non-existent
people, while the letters usually contained instructions for the recipients to give the messenger a
kick on his posterior, or something equally intelligent. By ten o'clock he had delivered all his 'mail'
and was on his way back again and by seven or eight in the evening he had completed the double
journey again. I often used to see him striding along, wearing nothing but a red loin cloth and a look
of determination. I think he was really very happy, for everyone spared a coin for him and he
seemed to get great satisfaction from his self -imposed task.
One evening as Christmas approached, we had a meeting to make preparations for some sort of
celebrations. There was nothing very difficult about that. Three or four people decided to have
dinner parties at which turkeys and tinned Christmas puddings would feature prominently. A polo
match was fixed up, a tennis tournament arranged, and a fancy dress dance on the tennis courts by
moonlight would bring the proceedings to a close. The Dance was good fun by the way. There were
only two ladies present and they soon wore their shoes out on the concrete 'floor'. However, the
Christmas feeling, fare and moon made up for the shortage of the fair sex and we thoroughly
enjoyed ourselves.
The Christmas Day service was one I shall not forget for many a day. Our Committee put the matter
into the hands of a very fine C.M.S. missionary who had been in Bida for over thirty years. The
District Officer had his office turned into a church for the occasion and there it was that we
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assembled in our best clothes. We represented almost every denomination for one thing, and most
of us had not had an opportunity to go to church for many months. Muhammedan messengers were
on guard at the door and there was neither piano nor organ. Nevertheless it was one of the two most
impressive services I have ever attended. (The other was the burial service on board H.M.S.
Indomitable on the way back from the Battle of Jutland.)
I made plans to sail on a certain date and sent Caesar to a friend of mine stationed at Minna who
had promised to look after him while I was on leave. Then I altered my arrangements and found
myself arriving at Minna to stay the night with my friend and wait for the boat train. Caesar, my
friend and his own white bull terrier were on the platform to meet me. Caesar, of course, went mad
with delight and spent about five minutes jumping straight up in the air.
Then he and his friend sighted a large pi-dog. They looked at each other in a very meaning way and
then walked up to it looking extremely grim. They did not growl or make any demonstration, but
took up their positions on either side of it. Then they just glared at it in an evil way and escorted it
right out of the station . That great pi-dog was frightened out of its life and walked off the platform
just as if a couple of gunmen were taking it for a ride. Then, when the two dogs thought they had
gone far enough they just stopped and the pi-dog fled. As for Caesar and his friend, they looked at
each other and broke into a broad grin. If they had been human beings they would have been
roaring with laughter.
As the boat train was due at five o'clock on the following morning, I had my camp bed pitched on
the station platform. Then we went to my friend's house for supper, he having promised that he
would let me retire early. However, one thing led to another - it often does when people are going
on leave - and I did not get between the sheets till three o'clock. Soon after that the rest of the party
arrived and had a sing-song in the station, for they had decided it was not worth while to go to sleep
at all.
At last the boat t train arrived and as it pulled in we saw a quaint sight. The restaurant car was lit up
and at one of the tables sat two grim looking gentlemen all by themselves drinking beer. We gave
them a cheer, a hearty cheer, but they did not even smile. They simply drank more beer. What is
more they drank more beer all next day and all the following night and were still at it when we ran
alongside the ship. They had spent eighteen months at an isolated tin mine and were quenching an
eighteen months' thirst.
I shared a compartment with another official going on leave and directly the train left we routed out
the cook and got him to fry us some bacon which we ate with slabs of dry bread.
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My third tour: Ilorin and Omu, 1932-33

After another winter leave in England, I returned to Nigeria in May 193212. The voyage out was not
eventful except that I was asked to look after a native chief who, having made the Pilgrimage to
Mecca, had travelled through the Mediterranean and spent a few weeks in England. Now he was
returning to the depths of the bush in central Nigeria, accompanied by two of his wives and a
councillor.
He told me how he had broken all traditions by crossing the river bounding his little kingdom,
which no other ruler had ever left before, and how his subjects had crowded to the bank to see him
off, never thinking they would set eyes on him again. He had started with a large sum of money, but
it seems that he was very thoroughly fleeced at Mecca where he said the prices were extortionate
and robbers abounded. All the same he was very much impressed with the arrangements whereby
pilgrims from all parts of the world were accommodated in compounds specially allotted to fellow
pilgrims from their own country.
Then he had taken ship and had sailed for England. He marvelled at the captain's ability to find his
way when out of sight of land. He marvelled at the vastness of the sea. He never ceased to marvel.
Then he came to England and saw aeroplanes flying, motor cars being built and in fact he had seen
so many wonderful things that he felt dazed and longed to return to his own country. I am afraid he
must have been very severely fleeced during his travels, for he was in a great state of mind when the
Purser presented him with a bill for three shillings and sixpence for excess luggage. As we berthed
alongside the quay at Lagos, a small band of gaily clothed
natives greeted him with drums and wild blasts on their horns,
and I am sure this was the happiest part of the whole of his
journey.
When I landed I found myself posted to Ilorin, the capital of
Ilorin Province. Although Ilorin is included in the Northern
Provinces for purposes of administration, it is geographically in
the South of Nigeria. The people are Yorubas and very largely
pagans, while the country is partly open park land and partly
dense forest.
Yorubas, Ilorin

The Emir of Ilorin and chiefs

For the first month or two I was
attached to the school in Ilorin, where
there was plenty of tennis and a ninehole golf course in the station. The
latter is laid out between the
Europeans' houses, and leads to many
unusual and amusing incidents. For
instance it is no unusual thing to slice
into someone's garage or run over a
green and finish up in a kitchen. One
hole crosses the polo ground and has
to be cut out altogether at times.
There was nothing particularly
outstanding in the European station,
but one incident will always serve to
remind me of it. It was the funeral of an English trader whose tragic end was due to a revolver
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accident. We heard about it at nine o'clock one morning, but so quickly do things happen in Africa
that the inquest had been held and we had all assembled in the little European cemetery by three
o'clock13.
I shall not easily forget that funeral in the little enclosure surrounded by a low concrete wall, a little
way from the station, as the burning sun beat down on the simple concrete crosses that bore the
names of other white men who had failed to return to England. I think there were about fifteen of us
there, standing in a little group round the grave, while the Resident read the Burial Service. Had we
been alone it would have been a simple, dignified little service, but two or three hundred natives
had come out of curiosity and kept up a subdued chatter as they pressed against the wall. Somehow
their presence gave a strange air of unreality to the funeral and made us feel very far away. The
service was soon over, and we went away to have a cup of tea and after that a game of golf or a
ride. Anything to forget quickly.
There is a curious hill two or three miles from the native town. Not only is it a large hill but it is the
only one for miles around, so it is particularly striking. The story runs that this hill was once in the
city but, for some reason I could not discover, the spirits who inhabit it moved it out of the town to
its present position. These spirits are still venerated by many of the natives in the city and
surrounding country, although they profess to be Moslems.
Women in particular make pilgrimages to the hill and offer sacrifices and prayers in the hope that
they may be blessed with children. I climbed it one day and on my way up came upon the remains
of a sacrifice. From what I could see it had consisted of a white cockerel and a goat. In places the
rock rang hollow as I trod on it and no doubt this has contributed to the belief that spirits dwell
within. At the same time almost everything is supposed to have its own spirit, from the smallest
stone to the largest mountain and from the smallest pool to the mightiest river.
I was not in Ilorin long enough to attempt to make a study of the Yoruba customs and beliefs,
although I did hear some interesting things. For instance, if a man has an enemy or rival who is
constantly worrying him, he goes to a priest and asks his advice. The latter first assures himself that
his consultant is in the right and then gives his instructions to bring a white cock and probably a
goat for sacrificial purposes on such and such a day. Then on the appointed day the sacrifice is
made and the holy man offers up prayers.
After this he takes up a calabash full of cowrie shells and speaks into it as if it were a microphone.
He calls the rival’s name several times and then, when he would appear to have been answered, he
says, "You are wicked. You have been persecuting So and So. You are to die". And I was assured
that he would die at once.
Then it might be that the priest would decide to find a tree which should become the "shrine" or
dwelling of a particular spirit. They would go to a grove and choose a tree which they thought most
suitable on account of its height and girth. Then they would slay a white cock (always a white cock
you notice) smear the blood on the trunk of the tree and leave it. Next day they would return and. if
the cock had disappeared they knew that the spirit approved of their choice; but if the bird was still
there, they had to renew their search for a shrine.
Assuming that the priest had made the correct choice, their next duty was to sacrifice two virgins of
about sixteen or seventeen years of age at the foot of the tree. After that they set to work to cut off
all the branches, hollow out the trunk and make a small hole in the side of it. The hole at the top of
the trunk was then covered with some kind of skin or membrane. In this way they made a huge loud
speaker, by means of which the spirit could communicate with its worshippers.
This is very likely the explanation of many stories I heard in connection with ancestor worship, for
almost invariably the ancestors are said to reply to questions asking for advice and guidance. What
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more easy than for a priest to impersonate a shivering native's forebear and make use of some form
of loud speaker fashioned out of a tree or even a small branch?
I would not like it to be thought that human sacrifice is still carried out in a British Colony, but the
forest is so dense and the languages so diverse and difficult to learn, that the most efficient
Government Official would be the first to admit that he could not possibly be certain it never took
place. It is a fact that there are tribes of not more than two or three thousand each, living close to
each other in the forest, having no intercourse with each other at all and speaking entirely different
languages. So what chance has a European of knowing even a little of what is going on in his
domain? 14
I heard a strange tale too of the priest who served the spirits of a certain pool. Should you wish him
to intercede with the spirits on your behalf, you would be told to bring some bird or beast for
sacrifice. The sacrifice accomplished, you would see the priest walk on to the water and kneel down
on its surface to make supplication. I wonder whether hypnotism is the explanation?
Sometimes we used to see veiled Tuaregs who had come down from the Sahara to trade in cattle.
They are the wild "Forgotten of Allah". Fierce fighters, they are the highwaymen of the desert of
whom so many stories have been written. I was fortunate enough to get hold of one of them and to
hear his description of their life. From what he said, their life was just a succession of raids and
their affections are equally divided between their wives and their horses.
Before going out to fight it is their custom to ride over to their ladies' tents to bid them farewell and
there, so said my informant, the horses take an oath not to return without their riders. Then it is the
turn of the horseman to take an oath and he swears not to return unless he has killed one of the
enemy or brought back a prisoner. After that the maidens start to beat the drums and the warriors
ride away to battle. So loud too are the drums that the horsemen can still hear them after they have
been riding for an hour or more. Altogether his description of their raids, the way the horseman and
his mount converse with each other, and the beauty of their women was most picturesque.
These fierce, relentless fighters never forget a service rendered and are quick to show their
gratitude, even to people who might normally be their enemies. I had evidence of this while I was at
Maiduguri.
One day a caravan escorted by a few Tuaregs was attacked by thieves about eighteen miles away.
Everyone was killed except two of the Forgotten of Allah and they were in a desperate plight. Never
have I seen such terrible wounds. One of them had nearly every bone in his body broken, while the
other's skull was badly fractured.
Two Italian traders brought them in, in their car, and handed them over to our doctor and for the
next ten days they hung between life and death. At last they turned the corner and after many weeks
were allowed to depart to their homes, fully a thousand miles away in the desert. Several more
weeks passed by and then one day a deputation arrived from their chief to thank the doctor for
saving their lives.
But I heard other stories of the Tuaregs which were not so nice. Stories of their salt mines and of
their slaves who work in them. Poor devils who live, work and have their being in the mines and go
blind at an early age. I should much like to see more of them, but only if I had a suitable escort.
I was in the native hospital one day when a private in the West African Frontier Force came in
complaining of a stiff shoulder. The doctor examined him and found he had an abscess underneath
his shoulder blade, so he told the soldier he would have to give him an anaesthetic and cut it out.
But the soldier, like all natives, mistrusted 'sleep medicine' and asked him to carry on without it. We
tried hard to persuade him that it would be far better if he had an anaesthetic, but it was no good.
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The operation took from fifteen to twenty minutes and, apart from an occasional clenching of his
teeth, the soldier gave no indication of feeling much pain.
It was a great display of stoicism and courage, though I am prepared to believe that natives do not
feel pain as much as more civilized peoples. Perhaps they are such fatalists that they do not show
the pain they feel, for they are not likely to receive much sympathy if they do. Whatever the
scientific explanation may be, I like to think that God does not let them feel pain in the same way
as we do. If he does, how could they have borne the terrible punishments meted out by the courts
before we came? How could they have endured the ordeals ordained by their pagan religions? How
do they endure the pain inseparable from certain kinds of illness and disease?
In the same way, surely animals do not suffer as much as we are apt to think. Every beast or bird
that is killed for food in West Africa dies a long drawn out death while a specified number of
prayers are said. Pythons take a very long time to crush and swallow their victims. Chickens are
carried for miles by their legs when their owners take them to market. The native's bit is a wicked
thing which tears the horse's mouth to pieces every time he reins in. In fact there is no end to it.
Before I came out for my third tour, Professor Henry Balfour, curator of the Pitt Rivers Museum,
asked me to try to get him a specimen of a particular kind of cross-bow, which he had heard was to
be found in Ilorin. I made enquiries and was given a full description of one, but despite many bribes
and promises a bow never materialized. Anyhow it seems that the release of the bowstring was of a
very original type. In fact cross-bows fitted with this particular type of release were only to be
found in Scandinavia. So it is reasonable to believe in the possibility that, at some time before the
invention of firearms, adventurers rowed and sailed their weary way to the West Coast from some
port in Norway or Sweden.
A crocodile turned up one day in a small river that ran close to the school at Ilorin. Several of us
tried to shoot it but it always managed to get away. At last, and quite unexpectedly, a little band of
crocodile hunters appeared, having come from their homes far away in the north west of Nigeria.
After their arrival the crocodile was caught very quickly. Their method was perfectly simple. Two
or three men waded into the river carrying ropes and walked straight up to their prey. Then, without
much difficulty, they slipped a noose round the reptile’s body and dragged it to the bank.
These hunters seem to have remarkable powers as well as a complete contempt for danger. A cousin
of mine showed me a remarkable photograph he had taken. It showed two natives squatting on
either side of a huge man-eating crocodile which was very much alive. It had only just been dragged
out of the water, but the hunters told it to be quiet and - well - it just kept still and posed for the
camera!
Garba had rejoined me as usual on my return from leave and all was peace in the domestic world. It
was, therefore, a great surprise to me when he came to me one day and said he must leave me. He
admitted that he was fond of his work, quite satisfied and had not quarrelled with any of the other
servants, but all the same he said he must go home. He had decided that he must go, but he assured
me he had no intention of looking for another job in the service of a white man. He must go, but he
did not know why.
He was on the verge of tears and it all seemed very mysterious to me, so I told him to think it over
and take the advice of the other boys. After two or three days, however, he told me he had not
altered his mind and shortly afterward he went off. He was weeping quite shamelessly and I must
admit that I was very upset too. He had been with me for nearly five years and a more cheerful and
faithful servant it would be impossible to find .
I asked my malam if he had any solution to offer and all he could suggest was that perhaps Garba's
relations wanted him at home and had asked their priests to pray for his return. Garba's home, by
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the way, was some four or five hundred miles away in the Mandara Hills, in the North East corner
of Nigeria. I confess I did not think much of the malam's suggestion, for I thought he was only
trying to be clever.
I re-arranged the household staff and after several weeks I made up my mind that I had really seen
the last of my steward boy. So it was with great astonishment that I received a letter from him three
or four months later - a letter which had passed through many hands before it had finally reached
me. It said that on his arrival home he had found that his father had died and that he, the eldest son,
had a certain amount of family affairs to settle. He had satisfied everyone's claims, all his business
was finished and now he hoped and prayed that I should take him back again. Of course I had him
back and was very glad to do so, but I never discovered just what it was that urged him to leave me
in the first place. Was it telepathy? Was it an answer to prayer?
One or two servants at Ilorin were responsible for quite an amusing episode. They got hold of a
catalogue from a firm in England that specializes in selling cheap clothing and the like and saw
illustrated in it some brightly hued shoes at about three shilling and sixpence a pair. So they put
their heads together and thought they had a grand scheme for doing a little profitable trading with
their 'brothers'. Then followed days of borrowing money and eventually an order for five pounds'
worth of shoes was despatched to England. But the crash came some six weeks later when a large
crate arrived full of the shoes of their choice, very smart and in every way most suitable for their
purpose except that they were of a size fit for children of three!
After a month or two I was posted to Omu to take charge of a school for pagans. It was about fifty
miles away in forest country and my nearest European neighbour was a Seventh Day Adventist
missionary, who lived twenty-five miles off. The school had been started
little more than twelve months before and was quite unique. Naturally
one of its objects was to provide education for the very primitive people
of the district, but another and very important reason for its institution
was in order that we could get into touch with the natives.
It was a great success from every point of view and the boys - sons of
most of the important people for miles around - were the most cheerful
lot of hard-working people I have ever met. There were a few prefects
who, to put it roughly, were given an idea of the Boy Scouts' Code and
left to get on with it. The results were amazing. Punishments were hardly
ever necessary, the boys looked after the school farm and poultry, built
Omu boys wrestling
their own houses, played a good game of football and were as completely natural as could be.
My bungalow15 was only a few hundred yards
from the school, on a hill, in a clearing in the
forest. It was a comfortable house. In fact I had no
fault to find with it, but I managed to have one or
two minor adventures in it. There was a ceiling of
rush matting below the thatch and it took me a
long time to get used to seeing it bulge as the
palm rats ran about on it. They are huge animals
and very few fox terriers would like to tackle
them. A large green snake too kept me busy most
of one afternoon before I could get rid of it.
On another occasion I threw a mackintosh over my head to keep the rain off my pith helmet as I
was going down to the school and on my arrival the teachers and boys all shouted to me not to
touch my helmet. Then someone came up behind me, seized it from behind and threw it away from
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me. A large scorpion was on the exact place where I should have put my hand to take my helmet
off! I suppose it must have been having a quiet sleep in my raincoat as it hung on its peg.
But these little adventures were nothing compared to the arrival of the driver ants. I had heard of
driver ants before. A friend had told me how he and his guest had had to leave their bungalow at a
moment's notice, shedding their pyjamas as they fled. How they had endured agonies until the last
of the ants had been removed from their bodies and how they had gone back next morning to see
what had happened to the dog. The poor animal had been chained up and all that was left of him
was his skeleton. That is only one story I had heard and apart from that I had been attacked by them
once when out shooting in some elephant grass and had not enjoyed the experience.
Driver ants are dreaded by man and beast, who have no means of combating them. I think my own
experience at Omu will bear out this statement. I woke up one night to hear very faint but very
distinct squeals of terror, which seemed to come from the walls all round my bedroom. These cries
came from the countless lizards, scorpions and other little animals as they were beset by the ants. I
only realized this afterwards. Then I heard a great clatter outside in the direction of the kitchen, so I
seized my pistol and ran outside to see what was happening, There I found my turkey jumping
about on the kitchen roof which was made of corrugated iron.
Whilst I was exhorting the boys to get the turkey down I suddenly felt something like a thousand
needles sticking into my legs and the pricking was rapidly moving upwards! That really did make
me realise what was happening. We got lamps and soon found that the veranda, the front door, my
bathroom and the whole of the front of the house was one mass of driver ants. Audu had met them
before so he took charge. Soon we had paraffin, hot cinders and ashes across all the sills of the
windows and doors, and the ants were kept away for the time being, but we had to spend the rest of
the night in keeping watch and providing more ashes and paraffin as they became ineffective.
In the morning I went out to investigate and found that an army of ants stretched from one side of
the compound, along the length of my veranda and away into the bush on the other side of the
house. At the head of the army was a fan of scouts about fifteen yards across and behind them came
the main body, just a solid mass formation about three or four inches wide. Some were females and
some males bearing provisions in the shape of white ants which they had stung and paralysed in
order to carry them more easily. Every now and again the procession came to a large stone and had
to make a detour round it. Here several fighters were stationed to guard the corner and see there was
no congestion of traffic.
I suppose it must have been the fan of scouts that had invaded my house during the night, for I was
not worried again during the seven days and nights the army took to pass. I confess, however, to
having spent some very wakeful nights during their passing and to having had my camp bed ready
to move down to the school at a moment's notice.
For five days I tried every known means of diverting the drivers from my veranda. We dug trenches
across their path and lit fires in them, but the ants simply halted till the fires had died down and
anyhow I could not have fire too near my thatched roof. We sprayed them with Flit and paraffin,
but all to no purpose. Finally I sent to the Chief of Omu and asked for his help. It arrived that
evening in the form of two elderly natives to whom I gave sixpence and promised a further sixpence
each when they had ridded me of the ants.
Their procedure was very interesting and I should be very glad to know if anyone else has seen
anything like it. They went to each corner of the house and to the front and back doors and made
little holes in the ground. Then they put into each of these holes a little brown powder mixed with
some coney hairs, muttering prayers as they did so. That was all and they told me I could be sure
there would be no ants near my house next morning.
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Sure enough there was not a sign of a driver ant when I got up next day and I very willingly paid
the two natives what I had promised and more besides. I do not know what the explanation of their
'medicine' can be and probably never shall. It may have been black man's magic or it may be that
they knew of some stuff which the ants dreaded. Whatever it was it did the trick.
I wonder how many ants there were in that army? A solid mass two or three inches wide going
steadily past my house for seven days and nights. I think they must have made their headquarters
somewhere fairly close, for though they never worried me again. I often used to see little bands of
them going off on expeditions to raid white ants' nests in the morning and returning again in the
evening carrying their prey. I think they must be quite harmless except when they are travelling in a
huge army for I was able to play tricks on the small raiding parties.
For instance, if I put my foot down suddenly in their path, they would all stop in their tracks; as if
one of them had given a word of command. Then all their little feelers would start waving about as
they communicated with each other and decided what to do next. Then suddenly they would turn
about and match off at full speed. Another trick was to edge the leading ant further and further
round till eventually it joined the rear of the column. Then they would go round and round in a
circle and would probably go on for ever if I did not put a stick down to break the ring.
Once a week a government messenger used to bicycle out from Ilorin with my letters - a nice little
ride of fifty miles. He rarely stayed more than half an hour before setting out on the return journey.
But if I had any other letters or parcels to send on other days, I used to put them down at the side of
the road which passed near the school and the first lorry that came along would pick them up and
take them into Ilorin to the Post Office. No one ever dreamt of stealing them and they were always
safely and promptly delivered. As a matter of fact one letter did get picked up by a lorry driver who
was diverted to Lagos before he reached Ilorin, so it took ten days and did a tour of some hundreds
of miles before it got to its destination, but that was the only occasion when the system broke down.
Milk was always a problem in Nigeria, even in the Northern Provinces where cattle abound. In fact
most Europeans never attempted to use fresh milk even when it was obtainable for they knew well
what delightful methods were employed to doctor it.
At Omu there are only pigmy cattle, not much taller than a large dog, which are used in place of
coinage and are rarely slaughtered or milked. Consequently I was very surprised when a native
turned up one morning with both milk and butter, fresh and quite fit for human consumption. He
had come about twenty miles with it through the forest and, as I liked it, he came every day
afterwards and travelled during the night so that the heat of the sun should not turn the milk sour.
After a week or two he was accompanied by a fisherman who can have had little rest for he spent
most of his days catching the fish and most of the nights bringing it to sell to me.
Except for the eternal chicken and very occasionally some extremely tough goat, I had to depend on
tinned meat for food. In fact I began to think Audu was not trying his best, so I went to the market
to have a look for myself. I was sorry I had done so for I could hardly trust myself to eat anything
my cook prepared for me afterwards. There were grilled rats on skewers, joints and cutlets of dog,
snake chops and all sorts of ghastly little smoked vermin - all of them delicacies in a forest country
where the natives live on yams and little else.
I had to make a sudden journey to Ilorin for, in spite of having paid large sums not many months
before to a dentist in England, something went very wrong with a tooth and apart from the pain it
gave me, it brought on a bout of malaria. Jolting along in a lorry did not improve matters so when I
arrived in the evening there was nothing I longed for more than to have the tooth out. There was
only one dentist in all the Northern Provinces and he was hundreds of miles away, so the doctor
undertook the job.
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Only yesterday I had a tooth out and it was no fun, despite the skill of an expert and all his modern
gadgets and local anaesthetics. The extraction at Ilorin was a very different matter and was carried
out in two acts, the first of which took place on a table in the waiting room at the Native Hospital.
Picture the scene. Myself on the table surrounded by black attendants holding hurricane lamps and
the medical officer making quite certain which tooth to pull out. Was I ready? Yes. Then a long,
long pull and - crash: the beastly thing had broken off. Bad light stopped play - to say nothing of
swelling. and bleeding.
Four days later we carried out the second act, this time at mid-day in the operating theatre. We all
hoped for success. I, because the alternative was a long journey to Lagos to a dentist; the doctor
because of his very natural wish to complete the job; the native attendants because I think they felt
it would be a blot in their copy-books if the native hospital could not pull out a refractory molar. So
we all got down to it with a will and, after seven or eight shots which ended in crackings and bangs
as the pinchers slipped, the doctor and I were exhausted and covered with perspiration, while the
attendants looked like a football crowd when the other side had scored the winning goal.
Then it was a question of getting it out now or that journey to Lagos, so the medical officer gripped
the tooth, I gripped the operating table and we pulled harder than ever. This time there was no
slipping and out it came to the accompaniment of delighted cries from the black gentlemen.
Needless to say I shall be everlastingly grateful to the doctor for ridding me of the brute. It may be a
quaint suggestion, but I think it is not a bad plan to have a tooth out like this once, for it is almost a
pleasure to sit down in a good old dentist's chair by comparison.
One day I was inspecting the school compound when I found a miserable little dog tied to a tree
stump. It was terribly thin and obviously very thirsty. I called the head boy and asked whose dog
she was and why she was not being looked after properly. He replied that she had been caught redhanded stealing the eggs from the poultry run and that the school had decided that she should be
sold to the butchers as punishment for her crime. I suppose that was quite logical to the native way
of thinking but it did not strike me in the same way and I gave an order which rather surprised the
boys. I said that if I found the dog still tied up there when I returned, she would have to become the
school pet. I did not give them time to take the dog to market but came back in about twenty
minutes, and when I arrived it was to find the whole school petting and feeding the little dog.
The head boy took complete charge of her and from that day she never left him and even lay at his
feet in the classroom. Later on Caesar married her and she produced a family of rather priceless
puppies, half pi-dog and half bull terrier. The birthplace she chose was a culvert underneath the
school drive and two days after the puppies put in their appearance a thunderstorm arrived.
That meant we had to turn out all hands and block up one end of the culvert with bricks and cement
or they would have been drowned. Two nights after that some driver ants attacked them. The Head
Teacher ordered a small boy to crawl in and bring out the little family but he refused and the teacher
had to go in himself. Next morning he brought the wretched boy up in front of me for
disobedience and cruelty to animals!
I heard that a small mission in charge of a native evangelist was being persecuted continuously. If
they planted some yams one day, they would be all dug up next morning. In fact every effort at
cultivation they made was frustrated and their lives were altogether not worth living. It was very
unusual for missions to be interfered with, so I came to the conclusion that the local inhabitants had
some good reason for wishing to be rid of this little mission.
Now a mission is a connecting link between the native and the European, so I guessed something
must be contemplated which the natives wanted to be kept secret. I made various enquiries and
found out, first of all, that the local chief was very unpopular, and secondly that certain strange
customs prevailed in the event of a chief's death. Among other things the brains, skin, flesh and hair
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are removed from his head and the skull is then displayed for several days in the market place. After
that it becomes the new chief's beer mug. He is supposed to gain virtue by drinking from it, while at
the same time it serves as a constant reminder that even he must die one day.
It seemed that this and other customs peculiar to the death of a chief had been under discussion for
sometime so it was not difficult to believe that an "accident" might take place after the mission had
taken its departure. Anyhow I put in a word in the right quarter and, later on, had the satisfaction of
knowing that the chief's life had been saved. I believe he was deposed eventually, so everyone was
happy in the end.
I also got wind of a revolting custom that had been observed at a town near Omu. Unfortunately I
did not hear of it in time to have it stopped, though I did report it with the result that it could not
happen again. It took place at the annual Yam Harvest Festival. A horse was led into the town and
flogged up and down the market place until it fell down exhausted. Then the natives continued to
beat it until it died. I did not discover the significance of the sacrifice or the reason for such a
horribly long drawn-out method of killing the victim16. Horses are rare in that part of the world, so
the sacrifice was a big one that they made to the spirits responsible for providing a fine harvest of
Yams. The inhabitants depend very largely on Yams for foods so it is possible to appreciate their
point of view much though we may not share it.
I was not long enough in Omu to make any real study of the customs of the natives, though I did
come upon one or two practices which upheld the local tradition that, many years ago, the
inhabitants of that district had immigrated from Egypt - hundreds of miles away in the north-east.
One of the most striking customs in support of this tradition is that they bury their dead at the end of
long horizontal tunnels several feet below the surface and the more important the person, the longer
is the tunnel. And again they place provisions and money beside the dead. Of course their burials
are pathetic in their poverty when compared to those of Ancient Egypt, but the principle seems to be
the same.
One most important question had not been settled before I left the Omu School and that was the
question of religious teaching. Every morning the Head Teacher read a simple prayer before starting
the day's work. Without actually mentioning God, it was a prayer for help in the day's work and
play, for health and strength and guidance. One day I asked the boys to whom they were praying.
They replied at once "God". So I said, "Who or what is God?" "A very big spirit " was their answer.
Then I asked if there were any other very big spirits. "Oh yes. There are the Spirits of Thunder, the
Spirit of the Earth and many others". And it turned out that they said this particular prayer to God
because God is the White Man's Special Spirit.
This made me think it was rather stupid for them to say any prayer at all, especially as they
observed their own pagan religious customs in their compounds and during the school holidays.
However, I was only temporarily in charge of the school and the daily prayer had been instituted by
the man who was shortly to return and take over from me, so I did not stop it.
As I have said already Omu was ringed round by missions of several different denominations, all
longing to get at my boys. Not one of them was prepared to hasten slowly. As things were, the boys
were better morally and were far less spoilt than the boys of any school I know, so it seemed to me
a very dangerous thing to let any of the missions take their religious instruction in hand. On the
other hand it seemed that they ought to receive some teaching which would equip them for life after
they left school.
Actually, I consulted the Heads of Missions within about 30 miles radius and there were five or six
denominations: I got agreement on the use of certain prayers and passages in the Bible which might
be used by any one of them, but that was about all. None of them would give up their particular
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ceremonies so it was a pure matter of luck if a boy who had spent some time in one Mission school
and a girl who had spent it in another could be married in the same church. But I left before hearing
if any result had happened.
Private affairs made it necessary for me to come home to England early in 193317 and when I
arrived I considered it best to stay here. I left with many regrets for, during my five years on the
Coast, I had made a large number of friendships. Some of the white men I may see on rare
occasions when they come home on leave, but I am sad to think I have said good-bye for ever to
Garba, Audu, Malam Bagudu and Malam Mamadi. I did get to know them very well and I have a
very real affection for them.
Thinking I should be returning to Nigeria, I left Caesar in the charge of a friend at Ilorin. To my
great sorrow I shall never see him again for he began to go blind soon after my departure and had to
be put to sleep.
Given few family ties, a sound constitution, a respect for the sun and the mosquito and a sense of
humour, then a man can be happy and interested in the White Man's Grave. We may teach the
native a good deal but we in our turn can learn a great deal from him, especially if he be
Muhammedan. He is a fatalist, thinking only of the present, rejoicing in good fortune and
submitting meekly to trouble and disaster. More than that, he undertakes no journey or enterprise
without first invoking the aid of God and giving thanks to Him when it is completed. To pain or
sickness he submits without complaint, saying "It is the will of Allah": in fact so little does he exert
his will to recover that a simple complaint often becomes a serious illness and leads to his death.
At home in England we are engrossed in worldly affairs, the rush of business and the trivialities of
officialdom, and we find little time for God. We may start our day with prayer in the privacy of our
bedrooms, but from that moment we rely upon ourselves, our scientific instruments and our
medicines to carry us through. In fact it is only when some great disaster or danger threatens us that
we turn to God - rather as a last resort than as the one to whom the native turns on all occasions.
Abroad, living among the black men, we have time to see things in their proper proportions. We are
self-reliant and we learn to take responsibility, but we do - unostentatiously perhaps - pray for
Divine Guidance in our enterprises and we do thank God for the blessings and comforts which are
so much appreciated in a life so close to Nature.
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Notes by Nigel Webb
1.

The following certificates and comments on Geoffrey Webb’s service have survived:

Memorandum from the Secretary, Northern Provinces, Kaduna:
… Mr A.G.G.Webb passed the Lower Standard Hausa Examination part “A” for which he
sat in December 1928:
… The total marks required to pass is 210 and Mr Webb obtained 260 ½
Examiners’ Certificate, Zaria, March 1st 1929
Commander A.G.G.Webb, Superintendent Brafts School, in Lower Standard Hausa Part “B”
… 74%
From the Asst.Director of Education, Northern Provinces, Nigeria, 14th March 1930
To Lieut. Commd. A.G.G.Webb, 17, West End Terrace, Winchester, Hants:
Higher Standard Hausa Part “A” Examination, December 1929
I am glad to inform you that you passed … 62%.
Certificate issued at Kaduna, December 23rd 1930:
… Higher Standard Hausa Part “B” … 68%
Signed by the Director of Education
Government of Nigeria:
Certificate of Service
Arthur Geoffrey Gascoyne Webb, Superintendent of Education, Education Department, 25th
April 1928 - 17th February 1933.
Efficiency: He was a keen and efficient officer and a good linguist. He exercised
sympathetic but firm control over African staff and pupils.
General conduct: Excellent
2.
Subsequently, in collaboration with Captain Frank William Taylor, Geoffrey Webb wrote
Labarun Al’adun Hausawa da zantatukansu (Accounts and conversations describing certain
customs of the Hausas), which was published by Oxford University Press in 1932 as No. 7 in
‘Taylor’s Fulani-Hausa series’ of language books and readers. Each descriptive account or reported
conversation is in given in both Hausa and English and the English titles are as follows:
The Hausa custom regarding marriage
Presents given by a man before he marries
Different kinds of marriage
An account of birth from its beginning till the weaning
Different names and their meanings
Circumcision
The Koran school
Relations (a diagram)
The divorce law
A marriage case
The time of day (a diagram)
The Obligatory Prayers
Sacrifice
The Fast and the Festival
The New Year Festival
What is said at meal-time
Burial
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A case of theft
Cattle
Farming
The way a house is built in this country
Tanning and how it is done
Dyeing
Smithing
Trading
How something is bought
3.
Geoffrey Webb also compiled a substantial collection of traditional stories (unpublished).
His ‘Author’s Note’ is as follows:
‘I took these stories down from Malam Dan Ja, a native teacher of Katsina, Northern
Nigeria. I translated them as he told them to me, and have only altered my original wording
a little, in order that they may be readable. In all other respects they are exactly as Malam
Dan Ja recounted them. Many of the natives’ stories are widespread in Nigeria, so it is just
possible that one or two of these are already in print. If this is so, I apologize and can only
say that I have not ‘borrowed’ them.’
(A malam is a teacher; the Jackal, in stories, is traditionally the malam among the animals).
The contents of this collection is as follows:
The Spider and his wife
Iyoji, King of the Giants
A woman’s promise is of no worth
Evil rewarded
How a poor man came to marry a princess
Gwari (a courtesan)
How a bad boy became King
The burner of bad beans
Kaura Kure Gumari (a weaver)
The farmer and the Hyena
The beginning of leprosy
Men are descended from Monkeys
The reward of inquisitiveness
Misplaced confidence
Three men who had their fortunes told
A King who did not believe in fortune tellers
The Jackal and the Dog
The wisdom of the Jackal
The Jackal and the malam
Why Dogs eat grass
Why the Dog was not made King
The story of a Fakir who went to Egypt
Alhaji Dodoma (a Fakir)
Dan Marina and Dan Madani (two Fakirs)
Jato the Witch Doctor
Daidu and Na Gango (children of a Witch Doctor)
Folly
The Prophet’s Charger
The tomb of Seyedi Ali (a great General of the Prophet)
Seedy Abubakr (the Prophet’s chief disciple)
Solomon’s dream
Pride goeth before a fall
How Muhammed went to Heaven
The prophet Joseph, son of Jacob
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End notes to the text follow on the next two pages
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1

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘The evil reputation of this rock originated from action by a local chief, before
British rule. He sentenced a man to a cruel death, but, as an act of "mercy" allowed him to climb the rock as an
alternative, it being known that this was impossible. The man got up with difficulty, but could not get down and died of
hunger and thirst on the top.
‘The only other man to climb the rock, in 1950, was Julian Wallace, an A.D.O whom I relieved at Rabah in 1955, and
formerly a subaltern in the Royal Marine Commandoes. He managed to get up and down successfully but incurred the
wrath of the Resident for so doing. Wallace found the bones of his predecessor at the top.
‘The Rock came to British notice -first in 1857, when the "Dayspring" was wrecked there. She had been sent up-river to
explore by the British Government and, was under the command of Dr. Baikie R.N. with Lt. Glover R.N. as surveyor.
At the time when I was working along the river, Glover's Admiralty Chart of the Middle Niger was the only one
obtainable, and was still reasonably accurate. Baikie did much to stimulate trade with Northern Nigeria, doing the work
of a Consul without the pay or title, and Glover went on to become the first Governor of the Colony of Lagos.’
2

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘The Native Administration prisons only took prisoners sentenced to two years or
less, and things were much the same in my time as they were in Dad's day. Most N. A. prisons also had an attached
ward for lunatics, who were treated quite kindly and allowed daily visits by their families, but kept firmly locked behind
bars.
Even in Dad's day, conditions in the three Government prisons at Jos, Lagos and Port Harcourt were much nastier. They
took long-sentence prisoners and had British Governors, seconded from the British Prison Service. Their main
occupation was stone-breaking, which they undertook secured by ball-and-chain. They were all there for major crime
such as highway robbery.
‘One of my colleagues went to Jos on first appointment as an Administrative Officer, and on his first morning was sent
over to the prison to hold inquests, it being the biennial Hanging Fortnight. The hangman was based in Lagos, and was
only part-time anyway, so to save travelling expenses he visited the Jos and Port Harcourt prisons twice a year each,
and condemned men were saved up for him. Poor Goodere, my friend, was Coroner, and had to hold a formal inquest
an hour after each man was hanged, after the body was taken down: this involved evidence from the hangman, the Chief
Superintendent of Police (as Sheriff), the local doctor from the N. A. Hospital and the Prison Governor. After the
Inquest, my friend had to authorise burial of the body. All this rigmarole, which wasted the time of four busy officials
with much of importance to do, was introduced at the insistence of our Parliament, and resulted from an unfortunate
incident in Sokoto, where the headsman had missed his aim when performing in the market place, and the native press
in Lagos got hold of the story. Previously, beheadings were supervised by the Chief Alkali (judge), and the chap was
dead two minutes after leaving the prison and buried at once. Unfortunately, on that occasion, the Chief Alkali did not
realise that the elderly executioner was developing dementia.’
3

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘Lulie and I were married in this church on 1st October I957, by Special Licence of
the Acting Governor. The Local Authority (in Dad's day the Station Magistrate) lent us his Rolls-Royce to take us to the
reception, but could not attend the service or reception as there had been a party the previous evening to celebrate the
closure of the Bauchi light Railway. A pity, because he was a fairly prehistoric character and most amusing, dating back
to my great-uncle's day, and his car was of much the same vintage.
‘During the service, the choir, which was of mixed race, sang the hymns in three native languages at the same time,
accompanied by vociferous support from various P.W.D. characters in Irish, Scots and Welsh. You never heard such a
din. After the service, the car refused to start, and was pushed off towards the reception through the mud by the guests.
Fortunately, after 200 yards or so, the engine picked up with the most enormous explosion.’
4

His father, presumably.

5

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘I think that this must have been the time when the Arts and Crafts division of the
Education Department was closed down as part of the economy measures caused by the World Slump in trade. It was
normal in most Departments of Government for most new officials to be sent to Kaduna for a while in their second tour
of duty, so that their Head of Department could weigh them up, and decide whether they should be confirmed in their
appointments, sacked, or have their three-year probation extended.’
6

7

Henry Balfour, F.R.S., curator of the Pitt Rivers Museum.

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘The Emir concerned was the Sultan of Sokoto, who was running away from a
domestic scandal which involved him personally in great local shame, though the local Administration did not know
that at the time.
‘It could have been a sign of imminent renunciation of the Treaty with Lord Lugard, and might have led to a mass
rebellion against British Rule, led by all the Emirs. Hence the concern of the political (administrative) officer
concerned.’

8

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘The Branch line from Minna - Baro on the Niger, to which Dad refers, was in fact
the earliest railway in Northern Nigeria, and was constructed onwards to Kano, the object being to evacuate cotton and
groundnuts from the North of the Niger, hence by river steamer to the sea and by ship to England. It fe1l out of use over
time and was closed shortly after Dad left Nigeria, since foreign traffic to and from Northern Nigeria was moved via the
main line from Minna - Jebba and hence to Lagos/Apapa.’
9

Adrian Webb adds the following: Dad's house had been knocked down when I arrived in Bida in 1959, but I lived
briefly in its replacement, which had a tin roof, which made it hellish hot, and attracted 10% of my salary in rent. I spent
very little time in Bida, being mostly down on the Niger.’
10

Adrian Webb adds the following: The D.O. had become a Resident by the time I arrived in Nigeria and I met him
once by chance when passing through Kano to pick up Lulie from the aeroplane to marry her. As A.D.C. in Bida, he
had captured the wife of the D.O., his boss, who had a notorious temper, and resigned from the service after the
contretemps. The D.0`s brother was a Merchant Service Officer, whose son was at Bruton at the same time as myself:
he was called up for service in the Second World War in the Royal Navy and walked off the end of the pier at Portland
in the blackout and was drowned, when drunk. His son hated him and said he was no loss, and I stayed with son and
mother at their home in Wedmore, Somerset, for a week during one Christmas holiday when it was inconvenient for me
to be home.’
11

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘Dad was involved in one of the most serious episodes of enormous locust swarms,
though these continued to be a problem on a lesser scale right up to the end of British rule. By 1931, an International
Locust Warning System was in place, controlled by just two specialists in the Imperial Institute in London. The main
breeding ground was in S. Arabia, and it was the job of the British Consul in Jedda, the pilgrim port for Mecca, to
inform London if there were signs of the brutes moving west, and the state of the wind. He also informed Aden, India
and the Sudan direct, all being then under British rule. Usually, the locusts went west over the Sudan, French Chad and
thence into Northern Nigeria or Southern French Niger. Few managed to survive further. By my time, not only was
there an established drill for dealing with locusts, but poisoned bait was distributed and locked up in readiness.’
12

Because, presumably, this account was written, for possible publication, primarily with a view to giving a picture of
colonial life and local customs in Nigeria, Geoffrey Webb has omitted all reference to family matters. In fact, his father
had been diagnosed with cancer during his fist leave and had died in 1931, before he returned home for his second
leave, which he therefore spent, almost entirely, with his mother. His wife Audrey went out with him for the start of
this next tour.
13

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘Immediate burial was the rule, though in the case of a European this could be
difficult if a doctor was not available to certify death. When I arrived at my first station in 1952, a European cotton
engineer had just been killed by a spanner which he had dropped on a moving belt in his cotton ginnery, and it had been
thrown through his chest. The chap was rushed to the D.O.'s house immediately, and the D.O sent for the doctor at a
Mission station eighty miles away: the doctor came straight back but arrived too late to save him, which would probably
have been impossible in any case. By this time it was 2 a.m. The D.O. then held the Inquest, while the local carpenter
made the coffin in the next office (later mine), and they buried the chap at dawn.’
14

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘As part of the A.D.O.'s qualification for permanent appointment, I had to pass a
law exam, which included the Ju-ju Ordinance, a sort of law made by the Governor. This listed I56 different forbidden
ju-jus, the worst being the Long Ju-ju of Aro-Chuku, a place on the border of the West and East Regions, the shrine of
which was located just two miles from an enormous Church of England Mission Teachers’ Training College. The Long
Ju-ju was originally suppressed, after ten years’ investigation and five hangings, in 1928, but was revived after the end
of British rule and was responsible for the murder of the child whose torso was found in the Thames a few years ago.’
15

The figure standing in front of the bungalow in the photograph is his wife Audrey.

16

Adrian Webb adds the following: ‘This was still going on in remote Yoruba areas in my day. An attempt had been
made to stop it by order of the Lt. Governor of the Western Region but the result was that the locals took little girls
from a neighbouring village instead and flogged them to death. As with ju-ju, it was terribly hard to get witnesses to
come forward in this sort of case. One must remember that British officials held power in Northern Nigeria for just fifty
years, before we were pushed out by the Americans; in Southern Nigeria, decent British influences only had about sixty
years. Even then, down in the depths of the forests, all sorts of things went on that were not known to the authorities.’
17

His wife Audrey had died of malaria and blackwater fever on the way home on S.S.Accra, on 6th February 1933, only
three days after leaving Ilorin.

Mommon Bello, Chief Instructor at the Craft School, Zaria
Watercolour by Geoffrey Webb

